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ABSTRACT
The. thesis describes the course and outcome of research into the use 
of paperboard as a potential new material for self supporting and 
loadbearing low-cost structural enclosures.
Both, the material paperboard in general and suitable structural forms, 
were investigated first and Pasted Chipboard material and folded surface 
structures subsequently chosen for further study.
Folded surface structures in general were classified and their historical 
development was indicated.
Based on the geometry of composite antiprisms a building system was 
developed which consists of three different structural forms, a vault, 
a dome and a form obtained by the intersection of three vaults, which 
can be combined in a variety of ways to suit different'architectural 
applications.
Manufacture, assembly and erection were studied and applied to a design 
consisting of a vault structure closed on both ends by semidomes which 
was constructed as a 75% full scale prototype in Pasted Chipboard.
A full set of gravity load tests and a windtunnel investigation ori a 
small scale model were carried out.
A method of analysis based on finite element method was attempted by two 
of the author's colleagues and the analytical results compared with the 
experimental ones. •
I/
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PREFACE
A large amount of traditional and new materials is produced in sheet form 
for ease of production and versatility in use. When employing thin surfaces 
for load bearing construction the engineer-designer has to design for 
failure in stiffness through buckling of the midsurface rather than for 
failure through overstressing.
Bending stresses perpendicular to the surface, which cause buckling, may be 
drastically reduced and even eliminated by adequate geometric design of the 
structural form.
Well known examples are shell structures and folded surface structures, 
which are both representative of the geometric means available to the 
designer to achieve reduced bending stresses : curvature and folding.
Shell structures gained particular popularity in the past, when, for the 
first time in the history of building, large, thin, monolithic surfaces 
could be produced from mouldable, reinforced materials, such as reinforced 
concrete and later reinforced plastics, and wide span structures of 
arbitrary shape could be produced. However, most shell structures are 
expensive to build, due to the necessary scaffolding, formwork or moulds 
required for their construction and/or labour-intensive in-situ construction 
processes.
Folded surface structures, on the other hand, are composed of flat surface 
elements, which can be readily cut out of standard sheet or panel materials 
and are joined, forming ridge and valley folds. By folding, the cross- 
sectional area and consequently the moment of inertia is increased resulting 
in greatly improved stiffness over the flat plate.
Depending on the nature, complexity and arrangement of the flat surface 
elements, almost any arbitrary shape and curvature can be substituted by 
folds, including all known shell forms. Shell structures whose form has 
been substituted by small folded surfaces are called shell-type folded 
surface structures.
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These forms are ideally suited for prefabrication as even complex shapes 
can be constructed from only a small number of different plane surface 
elements. Sophisticated arrangements allow it also to form large buildings 
from small size elements, which can be manufactured from most sheet 
materials by simple processes and.can be erected by unskilled labour. 
Realising their great structural potential and their formal richness it is 
feasible to employ materials for their construction, which, dye to their 
low stiffness - expressed by their modulus of elasticity - can otherwise not 
be utilised for structural application in wide-span buildings. In addition, 
the stiffness of folded surface structures may be readily increased, if 
required, simply by introducing additional bracing elements, even after 
construction.
Compared with the more popular shell structures, few shell-type folded 
structures have been built so far, despite their obvious advantages. Little 
is known of the geometries of these structures. The large number of 
surfaces, interconnected-'in spatial arrangement, makes the visual perception 
of the formal structure, and consequently the understanding and geometrical 
definition, difficult.
From the viewpoint of structural analysis complex folded surface structures 
are highly statically indeterminate structures displaying non-linear 
behaviour.
Large local displacements and local buckling of individual surfaces under 
excessive stresses are characteristic failure modes. A structural analysis, 
predicting the behaviour of the structure, when under load, with reasonable 
accuracy, is cumbersome and difficult. This explains why folded surface 
structures, when compared with other structures such as shells are as yet, 
insufficiently defined and workable standard procedures for the calculation 
are lacking.
As.'-a direct result of this situation these structures have not yet been 
widely accepted by architects and design engineers.
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The demand for low cost self help prefabricated buildings to be used for 
a defined life is steadily increasing.
Not only have the acute housing problems in the underdeveloped, over- 
populated areas of the world to be met and the homeless in disaster areas 
to be accommodated, but also raised needs in highly industrialized countries 
for cheaper and more flexible concepts for instant housing, leisure and 
education, easier adaptable to the rapid changes in society and environment 
demand new criteria and new solutions.
Opposed to these demands are the steadily rising costs of conventional 
materials such as wood, steel, and in particular plastics which are being 
used for temporary and mobile building at present. Closely related to the 
economic problem is the increasing awareness of the limitation of resources 
for these materials and the present problem of supply.
Every creation implies disposal. For flexibility, change and adaptation 
demand disposal with least possible effort. Buildings, unable to adapt to 
new needs of the user, have to be discarded.
Disposal of conventional buildings in conventional materials is not only 
wasteful, as often material is lost and therefore resources are shortened, 
but it also contributes towards the increasing ecological problem through 
creating more waste.
New materials have to be employed that satisfy these criteria.
As Zuk and Clarke* put it:
’The traditional attitude which equates design excellence with top quality, 
long lasting materials is no longer valid.
Paperboard may be one of the key materials for use in disposable architecture 
’The development of new materials implies further new structural techniques,. 
new building methods, and a new vocabulary of forms’
*W. Zuk and R. H. Clarke ’Kinetic Architecture’ Van Nostrand- Rheinhold 
Pub1.Corp. 1970
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General reading key:
Literature references in the text are given in brackets e,g, (13) and 
refer to the reference given at the end of each chapter.
References to illustrations or tables (figures, plates, tables) in the 
text are given in the following way: plate 3, fig. 13, table 6. If a 
plate contains more than one illustration.references are indicated by the 
symbol 1> T, e.g. plate 3 > 2 , a number on its own accompanied by the sign 
’ >* (e.g. >4) always refers to an illustration on the same plate, the
number of which is given in the preceding text.
The numbering of illustrations on a plate runs from left to right.
The project-tables (table 10-21, pp. 255-266) in Appendix 2 have been given 
a separate reading key (p. 254).
AN INTRODUCTION INTO PAPER AND PAPERBOARD
INTRODUCTION
fA sheet of paper is made up of millions of microscopic vegetable fibres 
together with non-fibrous additions. It is made by depositing a mixture 
of fibres and mineral matter in water on a continuous moving wire mesh.
The removal of most of the water leaves a mat of intertwined fibres and 
mineral particles, forming paper. By.varying the mode of manufacture 
products can be obtained ranging from fine tissue to thick laminated board, 
and from writing parchment to heavy blotting paper.
This versatility is made possible by varying the source and type of the 
fibrous raw materials used, by combining them in different proportions and 
by treating them differently during the chemical and mechanical processes 
of manufacture.
Because it is made from natural fibres and these are responsive to changing 
external conditions,paper and consequently paperboard has a "nature" of its 
own.
This must be'recognised by the user and must be allowed for in application1. 
(17 ) .
This following chap.ter gives a short introduction into, the world of .paper 
and paperboard.
As these materials are not yet commonly used in structural engineering and 
employed only as secondary (non-loadbearing) materials in building little 
is known outside the paperboard industry and their converter industry about 
the nature and properties of paper and paperboard.
The materials are composites of organic origin and display a highly 
anisotropic behaviour making it difficult if not impossible to find standard 
strength-values needed in structural design.
The- versatility of these materials is so great as the variables, determining 
the internal structure and consequently the properties, can be arranged in 
almost infinitely different ways, thus making it possible to produce a paper
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or a paperboard virtually tailored to its proposed applications.
The nature of these materials can only be understood, when these variables - 
lying in raw materials and manufacturing methods - are fully appreciated.
Important factors which will facilitate promotion of structural paperboard 
in the future are versatility, low-cost (when compared with other structural 
materials) and last but not least their acceptability to the environment.
Most of the papers and boards can be recycled into the manufacturing process, 
others can be carbonized enriching the world’s limited supply of carbon and 
thus avoiding ecological and economic waste.
DEFINITION:
Paper is a composite of (normally) organic fibres and non-fibrous additives 
bonded together in form of a two-dimensional mat.
Paperboard is a paper of multi-layer (multi-ply) or ’solid’ construction of
“ *  2 2 2 a basic weight between 250g/m (U.K. 220g/m ) and 450g/m .
The fibre arrangement is three dimensional.
Paperboard as a term expresses that the paper material is of heavier basis 
weight than paper and is therefore likely to be thicker and more rigid.
Another significant identifier is the thickness, or caliper of the paperboard. 
Most countries classify calipers exceeding 0,30mm (0,012 in) as paperboards, 
however the U.K. uses a lower limit of 0,25mm (0,010 in).
2 9Paperboard exceeding a basis weight of 450g/m but not. lOOOg/nf is termed 
board. •
2Board exceeding a basis weight of lOOOg/m is termed solid fibreboard.
A glossary of paper and paperboard making terms is given in Appendix 1.
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HISTORY OF PAPER AND BOARD
Paper, as it is known today, is believed to have first been made in China 
by T'sai L'un in about A.D. 105.
The main manufacturing procedures reducing the raw material to its component 
fibres, suspending the fibres in water on a mesh, drying and then polishing 
the mat of paper formed by this process - were all carried out in a more 
primitive manner but did not differ in principle from present manufacture.
It took probably six or seven hundred years before the knowledge of the 
art of papermaking moved slowly westward.
The first European paper mill was established at Xativa, Spain, in about 
1150. From there papermalcifig was brought to Italy (Fabiano 1276) and then 
spread over Europe. •
Ulman Stromer started a paper mill in 1390 in Nurnberg, Germany. Papermaking 
entered England via Switzerland and the Netherlands. In 1490 the first mill 
commenced production in Stevenage, Hertfordshire.
Although the demand for paper increased greatly after Gutenbergs invention 
of the printing press in 1450, paper was still made by hand.
Only about a hundred and fifty years later the "Hollander11, a windmill- 
powered beater was invented in. Holland revolutionising, the manufacturing 
process of paper.
All modern machinery to separate fibres and produce their particular 
characters is derived from this early invention. The fundamental invention 
of the papermaking machine can be contributed to a number of people. The 
basic machine was developed by Nicholas-Louis Robert, a Frenchman, in 1798.
On a continuous moving screen a wet web of paper was produced, which was 
subsequently dried by pressing out the moisture and air-drying the sheet.
Robert's invention was greatly improved by the brothers Henry and Sealy 
Fourdrinier by replacing his moving screen by a moving mesh of fine wire.
On this principle all subsequent improvements in machinery and•essentially 
modern paper and paperboard manufacture are based.
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It was not until methods of improving drying were invented early in the 
nineteenth century that the foundations of modern papermanufacture were 
truly laid. From then onwards both manufacture and usage of paper rapidly 
increased.
Friedrich Gottlob Keller, a German, introduced groundwood and invented the 
wood grinder.
A landmark in paper technology was achieved when two.chemical processes, for 
producing paperpulp from wood were discovered.
Benjamin Tilghman, an American,developed the sulphite process in 1857 and 
Carl Dahl, a German, invented the sulphate process in 1884.
These chemical processes and a' number of consequent discoveries in technology 
influencing the building of papermaking machines made the vast increase in 
paperproduction during the last hundred and seventy years possible.
In 1800 Germany.was the biggest manufacturer, producing 1250 tons of paper 
in 500 paper mills.
In 1970 the United States produced some 47600 tons in 809 mills.
While most of the early history in the development of paper occurred in 
Europe, the development of paperboard took place principally in the United 
States.
At the end of the nineteenth century, paper was well established in the USA 
and Europe, but paperboard was still in its infancy.
In the late 1930-1940 era an "explosion" in the manufacture of paperboard 
took place spreading from the USA onto the European continent.
In 1972 the consumption of paper and board in the UK was 7,2. million tons 
amounting to a per capita consumption of 128kg. In the USA, the worlds largest 
producer and consumer of paper and board, the per capita consumption was 290kg 
(5).
1.1 THE STRUCTURE OF PAPER AND PAPERBOARD
1.11 CELLULOSE
Cellulose, is the structural part of all vegetable matter and forms on the
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average about a third of the weight of all vegetation.
Although plants vary greatly in their shape, function and general 
appearance, the cellulose molecule is the same in all.
It may vary slightly in length and in its physical arrangement, but the 
chemistry is the same.
All the more advanced plants contain hollow, elongated,.spindle-shaped 
cells whose walls are made largely of cellulose.
These hollow spindles are the fibres which take the loads and provide the 
strength.
Chemically cellulose is made up of a chain of glucose-units.
The way in which the cell wall is built up of these various components is 
shown in plate 1 >3. .
The middle lamella and the primary wall consist mainly of lignine in wood 
fibres, and disappear almost completely during the chemical isolation of 
cellulose.
During the treatment of the fibres, the lumen is squashed flat, so the dried 
cellulose fibre is finally flat or ribbon-shaped, with an average width of 
0,02-0,05 mm and a thickness of.0,005-0,01 mm against an average diameter of 
the fibre prior to beating of 20-50 microns (plate 2; p.11 ). .
By far the most important raw material for papermaking is cellulose fibres 
from wood and other vegetable matter. Their dimensions and overall properties 
vary within every plant species and, particularly important for the papermaker, 
between different species.
The average length ranges from about 1 mm (beech, straw) to 3-4 mm (spruce, 
pine) or even centimeters (cotton, hemp). The width varies from 10 to 40 
microns. v
In paper, thin-walled, long and flexible fibres such as those of softwoods 
are practically collapsed to ribbons, whereas thick-walled, short and rigid 
fibres, such as those of hardwoods, retain much of their original tubular 
shape.
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middle lamella 
primary wall 
secondary wall 
outer zone of secondary wall 
inner zone of secondary wall 
-lumen or cavity
Plate 1
Plate 1>1,2 depict softwood fibres; (>1) spruce has both, thin and thick 
fibres, (>2) fir has longer fibres.
Physical Properties of Cellulose
(a) Density:
The density of crystallised cellulose is l,625g/m^
'(b) Mechanical Properties:
Only recently has the importance of fibre strength for the strength 
of paper sheets been realised.
Owing to the difficulty involved in experimenting with single 
fibres basic-research is still in progress.
Values for ultimate tensile strength and Young's modulus are shown
in table 1 (p10) as given by Holister in comparison with man-made,
mineral and metallic fibres.
(c) Moisture Content:
Cellulose absorbs moisture from the surrounding atmosphere, until 
equilibrium is reached.
If the moisture content of .cellulose is given as a function of the 
relative humidity-the relative partial pressure of water vapour in 
the surrounding atmosphere-the temperature influence is al.most 
entirely eliminated. For practical purposes, one sorption 
curve (fig. 1) will then suffice for all temperatures.
At a given relative humidity, the amount of water remaining in the
cellulose after drying (desorption) is greater than found after 
wetting (absorption), which explains the hysteresis loop on the 
graph.
Under normal conditions cellulose contains 5~7% water. Very dry 
cellulose still contains 0,05% water and the saturation water 
content lies between 20 and 30% depending on the type of cellulose.
The moisture content has an important influence on most of the 
properties of cellulose and its composites.
If the relative humidity of the surroundings is greater than 99%,
*
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the cellulose can also contain capillary water, e.g. in the lumen 
and between the fibres.
Saturated cellulose fibres can show an increase of about 50% in 
diameter; the length remains practically unchanged. Longitudinal 
and transverse swelling of cellulose fibres in relation to relative 
humidity is shown in (fig. 2). . ..
RELATIVE HUMIDITY %
Fig. I SORPTION ISOTHERM OF CELLULOSE AT 20°C.( from ( 3 ) p.307 ).
RELATIVE HUMIDITY %
Fig.2 LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE SWELLING OF CELLULOSE FIBRES. 
( from ( 3 ) p.308 )
(d) Influence of Temperature
The thermal sensibility of cellulose is important for its 
behaviour at high temperatures and also for the drying process.
If the temperature is too high, the cellulose decomposes and 
gives off measurable amounts of water of constitution, formed by 
a chemical reaction between the hydroxyl groups of the cellulose 
molecules.
The mechanical properties of the material deteriorate rapidly 
under these conditions. '
~ 9
(e) Influence of Light: and Bacteria
Exposure to light results in deterioration of the mechanical 
properties, of cellulose and paper, mainly due to an oxydation 
process.
Temperature, moisture level and purity are factors determining 
the rate of degradation.
Cellulose can act as a nutrient medium for certain bacteria and 
fungi, leading to the formation of sugars, organic acids and 
alcohol, and finally carbon dioxide and water.
Tliis transformation is responsible for the.gradual breakdown of 
paper at room temperature, as can be observed in old books.
1.12 FIBRES OTHER THAN CELLULOSE .
On-the whole, noncellulosic fibres, compared with cellulose fibres are 
less hydrophilic or even hydrophobic r e.g. having a strong affinity to 
water or lacking affinity for water - and do not fibrillate.
They form no or only weak bonds when deposited from water. It is their
resistance to water, microorganisms and sometimes chemicals, and heat that
makes them interesting raw, materials for papers with -unusual properties.
Noncellulosic fibres of commercial interest for papermaking include 
synthetic fibres, glass fibres and asbestos.
The strength values and Young’s moduli of- these fibres can be found in 
table 1
It is in the area of man-made fibres that the greatest hope for a new raw
material for papermaking lie.
The chief benefits to be expected are dimensional stability and ease of
pulp preparation. Because the fibres are manufactured they can be made to
a specification and supplied consistently to this standard.
It has been forecast that within the next 10 years synthetic pulp will 
become less expensive than wood pulp. However this will largely depend on
the supply and the world prices for crude oil.
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SPEC. ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
MATERIAL GRAVITY Actual . Specific Actual Specific
(approx) kgf/mm2 kgf/mm2 kgf/mn/xlO^ kgf/mm2xlO:
Flax 1.5 35,9-110,4 23,9-73,6 8,8-10,97 5,86-7,31
ra Hemp (wet) - 3,5 2,33
U■a Hemp (dry) 1.5 91,4 60,9 5,8 1,86•H•4H
4)to
Wood fibre (kraft paper) 
(approx) 1.5 91,4 60,9 ■ 7,38 4,92
OrH
P Cotton (average) 1.5 35,9 23,9 -rHrH
4) Viscose (ordinary) 1.5 8,4 5,6 0,84 0,56
O Viscose (highly orientated) 1,45 - 2,46 1,69
U Nylon fibres 1,07 50,6 47,3 0,49 0,46
XL Wool 1.3 16,2 12,5 0,28 0,21
o u  o Silk •1.3 45,0 34,6 0,70 0,54
Asbestos 2,4 151,9 63,3 18,49 7,7
0)a Commercial Glass Fibres 2,4 351,5 146,5 7,6 3,16GJf-Ho Quartz fibres(lab. sample) 2,65 2460,0 298,3 7,03 2,65
Ca
rb
on * Graphite fibres Graphite whiskers
2.3
2.3
280,0
2110,0
121,7
917,4
35,0
98,4
15,22
42,78
Phenol formaldehyde 1.3 3,5-6,3 2,7-4,8 0,21-0,42 0,16-6,32
U tr>•w 0 Polystyrene 1,05 2,1-5,9 2,0-5,6 6,14 0,13
<D M■s 21 Polyvinyl formal 1.2 1,7-8,4 1,4-7 0,21 0,17
Steel piano wire 7,8 246,0 31.5 21,09 2,70
to Aircraft steel 7,8 133,6 1 7 »1 21,09 .2,57tlSu Duralumin 2,8 42,2-63,3 15,0 7,38 2,63
£ Magnesium alloy. 1.8 30,2 16,7 . 4*57 2,53
* P. Huybera 'see through structuring' Delft 1972
Table 1 PROPERTIES OF FIBRES IN COMPARISON WITH METALS AND RESINS
(from 6.5. Holister, C. Thomas 'Fibre reinforced materials')
Japan, who imported in 1970 50% of their pulp and wood used for- papermaking 
has so far progressed.furthest in this new field (9).
The estimated volume of the substitution rate of synthetic papers would 
rise from 5 to 35% over the period 1975 to 1985, says a forecast for Japan, 
(same source)
1.13 THE STRUCTURE OF PAPER AND PAPERBOARD (4)
Paper and Board are composite materials.
This means that a mesh of fibres is embedded in a matrix. However in the 
case of the majority of matrix and fibre materials the function of the 
matrix is simply to glue together a number of fibres and as the matrix is 
the weak constituent of the composite, the use of as little as possible of 
the matrix while still effectually bonding the fibres is advantageous for
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the strength of the composite. A more accurate term for such systems is 
"bonded fibre material".
In load-bearing parts of frees and other plants, the 'fibres are parallel 
to each other in a matrix of lignin, a noncellulosic substance believed 
to act as a binder or anchoring material and to add to the cohesion and 
rigidity of the system.
In paper, the fibres lie essentially in the plane of the sheet but more or 
less randomly orientated (plate 2 ) . ,. The areas of overlap are
partially bonded and the bonding material is the carbohydrate substance of 
the fibres themselves.
There is a vast variety in the appearance of paper surfaces, depending on 
the type of fibres, their pre-treatment and after-treatment of the sheet.
Experiments on fibre bond proved that the -coherence and the strength of paper 
are not caused by the mechanical entanglement of the fibres but by chemical 
bonds' between them.
These are hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl groups of cellulose molecules 
on the surfaces of adjacent fibres. The extent of hydrogen bonding between 
two adjacent fibres is primarily affected by the pliability and plasticity 
of the fibres, the structure of their surfaces and to some extend by the 
pressure applied in the sheet-making process. All these factors control 
the area of contact between two overlapping fibres.
The mechanical treatment of the fibres prior to sheet-making and the drying 
conditions also influence the extent of fibre bonding (plate 2).
Disregarding the fine structure of fibres and interfibre bonds paper can be 
considered as a system of two continuous phases: cel.lulose and air, with
water absorbed on the cellulose.
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1.2 THE PROCESSING AM) MANUFACTURE OF PAPER AND PAPERBORAD .
1.21 RAW MATERIALS < . .
The raw materials for paper and paperboard manufacture can be divided 
into primary and secondary fibre materials.
(a) primary fibre materials:
are so-called virgin fibres, e.g. fibres produced from Wood, straw,, 
bagasse, cotton, flax  and recently kenaf, through processing.
(b) secondary fibre materials:
are fibres made from waste paper or "paperstock", e.g. reclaimed and 
recycled paper and paperboards.
These fibres are mainly used in the production of paperboard, but 
their use for papermaking increases especially in countries where 
most virgin fibre pulp supplies have to be imported.
(a) Primary Fibre Materials
At present wood is still by far the most important source for pulp.
Wood consists primarily of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. 
Cellulose, as has been already described, is a crystalline linear 
polymer of glucose.
Hemicellulose is the various polysaccharide polymers of wood other 
than cellulose.
Lignin is an amorphous polymer, consisting of aromatic (benzene ring) 
units, that serves as the cement holding the fibres of wood together.
As there exists a large variety of species of wood which possess 
different properties it can be expected that the quality and strength 
of pulps derived from them will vary.
• Quality and strength of the pulp depend foremost on the length of
the fibres and their capability of interlocking. The latter quality is 
improved through beating and refining.
Softwoods have somewhat longer and broader and stronger fibres 
than hardwoods, and provide the majority of fibres used for paper
and boardmalting, the ratio being roughly 4:1.
The development of most paper and board,properties is influenced by 
fibre wall thickness and cell formation. Pulps most suitable for
papermaking are produced from cells with thin walls.
This is because thin walled fibres produce a dense, more evenly 
formed sheet compared with papers made with thick walled fibres, that 
give bulky (large airspace), coarse-textured papers.
In the case of paperboards, owing to their ’heavier' construction 
the foregoing probably has less influence in terms of single sheet 
properties.
Short fibres from hardwoods and other•organic matter favour good sheet 
formation and are more important in paperboard making.
(b) Secondary Fibre Materials:
In addition to the range of fibrous raw materials already mentioned, 
there are two others which are important economically and continuously 
grow in their importance as raw materials are becoming less available. 
They are 'broke' or de-inlced waste paper.
During the paper-and boardmaking process a certain amount of material 
is waste.
. All these waste products are passed through a 'broke' mill which 
consists of a series of very large mincers. Modern systems involve 
modified Hydrapulpers.
Paper waste which is brought to the mill is a rather different category 
This material is generally consumed in the production of coarse papers 
and especially of paperboards and its function is. more one of a 'filler 
material.
By a wasting and screening process printing ink is extracted and the 
waste is disintegrated in water until it breaks down into constituent 
fibres, Reclaimed fibre, either from broke or de-inlced waste is a 
valuable addition to the raw material supply.
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Waste is particularly employed in the production of boards for. 
containers and cartons as a replacement for ground-wood where colour
is no special consideration. Moreover, the use of de-inked waste is
known to have the capability of improving sheet formation and 
drainage on the forming wire.
Salvaged waste paper used for secondary raw materials in the U.K. was
some 2 million tons in 1972.. (5)..
1.22 PROCESSING OF RAW MATERIALS (PULPING)
Pulping is the process by which wood is reduced to a fibrous mass; it is the 
means of rupturing the bonds between the fibres of wood.
The task can be accomplished mechanically, thermally or chemically.
Fig. 3. below indicates the various types of products that are derived from 
wood. (from S. Mersereau, "Materials of Industry", fig. 51, p..91. Mc-Graw
Hill 1947)
Wo o d  Pr o  DUCT'S
- fihjou |.
Figure 3
As can be seen, there are basically three types of wood pulp.
(a) mechanical pulp (groundwood),produced either by grinding steamed 
wood against a revolving abrasive stone or by grinding wood chips.
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softwood is most: commonly used for this pulp.
(b) chemical pulp, where the lignin in wood is degraded and dissolved 
by various chemical agents, leaving most of the cellulose and 
hemicellulose in the form of fibres. There are three types, viz. 
sulphite, sulphate and soda pulp.
Sulphate or "kraft" pulp is strong and usually employed in the 
production of strong packaging papers and paperboards, it is of 
distinct brown colour and difficult to bleach.
(c) semichemical pulp
Wood chips of rags are first subjected to a mild chemical treatment 
and then mechanically disintegrated in a rotating disc refiner.
The pulp is generally mixed with other fibres to produce different
kinds of commonly used paper.
A large amount of pulp is obtained from materials, other than wood by 
repulping xvaste paper, jute waste, manila hemp, rags, wheat, straw, bagasse.
An amount:'of paper is also produced from asbestos.
Usually pulp manufacture and paper or board manufacture are separated 
locally. This is because the processing plants have as near as possible to 
the main source of the raw material while paper and paperboard manufacture 
moves closer to the converter industry and to the user.
Major pulp producing countries are North America and the Scandinavian 
countries.
On their export depend most of the European paper/board industries. Pulp
produced in these countries is converted by drying into pulp lap sheets for
overseas shipment in bales,
1.23 PAPER AND PAPERBOARD MAKING
The. manufacture of board differs from paper in one important respect.
Paper is usually made for a particular purpose on a machine primarily designed 
for a special manufacture, i.e. newsprint, kraftpaper, tissue or printing and 
writing papers.
Fig. 4 Paper-Making Process ( compare with Plates 3 and 4) 
(Diagram by Bowater Corp).
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1. Waste paper bales on a 
hydrapulper conveyor belt
2. Wet end of an 8 -vat 
cylinder board machine
3. Close-up showing three of the 
vat sections, the wet board web 
travelling above on a felt
4. Calendering section of a board 
machine
P l a t e  4
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Boards are generally made of a number of layers of thinner stock; and 
these layers may differ according to the purpose of the end product, the 
layers themselves may be of a different fibre quality e.g. outer layer 
consisting of chemical wood pulp for appearance and printability and the 
inner layers of groundwood.
In this way a large variety of products can be manufactured and virtually 
tailored to the use the board will be subjected to.
However paperboard manufacture has emerged from paper making processes 
and the basic principles underlying both processes are largely identical.
The. paper making process is shown in fig. 4. and on plate 3.. Lit. (10) and 
(17) give general descriptions of raw materials, on pulping and paper- 
making Xtfhile (6) gives a good account on paper-making and trends in the 
industry are found in (5),(9),(10) and (17).
1.24 PAPERBOARD MAKING (plate 4) ■ .
Stock preparation is on similar lines to that for the production of paper 
and the range of raw materials is roughly the same. The furnishes of 
boards for packaging purposes, however, are different and contain a large 
proportion of waste fibrous products.(Plate 4>1 shows waste paper bales on the 
hydrapulper conveyer belt). Whatever furnish, the pulp is prepared and 
screened very much as in papermaking. It is then piped into a mixing box, 
which levels out any variations between consignments of pulp coming from 
different beaters or refiners.
After mixing the pulp flows into headboxes, in case of wire processes - like the 
Fourdrinier (fig. 4>7), Inverform and Former-process- or into vats,
in case of conventional cylinder processes. It is then that the pulp enters 
the wire net or the revolving cylinder of the forming machines, where the 
two. processes of paper and board making differ from each other.
The function of the 'wet'-end of a machine (plate 4>2,3) is to form
a wet web of board and to drain as much water away as possible before the 
web enters the dry-end section of the machine. Because the layer of pulp 
is substantial enough to retain appreciable moisture and the fact that it 
is to be combined with other layers to form multi-ply boards, the removal 
of water from the \tfeb is an important operation.
This is done by subjecting the web to pressure or suction at couch or
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extraction rolls so that it is in a suitable state to receive the next 
layer.
The earliest machines used for the wet-end operation were converted 
Fourdrier and cylinder-type machines where forming and water drainage 
operations were rather crude compared with modern machinery.
Considerable problems had to be overcome in the past in order to arrive 
at the modern high speed forming machines, where sheet formation and y 
sheet consolidation can be controlled and where machines can be adapted 
for the manufacture of particular grades of board.
Today, a number of commercial wet processes exist for the manufacture 
of single and multi-ply paperboard and board.
They can principally be divided into:
(a) Fourdrinier - single or multi wires (similar to fig.4)
(b) Inverform - double wire draining
(c) cylinder- multi-vats (plate 4>2.3)
(d) formers - Rotiformer, Ultraformer etc.
(e) combination machines - Fourdrinier and combined vat 
machines and others.
Higham (11) gives a concise account of paperboard-making and describes 
in particular the various types of machines and instrumentation as well as 
their influences on the board products. ’
Having been formed on one of the machines, the wet web enters the dry 
section of the board machine. The function of the dry-end is to reduce 
the amount of the moisture in the wet web from about 17-20% to approximately 
7% and to 'finish* the sheet.
They also include the so-called 'after-process' of converting, which 
embodies operations of pasting, laminating, corrugating or coating.
Contrasting, to the drying of the paper which is achieved mainly by 
evaporation with the aid of heat, the drying of board makes much greater 
use of mechanical extraction by pressure and suction at different stages of. 
the drying process. The wet web is passed through a number of press and 
suction rolls before the residual moisture is removed by heat alone.
The application of pressure and suction happens gradually to avoid distortion 
and other damages to the board.
Calendering takes place at the end of the machine (plateA >4)
Modern board making technology focusses particular attention 011 improving 
the methods of sheet formation. This especially applies to multi-ply webs.
The. new board machinery enables the use of lower grade secondary fibre 
material, e.g. waste paper, in certain paper and bond grades.such as 
container and folding carton grades particularly for middle plies. 
Furthermore it increases the probability of using new raw materials such 
as synthetic fibres or ’blends’ in individual plies to improve the. board 
properties.
Finally they provide a means of enhancing sheet properties by control of 
degree of order in individual fibrous layers to form a ’square’ e.g. a more 
isotropic sheet.
1.31 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Because of the nature of the raw materials, the manufacturing method and 
the requirements of the customer, all paper is a compromise, and the
physical characteristics can only be understood with this in mind.
(a) The influence of moisture:
The sensitivity of the mechanical properties of paper to moisture 
is one of its most serious disadvantages.
Most strength, except folding endurance and tear resistance, 
decrease rapidly when the moisture content exceeds.5-7%. The 
basic mechanism influencing this phenomenon is fibre swelling.
Fibre swelling can be controlled by such measures as low 
absorbency by using long fibres for manufacture which in turn 
gives also higher strength.
The sensitivity of paper to changes in humidity can be reduced
where necessary and economically feasible.
The use of fibres which, by their structure, are less liable to 
pick up or relinquish moisture and their treatment at the beating 
stage to render them less hygroscopic can result in a paper with 
the minimum propensity to expand or to contract.
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Complete elimination of dimensional instability is, however, 
not possible.
If a balance exists between the moisture content of the paper 
and the humidity of the surrounding atmosphere, the paper will 
remain flat.and dimensionally stable.
When the fibre orientation and other factors vary through the 
thickness of a sheet, the moisture expansion will be different 
on both sides of the sheet and therefore resulting in curling 
of the paper.
An increase in humidity will cause the fibres to swell, thus 
increasing fractionally the overall paper-size. Subsequent 
decrease in humidity will cause contraction. It follows that 
exposure to varying conditions over a period of time can result 
in continual dimensional changes. These are likely to be non 
uniform because of small variations in the paper and the 
interchange of moisture.
The stresses applied to the structure of the paper will distort 
it permanently, resulting in warping.
Any sheet of paper will vary more in the cross machine direction 
than in the machine direction, because of the dimensional 
difference between the length and the thickness of the individual 
fibre causes greater alteration in circumference than in length.
Table 2 gives an indication of the effect of Relative Humidity 
of moisture content, thickness and bulk of folding boxboard.
(from Higham (12)p.50)
Quality Property When the R.H. 
of the air 
increases 
from 50 to 
. 65%
When the Pv.H. 
of the air 
increases 
from 50 to 
85%
When the B..H. 
of the air 
increases 
first from 50 
to 85% and 
then back 
to 50%
Folding Mois ture 'From 8.1% From 8.1% From 8.1%
boxboard, change to 10.0% to 14.9% to 9.3%
with a bulk
of 1.79 in
50%
relative caliper +2.7% +10%
■ humidity change
bulk
change
-0.5Z* +2.5%
* • The grammage has increased proportionally more than the thickness, 
consequently the bulk has decreased.
Similar conditions may apply where there are noticeable 
variations in the temperature to which the paper is exposed. 
Temperature itself may have little influence, but associate 
changes in the humidity rising to even "tropical" conditions 
exert serious influence on the stability of the paper.
The influence of temperature change at: constant relative humidity 
(65%) on tensile breaking strength, creasing endurance and 
folding indurance of a paper (from Sandig (13)p,432) is shown in 
fig.5.
(b) the influence of temperature
TEMPERATURE °C
1.32 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES .
Important for the physical properties of paper are certain factors, common 
to all types of machines and manufacturing processes (4)':
(a) In pulp.suspensions of commercial concentrations the pulp fibres 
are not entirely isolated but are clustered in flocks.
The flocks may be partly broken up and the fibres separated by 
shear forces in the slice of the machine, but a certain degree of 
"flocculation" is common to all machine-made papers,
(b) The combination of drainage through and movement of the wire 
causes a certain degree of preferential orientation of the fibres 
in the machine direction.
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(c) Cellulose fibres swell in water, mainly in thickness, and shrink 
when being dried. The same applies to webs of fibres. In. the 
drying section of the paper machine .shrinkage of the drying web 
is restricted, more so in the machine direction than in the cross 
machine direction. *
This,together with the fibre orientation on the wire, leads to 
a marked anisotropy in the mechanical properties.
Water vapour permeability for various papers and board is compared with 
values for metal and plastics foils and with impregnated and coated papers 
table 3 (from Grant (8) p.334). The values are given for normal and 
hot-humid conditions. ■
Water vapour permeability, 
grams/sq. metre per 24 hr*
Temperate 
conditions 
(250C.(77°F.), 
75% R.H.)
Tropical 
conditions 
(38°C. (100OF.), 
90% R.H.) ’
Metal foils (and their lami­
nates) 0 . 1 0 . 2  ,
Polyvinylidene chloride 0.5 -
Polyethylene 1 7 ■
Moistureproof cellulose film 1 6
Paraffin-waxed paper 4 25
Polyvinyl chloride film 5 16 .
Ordnance wrap (Plastic
coated paper) 7.5 24
Union kraft paper 10 33
Vegetable parchment, glas-
sine, kraft, M.G. sul­
phite papers, bitumen 
impregnated board 500-1,500 1,000-3,000
1.33 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
c. * .
The strength of paper made exclusively out of cellulose depends partly 
on the strength of the bonds between them. The binding is stronger as 
the fibres are opened up more in the beater. After removing the water, 
the various fibres are firmly held together by molecular forces, fchb. . 
hydrogen bonds.
Beating time has considerable influence on the strength values of paper/ 
board material. This influence is clearly shown in fig. 6 (from Grant (8)
p. 1 2 0)
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BEATING TifViE ( mins ).
. I
But: when paper becomes wet, the binding forces between the fibres are 
quickly weakened, a property made use of in waste paper processing.
Fig, 7 shows the influence of moisture content on the mechanical
properties (folding endurance, elongation, tearing strength, tensile 
breaking strength and bursting strength) of a sulphite paper. (from 
S&ndig (13) p. 432).
MOISTURE CONTENT (% )
1.331 STRENGTH PROPERTIES (12)
Factors basic to paperboard strength include: fibre lenght; fibre "strength"; 
bonded area; bonding strength per unit area; distribution of bonds or sheet, 
web, ply formation; stress distribution and fibre conformability.
(a) Stiffness,
3E liThe specific stiffness has been defined as y y , where E .represents 
the modulus of elasticity and h the thickness of the material.
Board curvature has an effect on stiffness and various types of 
stress are imposed upon boards from the printing rolls in a press.
Stiffness and plybond strength prove to be most affected by such 
stresses.
The effect of these stresses depends on board thickness.. Thicker 
boards are more sensitive to curvature stresses than thinner boards.
Table 4 compares stiffness of different boards with various •
other materials such as metals and plastics at equal weight per 
.unit area. (from Higham (1 2 ) p.28)
STIFFNESS OF MATERIALS COMPARED AT EQUAL WEIGHT 
PER UNIT AREA
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Stiffness (elastic) g/cm  
Material Caliper Machine Cross G eom etric
mm direction direction mean
White-lined chipboard 0.662 675 .170 340
Duplex board 0.585 440 130 240
Solid cellulose board 0.385 260 80 144
Tinplate 0.042. values the same as 8.0
Aluminium foil 0.025 geometric mean as 0.6
Cellulose acetate 0.037 the directional 0.05
Polypropylene , 0.037 differences are . 0.04
Rigid PVC • 0.002 negligible 0.02
Polythene 1 0.042 1 0.01
Perspex , 0.0017 0.01
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The main variable affecting stiffness is thickness.
In a given mill range of board grades where grammage increases 
directly with thickness, the board stiffness will alter 
approximately as thickness to the power 2 ,8 . (1 2).
If the thickness is kept constant, but different density and 
grammage boards are involved, then stiffness will be found to be 
roughly proportional to grammage. •
Very roughly, stiffness rises with the cost of board. White-lined 
chipboards are stiffer than unlined ones, duplex boards are 
even stiffer and solid bleached pulp grades are the best.
Of course, stiffness varies according to board moisture content.
The plies that contribute most to board stiffness in carton 
board are those nearest the surface.
For a given thickness of combined board, stiffness is primarily 
dependent on Young’s modulus of elasticity of the outermost 
layers- the two liners in the case of corrugated board. (The 
properties of the inner layers of fluting medium are not' very 
important in this context).
Stiffness is also derived from the ability of these layers to 
transmit loading forces to neighbouring layers, due to the shear 
strength.between layers and fibres.
Requirements for high stiffness are:
(i) High thickness board.
(ii) Surface layers made from pulps with high elastic moduli.
High thickness is most easily obtained in multi-ply carton boards 
by increasing the bulk of the inner plies - usually maide from 
cheapest virgin, or secondary fibre pulps. In consideration of 
stiffness, calendering is undesirable. If dry paperboard sheets 
are calendered, stiffness is found to vary inversely as the square 
of the density (1 2 ),
(b) Modulus of elasticity
The elastic moduli of paper and paperboard materials depends on:
(i) Fibrous raw material and method preparation.
(ii) Physical straining.
(iii) Chemical additives.
Stiffness and rigidity are primary needs.
Moreover, as stiffness of a combined board depends on the moduli 
of elasticity of the outer layers, so the stiffness of a single 
sheet of carton board is controlled by the moduli of the outer 
plies of that board. (The relevance of this point to pulp 
evaluation is that, whereas a measurement of modulus of elasticity 
is the obvious requirement, it is of significance in the carton 
field only for those materials forming the outer plies).
The commonest method for the measurement of modulus of elasticity 
is by plotting the tensile/strain curve for the material in 
question and calculating the modulus from the initial part.of 
the curve. - ' . ' -
Bending stiffness is controlled both by tensile and compressive 
moduli. But evidence suggests that the two are substantially 
equal for fibrous materials (1 2 ).
Stress/Strain Characteristics (4)
Paper exhibits a variety of phenomena,- such as in instantaneous 
and delayed elastic deformation (creep), when load is applied.
The following consecutive stages occur: *
(i) a "yield" zone followed by a (ii) "plastic flow" region,
(iii). stress relaxation, (iv) instantaneous and delayed recovery. 
This leaves. a"permanent set" when the load is removed and strain- , 
hardening occurs.
Given sufficient instrument facilities to vary the test conditions, 
almost any shape of stress-strain curve can be produced with almost 
any given paper.
Ranee (ref. 1) showed paper strips broke after eight months under 
a load which was less than half the breaking load found under 
normal test conditions, thus demonstrating the difficulty of 
attributing physical significance to a property like tensile strength.
The same author finds that the deviation of the stress-strain curve 
from a straight line is not due to any "plastic flow" but to the 
onset of "pre-rupture failure". This phenomenon is supported by 
indirect evidence such as the appearance of strain lines (ref».2) 
and the increase, in opacity in strained paper strips. Recorded 
sounds caused by individual fibre bond fractures during the 
straining of a very thin sheet of paper were recorded by Corte 
et al. (ref.3) provide further evidence.
It appears in this investigation, that the "plastic" part of 
the stress-strain curve obtained is nothing more than the 
result of the decreasing Modulus of Elasticity of the fibre 
network in the course of fibre bond fractures, each terminating 
an elastic deformation.
The material changes its elastic properties in the straining 
process and there is no indication that anything "flows".
(c) Plybond strength (12)
Plybond strength (bonding strength within a ply or between 
individual plies) is an important factor in the manufacture of 
carton board.
During conversion and usage of cartons themselves, paperboard 
is subject to numerous stresses and strains*
Shear stress and tension normal to the plane of the sheet can 
cause plybond failure.
Such failure is manifested in varying degrees; from removal of 
small flakes and fibre bundles from the surface of the board, to . 
lifting of large areas of the liner (blistering).
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1 ILF, Ranee: ’Some recent developments in rheology'
United Trade Press, London 1950, p. 90.
2 ILF. Ranee, Tappi, 39 (1956) p, 104
3 II. Cotte, 0. Kallmes & 0. Jar rot., Paper Maker, July 1961, p. 61.
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At the cutting and creasing press, fold lines are made in the 
cut carton outline - produced by forcing the board into a grove . 
with a steel rule. Shear stresses ocebring along the two lines 
between rule edge and groove, if sufficient, will cause plybond 
failure.
The plybond strength of importance in creasing and folding is 
the strength between the middle plies of the board when satisfactory 
creases are folded, the plies of the board separate along the crease 
line and a raised rib appears on the inside of the fold. This rib is 
caused by separation between the middle plies of the board.
The outer liner remains virtually intact.
When glue is used, the strength of the joints ultimately depends 
on the plybond strength between certain board plies. Since these 
joints are made between the inner liner of another, failure 
occurs in the plybond strength of one or other of these outermost 
plies.'
The middle plies of the board are not involved.
Board failure under edge compression is through-buckling, which 
may involve failure in plybond strength of the middle plies.
This mode of ply failure is similar to that which occurs during 
creasing.
Plybond strength does not depend on type or thickness of board, 
but rather on the method and expertise of board making.
- There is no-indication that a more homogenous board, e.g., unlined 
chipboard, gives plybond strength any different to board 
manufactured with a chemical pulp liner combined with a "waste" 
pulp back.
Plybond strength is not affected by the number of plies. For a 
given board grade and thickness, some mills are able to produce 
plybond strength up to 50% higher than boards manufactured in 
other mills.
Consequently, the conditions operation during stock preparation* 
and on the paperboard or board machine are responsible for 
plybond strength and other board properties.
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1.34 COMPARATIVE PROPERTIES OF PAPER AND PAPERBOARD
Mechanical and other properties of various kinds of paper and board are 
given in table 5 (from (3) p.331).
Units
Standard
kraft
paper
Kraft
board
Rag
paper
Envelope
paper
Vegetable
parch­
ment
Apparent
density 103 lcg/m3 0.68-1.35 0.9-1.35 1.25-1.40 1.0 0.75-0.85
Thickness pm 250 3000 1 250 100 50
Breaking 
length MD km 12 10 7 4 12
Tensile 
strength MD 105 N/m2 900-1500 800-1500 700-1100 400 1000
Tensile 
strength CM)' 105 N/m2 200-600 300-400 300-400 250 500
Tearing 
strength MD N 3 • 5 0.23
Tearing 
strength CM'- N _ 4 7 0.23
Elongation
MD % 3.5 3-6 5-20 1 2
Elongation
CM/ % 7.5 8-12 12-20 4 10
Folding 
endurance MD 1200-5000 80 3000
MD = in machine direction
Ctf e.in cross-machine direction
1.4 PAPER AND PAPERBOARD TESTING
Paper and board testing are generally quite distinct operations from 
standard engineering testing procedures. Paper and paperboard are 
heterogeneous products, not only because they are made by the matting of 
fibres of different sizes and possible of different kinds, but more 
especially because the properties differ on the two sides of the paperboard 
and in different directions. It is thus impossible to define the quality of 
paper with the aid of a few simple physical quantities. This has led to the 
development of large number of test methods for paper and board investigation, 
specially suited to their practical application.
For the aim of testing the different properties a number of specialized 
testing apparatus and instruments have been developed.
In paper and board testing the emphasis lies foremost on ultimate strength 
values of fracture and most mechanical tests are consequently destructive
tes ts.
Standard tests like tensile tests are adopted from other industries, or 
are imitations of different forms of mechanical handling, like the large 
variety of tests carried out on paperboard and boxboard.
Folding endurance-, tear-, crush-, puncture-, or impact tests are meant 
to take hazards into account encountered by paper goods in practical use.
There are definite distinctions between standard paper and paperboard 
tests.
The results of individual strength tests generally contribute little 
meaning on their own when applied to the testing of paperboard and boards.
Yet the individual results of several different strength tests, if 
viewed collectively, can usually be expected to contribute additional 
information, to make an overall less biased evaluation possible in terms 
of ’quality*.
In the following the most important properties commonly assessed in 
papers and boards are given. • . . . .
The subject is highly specialized one and a much more detailed account 
on testing methods can be found in the relevant literature.
Such as Grant (8) pp 264-497 for paper testing and Higham (12) pp 11-100 
for paperboard testing.
1.41 WEIGHT . . . .  .
(a) The Basic Weight (or substance) of paper is given in.grammes 
per square metre. Coverage is the reciprocal of basis weight.
(b) The Thickness (Caliper) is that of a single sheet measured 
under standard conditions. For paper thinner than 0.05 mm. the 
sheets on top of one another are measured.
- 3(c) The Apparent Density,expressed in grammes per cm , is calculated 
from the average thickness and the basic weight.
1.42 MOISTURE CONTENT
The moisture content is the percentage of water in paper after drying in 
100-105°C, expressed in terms of the original weight. It varies between
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5 ,5% and 8% at a relative humidity of 50%, depending on the type of paper.
1.43 STRENGTH
(a) Tensile Strength
Is the force parallel to the surface of the paper needed to 
break it. It is measured under standard conditions and 
expressed as N per cm width or 10^N/m^((vl0 lcgf/m^) .
(b) Breaking Length
.This is the length of paper (metres) that would break under 
its own weight when freely suspended. It is calculated from 
the tensile strength. With an apparent density of 1.0, the 
breaking length (km) is equal to the tensile strength. It 
is normally only about half as much in the cross machine 
direction as i.n the machine direction. Strong paper has a 
breaking length of more than 6000 m in the machine direction.
(c) Elongation
This is the elongation at break. Here the machine direction 
gives the lowest values (2-5%).
(d) Bursting Strength
This is the hydrostatic pressure required to rupture a sample 
clamped between two rings. The cutting edges have no influence 
on the result in this test, which is mainly determined by the 
tensile strength and the elongation.
The burst test in effect produces a combined tear and tensile 
test measurement. It also gives information only on impact-type 
stresses. Because of this, test results have been shown quite 
often to lead to a wrongly based evaluation of other important 
paperboard properties, when the burst test is used as the only 
strength criterion.
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(e) Tearing Strength
This is the force needed to tear a sheet when a cut is made in 
the sample beforehand (Elmendorf test). For 100 gramme kraft 
paper, its value is about IN C^Q'lkgf). ,
(f) Stiffness, - •
This is measured as the force required to bend the paper by
a specified amount. It is proportional to the modulus of
elasticity and the third power of the thickness of the paper
-Stiffness of board ' -< . . .
Stiffness is a common board measurement linked with compression 
strength formula, of which there are a number. Some formulae 
include ring crush, or corner crush. However, it has been shown, 
that these crush tests are related to boArd stiffness and board 
internal-ply strength. The sample fails by a combination of 
bending and delamination.
(g) Modulus of Elasticity (12)
Modulus of Elasticity is commonly obtained by stress/strain 
curves from the Instron testing procedure. It is not a common 
property given for paper/board more emphasis is put on the 
elongation at break. - v , ' ...L.;.
(h) Plyboard Strength (board) •- -
see 1.331 . *. -
(i) Wet Strength
The percentage loss in any appropriate strength property 
(e.g. burst or tensile strength) is measured after the paper/ 
board has been wetted under standard conditions.
iil Folding Endurance
Is the number of times a piece of paper can be folded to-and-fro 
until it breaks under a stress of ION per 15 mm paper, width. The 
relative humidity of the surroundings has a very great influence 
on this quantity. The folding endurance gives an indication of
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the toughness of the paper, and varies more or less with the 
breaking length.,
1.44 VARIOUS PROPERTIES
(a) Porosity, Air Permeability, Air Res is tarice
Porosity is measured as cmP air per minute passing through an 2area of 1 0cm under an exess pressure of 1 0cm of water column.
This property is characteristic of the internal structure and 
surface finish of the paper: the rate at which liquids, that do 
not cause swelling, pass through the paper is generally approximately 
proportional to the permeability of air.
(b) Absorption (Rise of Water)
This is the height to which water (or oil) rises in one hour in a. 
strip of paper bunging vertically with the end immersed lcm in 
the., liquid.
(c) Heat Stability
This is determined by heating the paper to temperatures between 
120 and 150°C.
1.5 A SURVEY OP PAPERBOARDS AND STRUCTURAL PAPERBOARD'S
1.51 GRADES OF PAPERBOARD
There exists confusion internationally within the board industry and the allied 
converter industries over a common terminology and so far no firmly 
established standardization of board products seems to be in existence. In 
this view a classification of paperboard is extremely difficult to obtain.
However an introduction into paperboard would be incomplete without a survey 
of the various grades of board in production. For reasons of simplicity 
references (13) and (1) have been given preference for this task.
According to the. method of manufacture one may distinguish between chiefly 
four types of board:
(a) single layer board
(b) couched multi-ply board
(c) laminated (pasted) multi-ply board
(d) corrugated board . , .
(a) Single-Layer Boards:
Single-layer boards are three dimensional networks of fibres 
and are produced in various calipers up to about 35 mm. Their 
density usually decreases as the caliper rises.
They are produced either in a discontinuous process in sheet form 
by screen-forming methods similar to the old handmade papers - 
this process is used for speciality board grades like leather 
boards for shoemaking and others - or in a continuous process 
on Fourdrinier or former machines.
(b) Couched * Multi-Ply* Boards
These boards are produced by couching thin single layers (up to 
1,07mm) in the wet end of the machine to form a multilayer board 
which is then dried. *
Couched multiply boards are produced on Fourdrinier-type
Inverform,vat-cyUnder mould machines or on combination machines.
In this way solid fibreboards, like chipboards, are manufactured, 
which consist of several plies where the facings, or liners, may’ 
be of different raw material than the 'filler* plies.
(c) Laminated (Pasted) Multi-Ply Boards:
These boards are manufactured by laminating a number of thin, 
dry sheets of board with the aid of an adhesive.
In contrast to couched boards, which are bonded by the interlocking 
of fibres and by hydrogen-bonds much like paper, laminated boards 
are bonded with an alien material. Laminating is performed on 
special laminating-pasting machines where(starch)glue is applied 
to individual plies and the laminate is then pressed with rollers. 
Lamination techniques lend themselves to the production of higher- 
caliper boards (more than 5mm) which cannot be produced on board 
machines.
Typical grades are pasted chipboards, boards for card plays, 
bristol cartons, and special grades like those employed in car- 
body manufacture for door panels and the like.
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(d) Corrugated Boards:
Corrugated boards or corrugated fibreboards are. sandwich 
constructions existing of two facings or ’liners’ (’li.nerboa.rd’) 
glued to a corrugated medium or fluting medium (’fluting*). 
Corrugated boards are produced on special machines, where the 
corrugated medium is manufactured on a corrugated cylinder, the 
corrugations matching the ones of the ’fluting’, and glued on 
one Aide onto a facing board in the same process.
Liners, or ’linerboard’ are generally produced from higher 
quality pulp for increased stiffness. Liners themselves may be 
couched multi-ply boards with a ’filler’ medium of waste paper 
stock.
The term's in use for various grades of linerboards refer to the 
pulp from which they are. produced.
The majority of linerboards are manufactured in form of ’kraft 
liners’ (kraftlinerboard) on Fourdrinier machines from at least 
85% virgin kraft (sulphate) pulp. A certain percentage of 
linerboards is constituted from 'testlinerboard’ (juteiiner) using 
. a pulp made from box shop waste or old board waste stock. Commonly 
cylinder machines are used for their manufacture.
The top liners often contain some virgin kraft pulp. Nominal
7 .grade weights range from 125~440g/nT (0.23-0,58mm thickness).
Fluting medium is mainly made, from semichemical woodpulp, but also 
from straw(\schrenjs’"), bagasse, reeds and box shop waste and
. 2waste, paper grades (’bogus’-) in common grammages of 108“1 7 0g/rn ‘ 
(0,208-0,311 mm thickness).
There are different flute corrugation contours, the principal 
ones being:.
A-flute (coarse; 4,6mm high and 1 1 0 corrugations per m)
B-flute (fine; 2,6mm high and 160-170 corrugations per m)
C-flute (medium; 3,6mm high and 130-140 corrugations per in)
E-flute (micro; 1,15-1,5)mm high and 250-300 corrugation's per m)
There are some others for special purpose boards, but they are in 
the minority.
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With increasing height and. number of flutes/m the shock- 
absorbing qualities of the board increase, A and C flute
are therefore most commonly used for container board grades.
However E-flute is stiffer, more rigid and mere resistant to 
crush in directions of the flutes. There are definite trends 
towards the more versatile and cheaper C-flute, in the industry.
1.52 GENERAL PROPERTIES OF BOARDS
Single layer boards will be generally not as dense as multi-ply boards.
High density boards such as hardboards, suitcaseboards etc. are manufactured 
from thin couched paperboards. . .
Folding and Bending Characteristics:
A number of thicker boards is formed into products by scoring, creasing, 
folding ana other operations. In order to fulfill these requirements the 
board must have suitable structural characteristics.
The thicker and denser the board, the more resistance it will offer against
forming operations. Thick single layer boards will seldom be capable of .
withstanding even smaller deformations and will tear or break as a result of 
uneven or irregular fibre distribution.
On the other hand multi-ply boards will accept local deformations more readily 
because the bond between individual layers is somehow looser and. internal 
gliding of individual layers against each other enable better adaptation of 
the board structure to the deformation and consequently favour a more even 
stress distribution. A disadvantage of multi-ply boards is their tendency 
to split more readily than single layer boards. • E . . v .
1.53 PAPERBOARDS
In the following the most important grades of paperboard are given in the 
form of a glossary:
Containerboard (11):
Is usually an unbleached board used for the manufacture of shipping 
containers and related products. When produced from mainly wood fibres it is 
called 1fibreboard*. There are two principal types of container-fibreboards:
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Solid fibreboards and corrugated fibreboards (corrugated boards) and their 
components linerboard and fluting medium.
Solid Fibraboard (12):
In a broader sinse this term is used for a non-corrugated board of single 
or multi-ply construction.
Linerboard and (filler) chipboard are also converted into solid fibreboard, 
a lamination of several plies of linerboard or linerboard combined with 
(filler) chipboard (1 ),
However it has been internationally agreed (with the exception of U.K.) to
apply the term solid fibreboard to a pasted board of a minimum substance of
2 . . •lOOGg/m V  generally comprising a strong liner (lcraft or similar) and
suitable for the manufacture of packing cases and shipping containers. In 
the*U.K. ‘ solid fibreboard is not necessarily pasted and lOOOg/m is the 
minimum grammage.
Boxboard (12):
Boxboard is a general term designating the paperboard grades for fabricating 
boxes.
There are three main grades:
folding boxboard 
special foodboard 
set up-rigid boxboard
Folding Boxboard (12) :
Is a paperboard made from a variety of raw materials, suitable for the 
manufacture of folding containers, e.g. bleached or unbleached wood pulps, 
on their own or mixed with reclaimed waste paper stock, made on Fourdrinier, 
Inverform or multi~vat board machines. . The board must posses strength 
qualities that allow for folding, scoring, creasing, cutting. Grades include 
white lined chipboard,coated white lined manilla (groundwood back) and 
’pure folding boxboard’ grades, a virgin fibre product.
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Special Food Boards,
Solid cellulose board is a 100% bleached chemical pulp board with superior; 
strength qualities.
Chipboard (12,1)
Chipboard is a natural (unbleached) paperboard usually made from all sorts 
of waste stock and-manufactured on both Fourdrinier and multi-vat machines.
Usually a multi-ply board it may be couched from plies from 0,15 mm . 
thickness upwards.’ Properties include low density (bulky) and less strength 
than linerboards. Its main use is for boxmaking.
There exists a large variety of chipboards. Grades differ according to 
whether they are ’filled* or ’solid*. Filled sheets are combination boards 
using waste stock as filler plies and are vat-lined on both sides with 
higher quality plies for improved surface properties and bending (folding). 
Examples are one or two lined white chipboard, bleached manilla lined chip 
etc.
A major use is in- the lamination of solid chipboard which is unlined (pasted 
chipboard). Chipboard is a low cost product.
Strawboard (12):
A coarse, cheap board made usually entirely from straw semichemical pulp, 
which may be lined with kraft to improve its strength and/or appearance.
It is made on multi-vat board machines and is used mainly for rigid boxes, 
book covers and picture mountings, etc. Strawboard is available in pasted 
and unpasted form.
Wood Pulp Boards (12):
Comprises boards made from groundwood pulp. It may be formed as a single 
sheet in one thickness on a Fourdrinier wire, or combined from several 
thicknesses of web produced on multiple-wire machines.. . ,
Other grades include Brown mechanical pulp board, a ;tough board, from brown 
(steamed) mechanical pulp, and is used in making travelling cases.
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Leatherpulp Board (12):
A tough board containing not less than 50% leather and sometimes made with 
rag, and used for boots, shoes and cases. Has excellent pliability.
Resin Boards (12):
Very hard boards, stock-seized with thermo-plastic resins and after 
manufacture are subjected to high temperature and pressures.
Hardboards (13):
Are special paperboards which possess considerable stiffness, hardness 
and strength. They are usually impregnated with resins after 
manufacture and are reinforced by rags added to the pulp. Moisture 
resistance is improved by water glass. They are usually manufactured 
on single vat cylinder machines in calipers of 0,2-T0mm. Heavier 
grades are laminated from 3 to 6 layers (plies).
The specific weight is 1,15-1,50.
1.54 BOARD TREATMENTS: IMPROVEMENTS IN SURFACE QUALITY AND/OR PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES ‘ ■
The most common forms of treatments for boards are coatings, and/or£
laminating. Basically two types of coatings are in use: surface coatings
and functional coatings.
(a) Surface Coatings aim at improving the surface quality of the board 
for printing or aim at upgrading the sheet texture made from lower 
fibre furnish like waste paper. This type of coating is performed 
with mineral coatings on a clay basis and is sometimes referred to 
as ’printable clay-type coating’.
(b) Functional Coatings impart either barrier-type protective and/or 
physical-type properties. Barrier-type properties are grease 
resistance, chemical resistance. Physical-type properties are hea 
and fire resistance, wet strength and dry— sheet strength, like 
stiffness and rigidity.
The last three properties are imparted by the use of strong pulps 
and suitable pulp blends. Others are achieved by surface coatings
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There is a variety of sheeting materials available,, most of them 
are plastics materials. The ones most frequently used are 
Polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC) and Polyethylene.
Both provide excellent barriers against moisture, gas and grease.
Hot melts cover a blend of thermoplastic resins and copolymers.
They are widely used for coating fibreboard containers and folding 
carton blanks. '
Coating methods imply hand methods and machine methods:
Higham (11 and 12) gives here valuable information.
According to the coating material employed the coating may be 
fortifying or non-fortifying. Most of the coatings mentioned 
before improve the surface of the board but exert little or no 
influence on its mechanical properties. Fortifying agents 
incorporate resins such as Phenol-formaldehyde or Polyester resins.
Boards impregnated with these resins and cured under heat posses 
considerably improve physical and mechanical properties.
The material resulting from this process has a very low water 
absorption and a high degree of dimensional stability. It also 
has very good strength properties owing to its high density and
V «is very hard and more brittle. Strength values of pasted chipboard 
were found to show an increase of up to 300% over the original 
board product (see 5.1) and MD/CM strength and stiffness ratio is 
much lower reducing the anisotropic character of the material. The 
material is expected to have good resistance against chemicals and 
against decay combined with high electrical resistance. But the 
costs are expected to be relatively high, depending on the resin 
content and the impregnating method, so that its use is only 
justified for special applications where the special properties of 
the material are required.
Another method of fortifying and water-proofing corrugated 
chipboard material implies the use of sulphur. In experiments 
undertaken at the Institute of Paper Chemistry, U.S.A. in 1944 
dry corrugated chipboard was immersed in molten sulphur at a
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The sulphurized chipboard material resulting from this treatment 
proved to be surprisingly hard and strong. Also the influence of 
heat and humidity appeared to be much less than for the unheated 
board. Values for Moduli of Elasticity of sulphurized chipboard 
compared with kraftboard are given in table 8 below (from (16)).
Moduli of Elasticity of Kraft and Sulphurized Chipboard in 
Atn>o?pt^ reS-Of_50% ,R J ,/22fc^ -901 R^ H / 3^ .  (Machine Direction)
temperature lying between 134° and 140°C for ten minutes (14).
Material Atmosphere E Kg/mnr-
Kraft board normal 492
Kraft board hot-humid 290
S-chipbqard normal 1125
S~chipboard hot-humid 703
Table 8 ’ '' ‘
It should be noticed that at the time of publication (14) 
paperboard was generally of much inferior quality compared with 
today’s products. The experiment, however, appears to be of 
definite comparative value and has to be given consideration when 
looking for a.low cost fortifying agent for structural paperboard.
(c) Flame Resistance
Boards, which consist mainly of organic fibres will never be 
completely fire resistant and non-burning, but will carbonize under 
the influence of heat. However, by impregnation with suitable 
chemicals it can be avoided that the material catches fire, burns 
with an open flame and will continue to glow after bontact with flame 
In some cases the chemicals ingredients of such impregnating liquids 
influence certain properties of the paperboard, such as odour and 
sometimes strength properties.
By careful selection of the chemicals these side effects can be 
avoided.
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Chemicals in use are inorganic salts such as zinc borate, 
diammonium phosphate, aluminium slats or borax and water glass. 
Certain organic components such as chlorinated paraffins and 
certain vinyl type plastics are also used (8). Other coatings 
available on the market are intumenescent paints which give a 
fire retardant surface complying with British Standard 
’Surface spread of flame’ test (BS 476, part 1).
These paints are basically a resin and a chemical.
Under the influence of heat the resin softens and the 
chemical decomposes releasing a gas - usually nitrogen •
or ammonia. The resin is aerated by the gas and ultimately 
sets to a meringus-l'ike mass with the application of _ >
further heat. The suitability of these various treatments - 
for application to a particular paperboard must be verified 
by experiment.
1.55 PAPERBOARDS SUITABLE FOR STRUCTURAL UTILISATION •- : .7-' ;. ,;
It has been, shown in the last, two paragraphs that paperboard is an extremely 
versatile and flexible product indeed. Therefore it is possible to find a 
suitable grade of board for almost any type of application. -
Mechanical- properties, obviously of particular interest for structural 
-application, can be influenced by the grade of pulp used, - virgin kraft pulp 
being the strongest - the type of paperboard machine employed for manufacture 
and finally by lamination and further treatment like impregnation or coating.
All the other properties essential for a building material
- water resistance ...
- water vapour resistance. . -
- resistance against atmosphericals (chemicals) ' . -
- resistance against UV light
- a certain degree of resistance against temperature changes and humidity 
changes ' 4 ... •
- a certain degree of fire resistance and others can be taken into account and 
if the necessary capital investment is available - which will.be most likely 
in case of large scale production - a paperboard material may be virtually 
tailored to the particular application. ■ '•
To the knowledge of the author at the present moment no such large scale 
productions for structural paperboards is being undertaken as the application’
of board as a structural building material is very much in its early beginning
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However,, as can be seen from 2.2 (Review of Paperboard Structures), 
designers and manufacturers have helped themselves by converting or 
adapting an available raass-production paperboard for their particular 
requirements.
In most cases these structures are one off-buildings with the particular 
aim to demonstrate the feasability of constructing safe buildings from 
paperboard.
Only limited attention has therefore been given to the material itself.
Only a small number of buildings, were, or still are, manufactured on a 
large scale (see also 2.3). Certain tendencies in the use of board materials 
and. after-treatments can be clearly observed.
Boards used constitute mainly from two grades: solid fibreboards and 
heavy-duty multi-wall corrugated boards. Amongst solid fibreboards mainly 
two grades were used: solid kraft board and solid (pasted) chipboard.
There is a clear preference in the after treatment, of the both main-grades 
of board for the application of a glass reinforced resin either' onto one 
or onto both sides of the board. _
Both; hand, methods and mechanical-methods, are used for this form of 
treatment. The reason for preference of this treatment over other methods' 
can be summarized by improvements in strength, outside appearance, as well 
as excellent physical properties. The cost of the treatment are high compared 
with the cost of the original board material, and appear to be only justified 
for long terra utilization (15-20 years).
More research into appropriate materials and the use of mechanical coating 
methods will obviously result in more economical solutions in the future.
Potential structural paperboards other than solid and corrugated boards 
are sandwich constructions. A preliminary investigation ipto these 
materials was made by the author (see Appendix,' 3) Two types of sandwich 
constructions emerged as being particularly successful:
(i) a kraft paper-honeycomb core lined with chipboard
(or kraftboard) and ' :
(ii) a plastics foam core lined with chipboard(or kraftboard).
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1.6 CHOICE OF MATERIAL
For both reasons, economy and availability,'it was decided to employ l-'- 
solid Pasted Chipboard for the ; structural, studies undertaken." :
A further reason was that chipboard was found to provide an
excellent surface for further impregnating treatments which would
provide the mechanical and physical properties already explained in
1,52 and 1.53. It was envisaged to subject the chipboard to dip-
coating (soaking) in a polyester resin solution. However this .'.■•••
effective resin treatment had to be abandoned on economic grounds . .
and limited time and only a slight surface treatment with a
polyurethane resin * applied by brush-coating was undertaken.
This surface coating was needed as a thin moisture barrier and did not provide 
any noticable increase in the strength of the material
The Pasted Chipboard was produced and supplied by C. Davidson & Sons Ltd.,
a large Scottish paper and board manufacturer and member of -the-British- 
Plasterboard Group Ltd. . J •
It was produced on a 8-vat cylinder mould machine of 3,60m width which produces 
multi-ply chipboards up to a maximum caliper of 1 ,07mm..
Laminating (pasting) of the machine board is performed on a separate 
laminating-pasting machine, which may laminate up to four plies of 1 ,0 7mm 
caliper each, utilizing a starch-type adhesive.
The maximum caliper thus obtained by lamination is 4,336mm (allowing for 
adhesive).' ‘ ’ ' ; - • -
It was decided to use a caliper of 4,7mm. These thicker calipers have to be 
produced by hand lamination.
The 4,7mm caliper board consists of two machine laminated layers of 2,387mm 
caliper each, made up of four plies of 0,577mm each, which were hand laminated.
The maximum size of the sheets is limited by the width of the laminating- 
pasting machine and the length it can handle and amounts to^1,80m x 2,75m.
As no press of this size was available, the self-weights of the stacked 
boards had to be used to provide pressure for sufficient bonding between the 
two laminates. ’
* Desmophen-Desmodur supplied by Bayer Chemicals (U.K.) Ltd.
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As expected ii; was found later that the bonding was not equally successful 
for all the sheets supplied and consequently considerable inconsistencies in 
strength and stiffness occured.(Compare plate 27,>5; p 161)
Where obvious de-bonding of the individual sheets could be detected, these 
were reglued with p.olyster resin. The present cost of machine laminated 
(pasted) chipboard (May 1974) is approximately £120, -for 10 tons, but 
varies according to quantity and thickness and lamination.
Chipboard is in the lower end of the price scale for paperboard and 
an economical raw board.
The total cost of improvements required to modify chipboard into a building' 
material are uncertain and depend obviously very much on the type and extent 
of the individual treatments. A very rough estimate is 3-4 times the. costs 
of the untreated board.
Hand-laminations should be avoided for economical reasons and for the 
difficulties involved in creating a product of reasonably consistent properties.
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A REVIEW OF PAPERBOARD STRUCTURES 
INTRODUCTION
Chapter Two
' I
Since May 1970 the author has compiled information on design projects j
and on buildings that have been constructed utilising paperboard, 
paperboard-composites,or allied products as self-supporting or semi- j
supporting structural materials „
. • • j.
The filing and coding system that has been used for this project
collection has already been described in detail in(1 0) and (1 1 ),
therefore, only a brief abstract will be given.
Each incoming project was given a current code number. Relevant 
information on this project was filed in project-archives. An abstract 
of the information and significant illustrations was transferred onto , 
a project record card for ready reference. To date (October 1973) the 
archives contain about 90 projects, from which 59 of the most significant ones 
have been selected for presentation in this survey.
44 projects, or 74%, are -actually built structures while 15,* or 26%, ;
, , . * represent design-projects or important patents. '
■■■ ii-
These 59 projects had to be classified according to certain common 
features for easier perception and understanding.
- ; ' ! j '
The general layout for this classification has been explained in the . ;
following section..
The approach used is based on the ’morphological’ method as explained in (13)and 
(16).
‘ j
Valuable help in establishing the classification system was given initially by si
G. Minke (5, 6) and J. Zerning (15). . .•'
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.2,1 ORGANISATION OF STRUCTURAL FORMS
Analytically every form may be considered as composed of elements. A 
cube, for instance, is made up of six identical plane square faces.
In terms of structural form the cube is a structural unit and its faces 
are elemental units. The geometric form of the structural unit may be 
called macroform or primary form.
According to its major extension along one or more of the three axes 
x, y, z of the cartesian coordinate system the macroform may extend in 
one, two or three dimensions (linear, surface, spatial), while the 
principal curvature of the raacroform may be rectilinear or plane, 
articulated or single curved (concave (+) or convex (•-) ), and double 
curved (synclastic + or anticlastic ~).
The geometrical form of the element unit may be called microform or
secondary form, and repetitively arranged it makes up the macroform.
It is generally identical with the shape of: the basic element in a 
prefabricated structure.
Similar to the macroform the microform may be classified according to 
its major extension and its curvature«
Utilising these two geometric parameters extension and curvature,either 
larger structural units, composed of macroforms, or smaller units, 
composing structural elements or microforms, can be. classified accordingly.
The former may be described as megaform or macro addition, and
the latter as sub-micro or tertiary form usually referring to the 
substructure! pattern of the structural, element viz the material used.
Each of the forms: mega, macro-, micro-, and submicroform
constitutes a unit within its respective level and cannot therefore 
on this level be further sub-divided.
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Apart from the classification of the geometric form, the structure 
has to be considered. The macroform may be classified according to ; 
the means used for stabilization:
a) stabilization by means of a support frame;
b) stabilization by means of lamination;
c) stabilization by means of curvature;
d) stabilization by means of folding; .
e) stabilization by means of ribs;
f) stabilization by means of any combination of a - e.
Furthermore the number of layers may be considered significant for the 
structure of the macroform.
The structure of the microform may be classified according to the means 
stabilization similar to the macroform and also according to the 
orientation of the structural elements.
Structural elements may be arranged: <
a) parallel •
b) two way
c) three or more way
d) radial ■
e) peripheral or tangential
f) any combination of a - e,
Referring to the geometry of surface structures the developabi11ty, 
indicating whether the macroform, the microform, or both together may 
be developed from the plane, is of significant importance, (see also 3.2)
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All these parameters have been arranged in a morphological box (table 9 )
there, they are listed in rows 1-9 on the left half of the box. The 
possible variations of these parameters are shown in the right half of 
the box. A mnemotechnic coding system, indicated by the letters or 
figures in brackets underneath the parameter-variations, has been 
introduced into project tables 10-21(pff. 255,tq 266) 'in Appendix 2. Thus 
identification and classification of projects based on any of the parameters 
mentioned above may be readily obtained.
1
wo
6fd
Ug
P',O
mo
3 .
Pi
DIMENSION OF THE PRIMARY SUPPORT SYSTEM 
ACCORDING TO THF. EXTENSION ALONG X, Y, Z
one dimensional(U) two dimensional ' (12) three dimensional .. (13)
2
STABILIZATION OF THE PRIMARY FORM Support
frame
(SF)
laminate
(L>
curvature
(C)
folds
(F>
riba
(R)
combination
3
CURVATURE OF THE PRIMARY FORM rectilinear 
or plane 
(rl), (p'l)
single (S) double (d)
concave _^_
(S+j f ' convex .(S-) W synclaetie^^^ |nnticlastap /(d+> /T^ \\ (d-> r*\
4
NUMBER OF LAYERS one
0)
two(2) three or more (3), (3+)
5
Pi
DEVELOPABILITY developable (+) not
developable
(-)primary form only secondary form onl>(I) (ID
both 
(I + 11) • •
6
| S
EC
ON
DA
RY
 
FO
RM
 
OR 
j 
 ^M
IC
RO
FO
RM
DIMENSION OF THE SECONDARY SUPPORT • 
SYSTEM
one dimensional
(III)
two dimensional 
(112)
three dimensional 
, (U3)
7
STABILIZATION OF THE SECONDARY FORM none
.(0)
laminate
(L)
curvature
.(©. .
folds 
( F )  •
ribs
(R)
combination
8
ORIENTATION OF THE SECONDARY FORM 
(STRUCTURAL' ELEMENTS)
parallel
(p)
two way 
(2v) .
three or 
more ways 
(3w), (3+w)
radial
(rd)
peripheral
(ph)
. . ____  '
cor.bii'.ation
9 S sw o H tn---
MATERIAL Solid 
f ibreboa:
Paperboard faced sandwich
other
(0)
'
corrugated core 
•d (CR)
loneycomb core.. 
(HC)
plastic foam 
core .(PC)
Table 9 Classification of paperboard structures
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2.2 REVIEW OF PAPERBOARD STRUCTURES
Applying the classification as obtained in 2.1 for the organization of 
the project collection of ppperboard structures it was necessary to 
decide on one of the parameters 1-9 of the morphological box (table 1 ) 
in order to arrange the project material accordingly;
From the structural point of view the stabilization of the macroform 
is of decisive importance and consequently it was 
considered a prime parameter. 1
Related to the parameter-variations in row 2, =59 projects were
arranged into groups. Where appropriate, the projects in one group 
were further subclassified according to the stabilization of the 
microform (row 7).
It is desirable to observe the six different parameter-variations in 
row 2 , more closely; but before this, however, the reader should
be made aware of the following relationship;
Considering structural forms it is possible to distinguish between 
structures employing paperboard as a primary structural material and 
those employing paperboard as a secondary structural material.
Primary structural material signifies that the paperboard forms the 
primary support•system (macroform) and is utilised as a fully lo'adbearing 
material; secondary structural material implies the paperboard is used 
as the secondary support system (microform) or the structural element 
only*
In the case of surface structures the primary and secondary structural 
materials are usually identical and constitute the structure.
/  Secondary structural material;
“" a) Support Frame Stabilized Macroform
A skeleton system forms:- the primary support system, paperboard is 
used semistructurally for the elements which are attached to the 
skeleton and enclosing space.
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y> Primary and secondary structural material:
b) Laminate Stabilised Macroform
These structures are composed of rather large flat surfaces. 
.Considerable bending stresses occur, their magnitude is dependant 
on load, span and design, and maximum spans are limited. The 
overall stiffness is directly influenced by the material thickness 
and can be increased within practical limits by lamination,
c) Curvature Stabilised Macroform
More sophisticated geometrical design utilising curvature- is 1 
employed to stabilise thin surfaces. The form of the structure 
rather than the material strength determines the stiffness.
According to the design, bending stresses perpendicular to the surface 
are drastically reduced or even eliminated', and mainly inplane stresses 
occur. These surface structures are better known as shell-structures 
and possess a favourable material thickness to span ratio.
d) Fold Stabilised Macroform ...
Again advanced geometrical design, is- employed to stabilise.thin 
surfaces utilising folding, and thus increasing the overall • 
stiffness of the structure. Bending stresses perpendicular- to the 
surface occur but are small due to composite plate, slab and frame 
action. By folding the cross sectional area and consequently the 
moment of inertia is increased, resulting in greatly improved 
stiffness.
Both folding and curvature, may be employed, and forms possessing 
considerable structural potential, indicated by great inherent 
stiffness and favourable material thickness to span ratio, may be 
obtained.
When the macroform is a curved surface composed of a number 
of smaller plane surfaces, which are inclined to each other, 
the resulting structure is called "shell-type folded surface 
structure." When the macroform is a folded surface, where the 
individual surfaces consist of smaller curved surfaces (e.g. 
hyperbolic paraboloids), the resulting structure is called a 
"folded shell structure" (see 3.1)
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e) Rib Stabilised Macroform
These structures are related to skeleton-type structures of (a), 
but because paperboard is used as a primary structural material the 
structural behaviour is different. The continuous surfaces, which 
determine the structural systems of (b), (c), and (d), are substituted 
by linear members, forming plane or curved stressed skin grid structures
Linear stresses and bending stresses occur, but due to the large 
number of interconnected members, bracing each other,and favourable 
geometric design, a highly complex and interdependant loadbearing 
mechanism is achieved and stresses in individual members can be 
kept low.
Linear members (secondary support system) are obtained by folding 
flat surfaces.
From the above paragraphs (a) to (e) six different groups of paperboard 
structures were established:
2.21 support frame stabilised macroforms (SF)
2.22 laminate stabilised macroforms (L)
2.23 fold and laminate stabilised macroforms (FL)
2.24 curvature stabilised macroforms (C)
2.25 fold and curvature stabilised macroforms (FC)
2.26 rib stabilised macroforms (R)
.Corresponding to these groups all projects selected for this survey are 
listed on project tables for rapid conception and information, these 
tables are given in Appendix 2 (p.255ff.) together with a reading key.
Nearly all projects listed on the tables are illustrated and assembled 
in identical order on the illustration pages. Besides, the projects 
are described individually, and information, as far as considered 
relevant and depending on availability, has been given.
Plate 5. Support-frame and laminate stabilised m acroform s
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2.21 SUPPORT FRAME STABILISED MACROFORMS (plate 5; table 10)
These forms derive their strength primarily from a frame structure 
constructed from materials such as timber or metal, which provides the 
support system for the whole structure; paperboard is then used as a 
secondary structural element only. Attached to the support frame it 
may form panels for walls and roofs, bridging the gaps between the 
members of the frame to provide protection from outside influences.
The extent to which these elements participate in the loadbearing 
function of the whole support system is dependant on the nature of the 
frame. The range extends from a strong support frame, virtually 
representing the entire support system with paperboard elements used 
as a cladding material for walls and roofs, to light frames,which act 
as vehicles for strong structural elements to be fastened onto and to 
be interconnected. In the latter example the function of loadbearing 
is dependant on interaction of frame and element. Illustration plate^ 5>1 
depicts one of the earliest examples of paper being used as a building 
material. Around'1892 Professor Pickerton of New Zealand experimented 
with thick brown roll paper and constructed a number of houses. Tarred 
and sanded sheets of paper were nailed onto both sides of a strong wooden 
framework thus forming walls between which air was trapped. The same 
method was applied for the roof covering,with a wire net underneath 
the paper acting as a reinforcement. These.houses were claimed to 
have a life span similar to that of conventional buildings constructed 
from wood (>lit.table 1 0 )
An example, in which structural elements form an important part of the 
loadbearing mechanism, is a house proposed by International Structures 
Corp. of the U.S.A. • (> 2). The secondary form is represented by 
sandwich panels manufactured from Kraftboard faced PU foam core stabilised 
by folding into simple parallel V~folds. Similar wall and roof elements 
are connected to a light steel frame. The house was constructed as a 
prototype in 1967 and covered a ground area of 6,60m x 3,30m. The design 
of the Delta-holiday house by 3h~Design of Stuttgart, Germany . (>3,4) 
is based on a conventional A-type timber frame spanning 6m in the lateral
and 9,75m in the longitudinal direction. Laminated 100mm thick ....
selfsupporting paperboard sandwich panels provide the wall roof construction, 
Plastic coated corrugated asphalt panels are used for roofing.
2.22 LAMINATE STABILISED MACROFORMS (plate 5; table 10)
These forms may be considered as being derived from the laminate 
stabilised microform - support frame macroform type. Here the 
loadbearing capacity of the secondary structural element has been 
greatly increased thus rendering the support frame unnecessary. The 
result of this process is a strong sandwich type element of substantial 
cross sectional area. The structural efficiency may be slighly 
increased by employing advanced means of stabilising the secondary form, 
viz cross section, such as introducing ribs, folds or curvature. 
Generally, spans are limited and-are dependant on maximum panel - sizes 
and weight, thus influencing handling and transportation. So far 
laminate stabilised macroforms have been used for buildings of moderate 
span and conventional appearance.
Parametries Research and Development Inc., U.S.A., developed a bungalow 
in 1962 comprising four rooms each having a size of 3,50 x 4,50m.
Walls, floors and roof consist of resin impregnated paper honeycomb - 
sandwich panels having resin coated kraft liners, (plate '5>,8)
A two storey prototype building was constructed by the Architectural 
Research Laboratory of the University of Michigan, U.S.A., in 1963,
(>7), Composed of four two hinged frames of triangular section, 
each one 1,52m wide and 0.33m thick, the structure spans 4,95m, The 
triangular section obtains its stabilisation by folding and additional 
gusset folds, connecting the inner and outer layers PU foam core,
kraft lined sandwich material was used. As the joints between the 
identical vertical and horizontal sections for roof and first floor • 
are rigid, no additional lateral bracing is required. Openings for 
windows through the structural components provided no structural 
problem(>6).
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Plate 6. Fold and laminate stabilised m acroform s
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2,23 FOLD AND LAMINATE STABILISED MACROFORMS (plate 6 ; tables 11-13)
Laminate stabilised forms may be considerably stiffened by additional 
folding of the macroform. When using flat sheet material, folding is. 
an effective method of increasing the overall structural stiffness of 
this form to a value approaching that of a shell configuration. The 
total .surface is divided into smaller surface elements and these in 
turn are arranged in such a way that they assume either a single or 
double curvature.
Geometric forms much used in this .method of construction are various 
types of polyhedra.' Polyhedra possessing only a small number of 
different faces are generally preferred due to their economic 
prefabrication
As the fold and laminate stabilised macroforms achieved spans of up to approx, 
8 metres it is of considerable importtance for the actual utilisation; 
that individual units may be easily added to form a. cluster-situation, 
thus making the formation of large buildings possible ( plate 6>T5).
In 1944 the Institute of Paper Chemistry, U.S.A. developed a paperboard 
house for emergency shelters. Although the floor plan area was 
rectangular and of dimensions 4.88 metres x 2.44 metres,the roof panels 
were prismatically arranged in order to achieve the necessary stiffness - 
(plate 6>1 ).Sulphur impregnated corrugated chipboard of a thickness of
2,5 cm was used throughout the structure (Ji^ ) . Extensive tests 
to determine the .mechanical properties' of the material were carried out 
at the time the structure was erected and after four years no significant 
signs of deterioration'or failure of the material could be detected 
within the structure.
A small shelter of plan dimension 2.44 metres x 2.44 metres usiqg a 
simple irregular prismatic configuration was constructed by A. Ferris 
from kraft sheeted polyurethane core sandwich panels (>3> 4). ' -
Based upon the principle of a square antiprismatic geometry, a collapsable 
fishing igloo was constructed in 1954 by the Container Corporation of 
„America using plastic-coated corrugated board (>5).
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A similar shelter was designed by Quarmby for B.B.C. Television 
in 1969 C >6).
Three different cutting forms were used in making another emergency 
shelter by Container Corporation of America in 1954 C>7).
Over the past few years Keith Critchlow in England and 3h-Design,
B. and P. Hiibner and F. Huster have devoted their energies to studying 
paperboard structures, concentrating on polyhedral forms. Based on 
the rhombicuboctahedron or square spin(figure 8)a polyhedron composed 
of only two different elements corresponding to its square and 
equilateral triangular faces, a number of prototype structures were 
constructed.
Critchlow1 s square spin house (>_8), built utilising Tri-wall Pak 
corrugated board, has the panels bolted together and brush coated with 
resin for weather protection, The dimensions of this structure are 
4.57 metres to 5.48 metres in diameter and-1.98 metres minimum headroom, 
the structure weighs, approximately 500 kg.
3h Design introduced ’Papp-eder* structures iii 1969 which were full 
rhombicuboctahedra utilising aluminium sheeted corrugated board 
elements.(>9 ,1 0)..The use of such a configuration possessing relatively 
small floor area compared with the total volume is clearly limited.
More advanced developments by this firm include the Pappeder |62 (>11) 
This structure ‘ is 3.75 metres in diameter and 2.85 metres in height 
‘and'is' -' made from five glass reinforced plastics coated corrugated 
board elements of, 20m m ‘thickness in which four of the elements form the 
walls and the fifth element forms the roof (/1 2)«
The basic rhombicuboctahedral design was further developed by this group 
and a considerable number of units were manufactured for the 1972 
Olympic Games in Munich and Kiel, West Germany. Five different cutting 
patterns are required for the latest "Pappeder" (>13) which approximates 
to the cube, thus providing larger usable space and larger flat wall 
surfaces. These units can be combined amongst each other or together 
with additional cubic units, and can even be stacked. They measure
3.6 x 3,6m and are 3.0m high, Constructed from 30mm Triwall Pak 
corrugated board the elements are coated on both sides with glass 
reinforced polyester resin (GRP)-.
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rhombicuboctahedron and its close packing (2)
Figure 8
truncated octahedron
Critchlow’s designs are based on a sound knowledge of polyhedral 
geometry (2 ). Both his Hexagon House (>14) and the Octagon House (>15) 
are based on the truncated octahedron (figure 8) and designed on the 
principles of close packing and structural efficiency. The-spans 
achieved for the Hexagon House was 5.99m and for the Octagon House.
7.60m in diameter. 13mm Triwall Pak was coated on both sides with 
GRP and folded into hexagonal pyramidal elements and square elements.
The. close packing of five units is shown in (>15,16), ii:
requires a set of four different elements for construction.
In India low cost housing using corrugated board panels made from wastfc 
paper and bamboo pulp is being investigated ( > p roj ec. t 65 _ tab 1 e_10_; p 25b) . The 
regional' Research Laboratory of Jorhat has constructed a house based 
on clustered prisms topped . by pyramids of corresponding, plan.
2.24 CURVATURE STABILISED MACROFORMS (plate 7; table 14)
These forms derive their stability from the fact that curved surfaces 
are capable of withstanding much greater stresses than flat ones.
Bending moments are either negligible or are greatly reduced and mainly 
in-plane stresses occur. This results in a more even stress distribution" 
throughout the structural form. Therefore thin materials can be - .
successfully employed for structures of. considerable span. Among the 
most efficient forms are the ones having double curvature.
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Domes are forms of synclastic curvature,viz double curved in positive 
direction,which may be derived from multifaceted polyhedra projected 
onto the surface of a sphere. Depending on the type of polyhedron the 
dome can be composed of a number of identical plane surface elements 
and thus be prefabricated with ease.
A most efficient subdivision of the sphere using a minimal number 
of triangular elements was discovered by R. Buckminster Fuller.
Two different polyhedra may be used for this so called'geodesic* 
subdivision of the sphere. These are:
a) the icosahedron, a regular polygon composed of twenty 
identical equilateral triangles:.
b) a dual of the icosahedron, the rhombic triacontahedron 
distributing 30 diamond faces with their long axis 
corresponding to the edges of the icosahedron
The subdivision or breakdown is called alternate? when based on the 
icosahedron, or triaeon.when based on the triacontahedron. In order 
to approximate more closely to the curvature of the sphere, the 
equilateral triangular faces have to be subdivided into smaller 
triangles. When the sides of the triangular face is subdivided by half 
it is called two frequency and when subdivided into three it is known 
as three frequency and so on (figure 9 )
alternate 
2 and 3 
frequency
triacon 
2 frequency
^  2 F
Figure 9 Alternate and triacon breakdowns of the icosahedron (9)
Plate 7. Curvature stabilised m acroform s
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As the face is divided in such a way that it begins to curve outwards 
(due to the projection onto the sphere), the more subdivisions there 
are of one face the nearer the structure becomes to a sphere, and the 
stiffer the dome becomes. The higher the frequency the greater the 
number of different chord lengths.
R. B. Fuller has been experimenting with geodesic domes made from 
paperboard from as early as 1951. A large number of prototype structures 
and manufactured buildings resulted from his activity.
Plate 7 > 1 shows a page of'his important patent on
’Laminar Geodesic Domes’. Using a set of two different diamond elements 
which are bent convex outwards -a 3 frequency alternate.dome representing 
a 5/8 sphere is produced. Based on this patent, Filtered Rosin 
Products Co., a subsidiary company of Monsanto Chemicals of U.S.A. 
has produced, since 1961, an entire range of laminar geodesic domes:
The ’Geospace’ dome(>2,3) is of 2 frequency alternate breakdown, and 
represents 5/8 of the corresponding sphere of 6,70m diameter. It is 
constructed from ’Formeeor’* a sandwich panel of foamed styrene 
laminated to coated kraft paper. The smaller ’Dometts’^ 2,73 m 
in diameter*is of 1 frequency breakdown and represents an elongated 
hemisphere (>4).
A six frequency alternate hemispherical dome using diamond elements 
from paperboard was constructed by the architectural students of 
McGill University, Montreal, Canada in 1957 under Fuller’s supervision 
(>Ji) * Normally six frequency breakdown domes require a set of three 
different diamond elements, but as window openings were left in the 
structure only two different sizes were necessary. The•individual 
elements were developed from plane sheets of board and folded into 
boxlike shape (>6), they were then cladded with aluminium sheets . 
and interconnected. The dome is 8,50m in diameter and 5,47m high, 
its weight is approximately 500 kg.
Geodesic domes can also be built directly from standard size flat*---
sheet material. Though as yet not built in paperboard, it is of 
interest to include this example as a potential possibility in this survey.
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(>7)depicts a page of Fuller’s patent on ’Selfstrutted Plydomes’
(>lit.) showing a six frequency, triacon breakdown hemispherical 
dome. The sheets are interconnected by bolting at the overlaps.
A 2 frequency, 5/8 dome from plywood sheets (>8) was constructed in 
Des Moines, Iowa, U.S.A. in 1957.
2.25 FOLD AND CURVATURE STABILISED MACROFORMS (plates 8-10; 
tables 15-19)
The principles of deriving strength and stability for a structural form 
by means of folding or curving have already been demonstrated in the 
previous sections. The combination of folding and curving provides 
a powerful tool in the design of structures utilising materials of 
tow modulus of elasticity such as paperboard.
Depending on the nature, complexity, and arrangement of flat surface 
elements into folds, almost any form of arbitrary shape and curvature 
can be produced. It is believed that all known shell forms can be 
substituted by equivalent folded forms.
Realising their great structural potential and the formal richness
it is possible to employ materials, not generally utilised for structural
application for wide span structures ..
The stiffness of folded structures may be readily increased, if required, 
by introducing additional bracing elements.
These forms are highly suitable for prefabrication as even complex 
shapes can be constructed form only a small number of different 
surface elements. Sophisticated arrangements allow it also to form 
large buildings from small size elements.
Vary little is known about the complex geometries of folded structures 
and with the large number of elements and complicated stress pattern 
of the structures when under load, difficulty is experienced in 
determining an accurate solution for the structural behaviour.
Attention may be drawn to the fact that a large number of these forms 
can be developed from the plane, thus making it possible to collapse 
structures in full or in segmented parts, a property of particular 
interest for medium span, low cost, instant enclosures.
Plate 8. Fold and curvature stabilised m acroform s 1
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G. Rottier of France demonstrated a simple, but effective, method of 
enclosing space by constructing wall elements from corrugated board 
(plate 8>1,2,3)
This structure consisted of an outer layer of parallel folds and a 
curved inner flat skin allowing the wall elements to stand by themselves,. 
Rottier designed the roof cover using a membrane stressed between four 
masts guyed to the ground (>1 ).
One of the economically most successful paperboard structures is Hirshen 
and Van der Ryn’s design for low cost housing of migrant farm workers 
in California in 1966 (>6). In close cooperation with H. Yates
a fully collapsible unit composed of parallel folds, utilising 
sandwich elements of polythene coated kraftboard with polyurethane 
foam core, was designed and a large number of units was manufactured 
(>4,5). The folded shell was stabilised by means of a firm connection 
of the folds to the base, additional paraboloidal concave inward 
curvature of the folds along the base, thus achieving greater height 
in the middle section resulting in further stabilisation, and stiff 
folded G.R.P, end panels, incorporating the outside door (>7). The 
unit measures appr, 5,1.5m x 5,80m, the prefolded polyurethane board is 
appr. 10mm • uhick.
A small collapsible, one person shelter was developed by M. Kurokawa 
of Japan. Designed for short time use the. cheap units may readily be 
disposed'(>8).
In 1970 a group of architectural students working with D. G. Emmerich 
at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris, France Resigned and built an 
umbrella shaped structure (>9) . It is composed of continuous inter­
connected strips from corrugated board folded into identical triangles 
(>10)♦ The same elements may be used to form dome shaped and
vault shaped structures.
Dimensions of the umbrella are 3,50m in diameter and 3,0m in height.
Extending over a long period of time a special group of folded structural 
forms has appeared in, many different applications; these have, attracted 
the attention of many designers. The forms are based on the geometry 
of composite ant.iprisms ana. possess the advantage of being fully 
developable from the plane
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The term 'antiprismatic structures* was first introduced by P. Huybers (3) 
who supervised a geometrical analysis into the subject by B. Bleker (1) 
at Delft University of Technology
Although the basic principles of folding composite 
antiprismatic forms was well known from Japanese and Chinese paper 
lanterns for centuries and gained wide distribution through 
Scandinavian lampshades, a number of patents on the application of 
antiprismatic folded forms for building structures have been granted 
throughout the world in the past 35 years.
The first of these patents covering structures using isosceles triangles 
in parallel arrangement forming single curved vault forms and in two way 
(radial) arrangement forming double curved dome forms was issued to
F. Hering in 1937 by the German Patent;. Office (plate 9>1)
A patent covering a vault based on composite octangonal antiprims using 
precut diamond elements from corrugated board was filed for 0. L. Spaeth jun. 
in 1961 (>2t >3). H. Yates of Canada was granted a patent in 1962 
on the entire range of single curved antiprismatic folded forms of the 
vault type.
No futher development by Yates along his patent could be traced, but 
being the manufacturer of the successful 'Plydom' shelter described 
above, he played an important part in its development.
(>5)shows- a hexagonal vault extended into the lower half of the truncated 
antiprisms by inverting the half-diamond elements near the base. This 
method of arranging the folded diamond elements was claimed to' be 
novel in a U.S. patent on 'Universal Folded Plate Structures' ’* 
by A. Kolosvary in 1967.
Another patent covering a similar antiprismatic vault-form was obtained 
by K. Tonouclxi (14).
Over recent years several antiprismatic vaults were constructed as 
prototypes in paperboard materials.
In 1970 the same group of French architectural students mentioned 
above(PlateS>9,10) constructed a square vault truncated at 7/8 of the 
full antiprism ( >4).
In 1972 3-h Design constructed a hexagonal 'Polyfalt' vault, identical . 
to the one in Yates patent, from 'Eurodur' compressed fiberboard(>6_) .
Plate 9. Fold and curvature stabilised m acroform s 2
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Plate 10. Fold and curvature stabilised m acroform s 3
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A, Quarmby and students of the Bradford College of Art erected a 
collapsible octagonal vault in 1968 from hardboard. Quarmby*s clients,
BoP. Chemical Ltd., obtained a British patent in 1969 on double 
curved, dome-like forms using isosceles triangles in radial arrangement 
He uses identical triangular elements but the angle between the 
folds varies throughout the structure. (>7 )depicts a hexagonal dome-like 
fully developable structure.
R, B. Fuller showed in his patent ’Laminar Geodesic Homes1 (>lit.) a four 
frequency, alternate dome (>8) constructed from diamond elements in 
radial and parallel arrangement. (>9)depicts different methods ahd^ '* 
combinations of folding the diamond element, finally leading to the 
possibility of superimposing two diamond elements: one, folded concave 
upwards along its long diagonal, the other, folded convex downwards 
along its short diagonal on top, thus forming a tetrahedral unit 
(plate 10 >1 )
tjacPBasEcasgat3S**gsacagsaffai
The ,V2D* prototype (>10) designed by the author possesses a developable 
hexagonal antiprismatic basic layer which is stabilised by 
introducing open tetrahedral stiffening elements .onto the outside of 
the antiprismatic layer and a flat layer of dodecahedral cross section 
on the inside (>1 1 ).
’I2D 1 (>1J2) depicts a model of an intersection of three hexagonal vaults, 
two of them closed by semidomes based on the same principle of 
construction. The versatility of adding the three basic forms composed 
of identical isosceles triangular elements: vault, dome, and vault 
intersection demonstrates a design proposition by the author for a 
low cost nursery or kindergarden-school from pasted chipboard (1973).
>13 gives an overall aerial view of the complex, while- >.1,4 shows a view 
from the south-west.
Using similar elements to Fuller1s tetrahedral diamonds (plate10>1) but 
in two-way arrangement P. Huybers constructed an antiprismatic vault 
from resin impregnated paperboard at Delft University in Holland (>2j.
His thesis ( 3 ) is based on a similar structure constructed from
G.R.P. elements. The same structure was erected at the. Structural 
Plastics Research Unit and was tested extensively. The structure 
possesses great inherent‘stiffness and is capable, of spanning considerable 
distances in longitudinal direction. The form requires practically two 
different sets of tetrahedral elements.
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Based on similar geometry is a dome model requiring 5 different element 
sizes (>3,4).
Two sets of diamond elements in radial and peripheral arrangement are 
required for R. B. Fuller's geodesic dome described in his patent 
'Laminar Geodesic Dome' (>lit) . ( >5)depicts 3 frequency, triacon domes, 
the one on top truncated at 5/8 of the total sphere; the one on the 
bottom truncated at 1 / 2 of the sphere. (>6) shows a plane view of the 
5/8 sphere.
By incorporating two spherical segments obtained by truncation of >5 
between the 5/8 and 3/8 line, between two hemispherical dome ends of 
C>5 bottom)» an elongated geodesic dome may be achieved (>7).
D. G. Emmerich's 'Stereometric Dome' (>9) designed and built from 
corrugated board in 1968 for an exhibition is composed of triangular 
pyramidal units. Based on the icosahedron the breakdown is two-frequency, 
although the icosahedron has not been projected onto the sphere, the 
'dome' therefore being non-geodesic.
E. Muhl of West Germany presented his dome in 1970. It appears to be 
based on geodesic geometry, only. the triangular subdivisions being 
stellated towards the inside, forming inverted open triangular 
pyramids. The prototype measures approximately 8 metres in diameter 
and approximately 5 metres in height.
A double layer antiprismatic vault using angled diamond units was 
patented by P. Thomson and A. Herrey of Britain in 1965 (>11,12,13)♦
The structure is not developable and the additional folding of the 
diamond elements along the shorter diagonal introduces a geometric 
instability. A section of this vault was erected in 1966 in waterproof 
paperboard.
Plate 11. Rib stabilised macroforms
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2.26 RIB STABILISED MACROFORMS (plate 11; tables 20, 21)
If the primary structural form is composed essentially of linear 
structural elements, or if the linear elements have been added to a 
surface structure and thereby replacing the surface element or 
contributing considerably towards the loadbearing action of it, it may 
be called rib-stabilised.
The expression 'rib1 refers to a linear structural member having any 
cross sectional area as long as the extension along one axis is much 
larger than the extension along the two other axes of the coordinate 
system.
Ribj. stabilisation may be employed
a) when increasing the stiffness of an existing surface element, 
thus leading to a combined action of surface and ribs 
(plate 1 1 > 1 - 4)
b) in order to form an integrated major structural part, of a 
composite, construction (plate 1 1 > 5~7 ).
c) on its own, forming macroforms of plane, single or double 
curvature in single or double layer grid-type structures
•(pia+e ii > 6 - 1 5 ).
Universal Papertech. Corp. of U.S.A. in 1969 manufactured low cost houses 
composed of linear U-channel shaped corrugated board elements. These 
elements can be assembled by single addition to form various size units. 
QLL)depicts the ’A-Frame House, a double storey unit while(>2,3) shows 
the simplest ’single’ unit before completion and from the inside 
(6,10m x 6,60m and 2,43m high). The corrugated board elements may be 
sprayed with GRP or gunite-concrete.
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The Canadian Firm Panokraft Corp. has developed a building system , * 
similar to the one by Universal Papertech Corp. and has constructed ; 
a number of prototypes. The channel elements are made fronf double . ' > 
kraft-corrugated board approx. 1 2mm thick and machine-coated on both 
sides with GRP. The elements arrive on the site unfolded but creased 
for easier transport. They are folded, interconnected by stapling, \ 
and then erected forming wall and roof panels. Joints where two
channel sections meet are covered on the outside by a T-type GRP >. '
profile. Joints between wall and roof sections are fixed by stapling
and wooden gusset plates are used for reinforcement. Insulation can
be obtained by strips of plastic foam glued to the inside- of the . 
channels. A second set of channel-sections is provided with a water 
vapour barrier from aluminium foil and is stapled to the already 
connected, loadbearing channel sections from the inside in such a way, 
that a smooth inside is obtained, (table 2 0, project 8 6 : p.265) .
For the ’Hamburger Bautage 1969’ a paperboard house was designed and 
constructed by P.Wiesner of Germany (>4). The design consisted of a 
large number of different panels in corrugated ’Linacor1 board; even 
the linear elements for the frame on top are made of laminated 
’Linacor*. The elements form a building system where units may be 
extended horizontally or vertically. . . .
Demonstrating the structural potential of a properly designed paperboard 
structure, L. Zetlin Ass. of U.S.A. designed a bridge 9.70m long,
3.04m wide and’ 1,21m deep for the International Paper Inc. (>5).
The design consisted of a 2-way stressed skin double layer grid formed 
of individual interconnected V-girders stiffened by intersecting- 
interconnected rectangular pyramidal elements and manufactured from " 
2,54cm thick fiberboard.
The deck which was bonded onto the grid was a sandwich composed of 
fiberboard layers and a core formed by paper tubes. The weight of the 
bridge is appr. 4 , 1  tons and it was designed for a concentrated load 
of 8 , 2 tons. ’ \
R. B. Fuller’s octetruss (>7) is composed of identical equilateral 
triangular paperboard elements forming tetrahedra"and semi-octahedra.
It was developed in 1954 arid is a 3-way double.layer stressed skin 
grid.
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All of Fuller’s early geodesic domes constructed in paperboard were 
ribbed,(>8 ,>9)« Material properties were inferior, in the early sixties 
(1951-56) compared with paperboard available today. Therefore Fuller 
had to use paperboard in such a way that only small surface areas 
were-exposed thus keeping inplane stresses reasonably small. The 
strength was derived.from equilateral-triangular frame elements, 
developed from a-plane sheet and folded (>10 and >11). The folded 
triangular section, very.stiff, and interconnected in the geodesic 
pattern, they formed domes (>1 1 ).
The foldable honeycomb dome constructed in 1952 from diamond elements was 
braced by tensioned wires interconnecting the corners of the diamonds
(>£)■ . _    ... ., . _  ■
(>10 and >11)show pages from Fuller’s patent on paperboard domes. They 
depict two different types of triangular frame elements. At the top 
of the figures are shown the respective developed elements, the 
smaller drawings in the centre indicate the folding operation and the 
completed traingular frame is shown on the bottom.
A dome constructed in 1954 at Tulane University (>9) was made from 
kraftboard and connected by staples and glued. The diameter is 
10,30m.
(>12)shows the inside of Fuller’s first paperboard dome of 1951.
(> 13)and (>14.) i 11 u s t r a t e one of the ’Triennale’ domes erected in 1954 
in Milan and consisting of diamond-shaped elements, reinforced by 
ribs folded upwards and forming box-like elements. Two of these 
domes were erected in-Milan and were sheeted with translucent plastic 
foil. r •
A pavilion for an exhibition of coloured glass was designed by W. Kuhn 
of Germany based on a cubic grid (>15,16). The ribs of square section 
are formed when cubic elements are connected to each other.
Although it is uncertain whether paperboard was proposed fo?; this 
design, it has been incorporated in this survey for its particular 
suitability for paperboard construction.
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2.3 CRITICAL SUMMARY
2.31 STATISTICAL DATA
Conclusions will be drawn concerning the suitability of certain project- 
groups for practical use and further development.
Some interesting statistical data obtained from this survey is presented 
table 22 which is shown below, and will be briefly discussed. This 
table shows the distribution of the following features, represented 
by the headings of the columns 1 - 6 , over the individual project 
groups SF, L, FL, C, FC, R and are related to their total numbers 
(abbreviations as indicated on p. 56 ).
Column 1 : total numbers of projects in the project groups 
Column 2 : referring to 1: number of designs or patents
Column 3 referring to 1: number of buildings which have been constructed
Column 4 : referring to 3: number of these buildings which have been
manufactured in considerable quantities 
Column 5 : referring to 3: number of prototype structures built
Column 6 ; referring to 5: number of prototype structures which were
constructed to withstand weather conditions
1_
total
projects.
2 ref to 1 
design or 
patent
3 ref to 1
constructed
buildings
4 ref to 3 
(M)
manufacture
5 ref to 3 
(P) 
prototype
6 ref to 5, 
(P«)
building
SF 3 (100%) ' 0 3 (100%) 0 . 3 (10 0%) 2 (66%)
L 2 (10 0%) 0 2 (100%) 0 2 (100%) 2 (1 0 0%)
FL 14 (100%) 0 14 (100%) 1 (7%) 13 (93%) 12 (94%)
C 6 (10 0%) 2 (33%) 4 (6 6%) 2 (50%) 2 (50%) 1 (50%)
FC 23 (100%) 11 (48%) 12 (52%) 1 (8%) 11 (92%) 2 (18%)
R 1 1 (10 0%) 2 (18%) 9 (82%) 1 (1 1 %) 8 (89%) 6 (75%)
I 59 (10 0%) 15 (26%) 44 (74%) 5 (11%) 39 (89%) 25 (64%)
Table 22
The codeletters (M), (P), (P*), as shown in columns 4, 5,6 and 'are also
used in columns 5 and 6 of project tables 10 - 2XAppendix 2 p.255ff) 
Thus it is possible to identify the individual projects in the project 
tables.
; - so -
From the bottom row of table 22 the following general relationships were 
found.
As already mentioned, 59 projects are shown. From this number 15 or 26% 
are designs and patents, from which, to the knowledge of the author, no 
building has been constructed. The majority, namely 44 projects or 76%, 
have actually been constructed. From these 44 structures only 5 or 11% 
have been or are manufactured. The remaining prototypes, namely 39 or 
89%, have been built by individuals or research establishments.
From these 39 prototypes, 25 or 64% have been erected outside to withstand 
weather conditions, while the remainder, 14 or 36%, have been erected 
indoors.
From column 1 it can be seen that the groups FC, FL, R, and C have 
attracted the greatest interest amongst designers. This is not surprising 
as these groups represent very efficient forms from a prefabrication and 
structure orientated viewpoint. These forms utilize the paperboard 
material to the best advantage, as the stiffness of the structures is 
determined by the chosen geometry rather than material strength. From 
this viewpoint groups SF and L represent less efficient structural forms 
as material strength is decisive for their stiffness.
Designers and manufacturers are obviously aware of this fact, and it can 
be seen from column 4 that all buildings representing manufactured 
products fall in these four groups.
Fold and Curvature (FC) stabilized forms and Fold and Laminate (FL) 
stabilized forms are outstanding in various ways.. Together they 
represent 37 projects which is 64% of the total number considered; 
their share of constructed buildings amounts to 26 or 60% out of the
total number of .44. . . . . .
This trend conforms with the author’s own conviction that 
paperboard material is most efficiently employed in folded
surface structures. Chapter 3 explains this opinion in more tW '
detail.
The majority of designs can be found amongst FC projects, which points 
clearly to the design-potential of these forms. This is reinforced by 
the number of constructed buildings, which is the second highest, although 
only 50% of the total number of the projects in this group have been 
constructed. Accordingly the author’s own designs -Were based on 
fold and curvature stabilized forms.
The largest number of constructed buildings incorporating the largest 
number of prototypes, constructed to withstand weather conditions, can 
be found in FL projects. -Consequently some of the most advanced design- 
propositions; for large scale manufacture are recruited from this group.
Not surprisingly, two.successful designers of paperboard buildings,
K. Critchlow and 3h-Design, are represented with more than 55% of all 
projects in this group.
Projects employing Rib stabilization (R) are the third largest number 
of constructed buildings. The two outstanding directions in design in 
this group are indicated by the portal-frame type structures of 
Panokraft Corporation of .Canada and Universal Papertech Corp. of U.S.A. 
on one side, and R. Buckminster Fuller’s early paperboard domes on the 
other side.
The group,of, Curvature stabilized forms (C) is dominated by Fuller’s 
later dome structures.- This group being the only one where more than 
one constructed building has been manufactured.
2.32 PARAMETERS FOR ASSESSING EFFICIENCY .* -..........
These project groups will now be considered individually arid are 
discussed according to a common set of parameters, which may also 
be considered as common to prefabricated building in general.*
These parameters are: „ -
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
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geometry
structure
material
manufacture
transport and erection
utilization
economy
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These 'parameters require a closer observation.
(a) Geometry '
The geometric parameter is considered to be the most important one when 
designing prefabricated structures, as it determines the:general 
suitability of a particular structural form for prefabrication, 
influenced by such factors as the number of different elements,=and the 
dimensions and methods of joining these elements. From a structural- 
point of view it influences the maximum possible span, the stiffness 
of the structure and consequently its structural potential, ag.well as the 
material to be used. ' "
Furthermore, architectural applicability and utilization'are determined by 
geometry, which in turn are influenced by the ratio of volume, enclosed 
by the structure, to usable floor.area, and the potential to adapt the 
structure for various utilizations, including horizontal and vertical 
addition or extension 'and the potential of formal variation.
Ultimately geometry affects ease of manufacture, assembly,.storage, 
transport and erection of a structure by such factors .as number of- 
elements and develop ability and therefore economy.
Job) Structure
As explained above,structural efficiency of a particular form depends 
largely on how well the geometry of the. form has been chosen. The 
loadbearing capacity of the structure is obviously important for its 
utilization in adverse climatic conditions, where either extreme loading 
conditions through snow, wind or earthquakes occur, or atmospheric 
influences such as humidity, and temperature are excessive.
Another important factor is the possibility of increasing readily the 
stiffness of the structural form by introducing additional member or 
surfaces, thus qualifying the structure for larger spans or higher 
loading or both.
The maximum span of a particular type of structure has considerable influence 
on its application in building. A further determinant is the stress 
distribution in the structure when under load. The. solution for the element
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joints and the design of the foundations depend on it, correlated to the 
kind and the direction of the reactive forces. Finally, the ratio weight 
of structure to unit plan area indicates its efficiency.
(c) Material '
It has been stressed that the choice of the paperboard material Used for 
a particular structural form depends foremost on its geometry and structure. 
The more efficient the geometry, the more economical the material can be 
utilized. That means, that even less sophisticated boards such as Pasted 
Chipboard can be employed and structures of considerable span can be' built' 
from such low cost material.
The larger the individual element surfaces becomes the more inherent 
stiffness is required to resist buckling, and the more sophisticated 
the material has to be. In such cases it is necessary to employ sandwich- 
construction, resulting usually in higher material costs.
s  ' A ,, v # •
Factors influencing the use of the material are its mechanical and 
physical properties, such as moduli of elasticity, tensile and bending 
strengths, the influence of humidity on these properties, thermal 
insulation, etc. An important consideration for the structural use of 
the material is its anisotropic behaviour.
Further factors are the workability governed by suctv properties as creasing, 
cutting, laminating, connecting, and its weight. These are directly 
influencing manufacture, assembly, transportation, eerection and above 
all economy. Of extreme importance is the considered life span of
the structure. : .
(d) Manufacture
Factors determining the manufacture of a building lie in the three .T- 
parameters geometry, structure, material. These influence the ■ 
manufacturing process, and the equipment needed for manufacture.
A manufactured building product is subject to various'regulations 
and codes of practice determined by its utilization. ' "" . '.
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Element size, the degree, of prefabrication, material, weight, method of 
connecting the prefabricated units and sealing them against the influence, 
of weather, are some factors directly related to the geometry, structure, 
material and the manufacture of the building. Special attention may be. 
drawn to the rapidity and ease of erection which exerts an influence on 
utilization and cost of the building. Sizes of units have to conform to 
transportation measurements. Stresses exerted during transportation 
lifting and erection have to be designed for. .
(f) UtiIjlzation
Several factors influencing utilization have already been mentioned in 
paragraphs a. - e and include:
applicability of the chosen structural form to a variety of 
architectural utilizations and under a variety of climatic conditions
the quality of insulation against temperature, humidity and sound;
the cost of the finished product and the practicability while 
in use, such as assembly, erection, maintenance, life span and 
. finally disposal.
(g) Economy ' • • .
The economy parameter is strongly influenced by a combination of the above 
mentioned parameters a - f. The main factors to be considered are the 
economy in the design, relating to the geometry and. the structure, economy 
in material use, economy in the manufacturing process, and finally economy 
of utilization,,determined by such factors as maintenance and repairs, 
repeated use,•and life.span.
The parameters illustrated above will now be discussed in the individual 
groups of paperboard structures in the following sections. • —
(e.). Transportation and Erection
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2.33 CRITICAL SUMMARY OF THE GROUPS 2.21-2.26
Support Frame and Laminate Stabilized Forms (plate 5; p.57)
Referring to statements in 2.22 and 2.23 these forms can be considered as 
being .inefficient from a structural point of view, as little advantage is 
taken from utilizing the geometric form for increased efficiency in the 
structural use of the material employed. The loadbearing capacity of the 
.structures is. directly related to the stiffness and strength of the 
individual elements and therefore required a greater amount of higher 
quality material for their construction.
Joints between individual elements are fully loadbearing, and are as such 
subjected to considerable strain. The projects shown in this survey.
(plate 5 ) are either composed of a large number of linear or plane 
t elements which have -to be interconnected during erection and are therefore 
labour consuming, or consist of large elements which are bulky to transport 
and require either mechanical equipment or considerable manpower for 
handling on site. ....__ . ' .
As SF and L stabilized forms are of conventional appearance and ..• .•
conform with established forms of buildings using conventional materials, 
they might-be more readily accepted by the public when constructed of 
paperboard. : . ,
■ Fold .and Laminate Stabilized Forms (plate 6 ; p.60)
Due to their high, suitability for prefabrication, their favourable structural 
potential,and their aesthetically satisfying appearance, these structures 
are strongly represented; Although structures of only moderate span have 
been built, the stiffness can be improved by additional folding of the 
individual surface elements, thus approaching the curved form more closely, 
resulting in increased spans (plate.6 . >14.15). The logical further'
development along.this line is the Curvature stabilized form which has been 
utilized by Fuller in his geodesic domes. Polyhedral structures 
depend on strict/geometric principles, with little variation from the 
(hemi-) spherical , - . shape. As geometry, rather than utilization
governs the structural form, only limited adaptation to existing situations 
can be achieved, and the relationship between enclosed volume and usable 
floor area is not always favourable.
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A typical example for polyhedral design is 31r-Design’s project (plate 6 >13)
’Pappeder’ from which a sizeable number of units were manufactured, It is 
practical and offers a xrorkable proposition for a range of applications, 
but the weakness lies in the addition of the units to form larger enclosures.
A unit represents one room and in order to obtain a succession of rooms, 
units have to be added. As each unit forms a self-sufficient small structure 
and building, it appears to be uneconomical to add small units, instead 
of constructing larger structures to enclose the required; space. Critchlow’s 
Close Packed Hexagon House (plate 6 > 14, 15) seems to offer 
a better solution to this problem, but suffers from the volume to floorv 
area problem as mentioned above. ' - .
A considerable amount of development has to be undertaken.in the future in 
order to investigate the full potential and the formal richness of ' , 
polyhedral structures. At present they seem to be a good solution .for 
applications where smaller units are desirable. ■ ’ ■
Curvature Stabilized Forms (plate 7; p.65)
Fuller’s, paperboard domes were the first structures of this kind and are
capable of considerable spans. Made up of a small, number of different 
elements they are economic to prefabricate, readily transportable and 
can be erected in a short time employing unskilled labour. The utilization 
of the material properties is excellent, and low cost paperboards can be 
used. The applicability is determined by the dome-shape and the unfavourable 
volume-floor area relationship, but the height of a large span dome can be 
used for housing an independent second'level.
Fold and Curvature Stabilized Forms (plates 8~10;pp.68,71,72.)
These forms offer the richest variety of designs, asfany surface can be 
substituted by folds. Therefore it is always possible to find a--design 
solution to a given problem employing folded structural forms. Structures 
of this type are highly suitable for prefabrication and, depending on the 
design, the number of different elements is usually;small. ....  - - - „
Consequently these forms can be used for almost any architectural application. 
Dimensions can be adapted to existing requirements and units can be added 
forming larger, continuous building■complexes. Low cost materials can be 
employed with ease as stiffness and stability of the structure are governed 
entirely by geometry. Considerable structural safety makes it possible 
to use these forms.in various climates and under various loading conditions, 
as the stiffness can be readily improved by fitting additional stiffening 
elements to the structure.
In contrast to the FL stabilized forms a large variety, of spans are feasible, 
increasing the range of applicability of FC stabilized forms even further. 
Because of the structural efficiency overall weights are usually small. '
Large sections of the individual structure can be prefabricated and, taking 
full advantage of developability, can be concertinaed for storage and 
transportation, thus making erection easy and rapid, Because of the use 
of lightweight paperboards, even these large sections can be handled-,; 
conveniently. Being economical in desigh through the utilization of 
complete building systems, where a large variety of forms can be generated 
by utilizing only one basic element these structures
can be economically manufactured. This economy is aided by the use of low 
cost materials and by favourable qualities for transport and erection..
A good example of the partial utilization of the potential of fold and 
cufvaturd stabilized forms is Yate's, Hirshen, and Van der Ryn’s design 
for housing migrant farmworkers in California, from which a large number 
of units were manufactures in 1966 (plate 8 >4-7).
The author’s own development is believed to illustrate the full potential 
of FC forms and is described in the next-chapter in detail (see also 
(plate 9 . >10-14).
Rib Stabilized Forms'(plate ll; p.75)
These forms have been used only to a limited extent.. Fuller’s early 
paperboard domes were ribbed, mainly because the structural properties of 
paperboard were insufficient for surface construction. To overcome this . 
problem small pieces of board were folded to form linear members of 
triangular or square cross section, to replace the surface.
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Recent developments take advantage of modern and better quality boards.
A range of conventional looking structures constructed of folded and 
interconnected channel sections is currently being manufactured by 
Panokraft,
As the elements used are of simple configuration and are based on economic 
manufacture* these structures should find their field of application, 
despite limitations of forms and lesser structural efficiency, when 
compared with FC, FL, and C.
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FOLDED SURFACE STRUCTURES AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE "INSTAFOLD" STRUCTURAL. 
BUILDING SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
From the survey of paperboard structures in the last chapter it has been 
established, that fold and curvature stabilised macroforms offer greatest 
potential and versatility of all the structural forms considered for 
construction in paperboard.
The general structural term for fold and curvature stabilised macroforms " ' 
is shell-type folded surface structures. Compared wi.th the more popular shell 
structures few shell-type folded surface structures have been built. The 
material originally used in the former construction was reinforced concrete, 
but recently the favourite construction material has been plastics.
Little is known about the geometries of complex folded surface structures-.
The large number of surfaces, interconnected in spatial arrangement, makes 
the visual perception of the formal structure, and consequently the 
understanding and geometrical definition, difficult.
From the viewpoint of structural analysis complex folded surface structures 
are highly statically indeterminate structures displaying non-linear behaviour
Large local displacements and local buckling of individual surfaces under 
excessive stresses are characteristic - for them. A structural analysis 
predicting the behaviour of the structure when under load with reasonable 
accuracy is cumbersome and difficult. This explains why folded surface 
structures* when compared with other structures such as shellsjare as yet. 
insufficiently defined and workable standard procedures for the calculation 
are lacking.
As a direct result of this situation these structures have not yet been . 
widely accepted by architects and design engineers.
Thorough understanding of the underlying geometric principles, skill in formal 
perception and a good knowledge of structural design are the essentials 
involved in the successful design of complex folded surface structures.
Chapter Three
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Intuitive engineering knowledge still outx?eighs the mere skill in applying 
mathematics for calculation and the empicically orientated approach is usually 
the more successful one.
CLASSIFICATION AND DEFINITION OF SURFACE STRUCTURES
When analysing & problem, it can be divided into the parameters xtfhich 
define it. As a problem is never isolated, but interconnected with other 
problems, certain parameters must be identical. It is the essence of 
synthesis to unreval these interconnections by means of classification and 
ultimately form an identifyab'le whole.
The. morphological approach, which has been applied to the classification 
of paperboard structures in chapter .2 , allox?s the identification of the 
total number of possible solutions to a given problem.
By means of classification, the total number of possible solutions is 
structured, and groups posessing a set of identical parameters are formed,
It is then possible to obtain the solution which satisfies given 
requirements by selection and optimisation. This procedure has been 
applied throughout this research and leads firstly to the definition and 
location of shell-type folded surface structures as a group of structures 
within the larger group of surface structures (given in the next paragraph), 
and secondly to the definition of the most important parameters xAiich 
constitute shell-type folded surface structures (xtfhich is given in 3.2).
Both classifications are essential for the understanding of the folloxvdng 
and consequently form the basis for development and design of the ’Instafold’ 
building system. It is expected, that the classification x^ ill help to 
establish logical order in the group of folded surface structures, where, 
to the author’s knovxledge, no valid general definition has so far succeeded. 
Furthermore it is hoped that this x«>rk will aid further research in this 
field.
(2) and (18) were consulted for general definitions in the folloxtfing.
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Surface structures are structures composed of rigid or non-rigid, thin . 
surfaces which assume plan or curved shape. Surfaces are their elements. 
Their geometric extension is large in two dimensions and small in the 
remaining one. In special applications the surfaces may be substituted' 
by linear loadbearing members. Nets and grids are examples. But these 
structures will not be considered here. Owing to the dominating mode of, 
stress,surface structures can be divided into two main groups:
a) Surface structures under tension, or membrane structures, are 
structures composed of non-rigid thin surfaces, which assume plane or 
curved shape. Depending on their shape they are stressed raonoaxially or 
biaxially in tension only. ,. , -
Membrane structures may be divided in:
. . membranes stabilized by tension, e.g. tent structures
membranes stabilized by internal pressure, e.g. pneumatic structures
b) Surface structures under tension, compression and bending, are structures 
composed of rigid surfaces, which assume plane or curved shape, Depending on 
their shape they are stressed in tension, compression or bending mono-or 
biaxially.
One may distinguish between the following subgroups:
(i) plate and slab structures
(ii) folded surface structures
(iii) curved surface structures or shell structures
(iv) folded shell structures
(i) Plates and slabs are rigid, plane surface structures, which may be
stressed mono-or biaxially. Plates are usually stressed perpendicular
to the plane, while slabs are usually stressed parallel to the plane.
(ii) Folded surface structures are structures composed of rigid, plan 
surface elements, which are arranged spatially. Biaxial tensile and 
compressive stresses prevail, but also bending may occur.
Folded surface structures constitute a double loadbearing mechanism: .
Combined plate and slab action within the surface and frame action 
transverse to the folded surfaces.
With respect to the. macroform - the apparent shape of the
structure - one may distinguish between plane and curved folded surface
structures.
If the macroform is a shell, the resulting structure is a "shell-type 
folded surface structure", or a curved folded surface structure.
In such a case the macroform is of considerable influence for- the stress 
distribution in these structures (for the distribution of stresses in the 
surfaces). The nearer the macroform approaches the shell the less are 
bending stresses and the greater are the plane stresses.
(R-i) Curved surface structures or shells are rigid, curved surface structure 
which are predominantly stressed mono or biaxially' in tension and compression 
but bending stresses may also occur. From the macroform it is possible to 
distinguish between simple and composite shells.
(iv) Folded shell structures, or folded, curved surface structures are
composite shells. Their macroform is a folded form. They are stressed 
biaxially in tension, compression or in bending,
3fl F0LDBD SURFACE STRUCTURES (FOLD STABILISED MACROFORMS)
In addition to 2.35 and 2.4 the following may be stated:
"Thin surface materials can only sustain bending- forces to a limited extent
- that is, stresses acting perpendicularly to the plane" (2).
In order to avoid such stresses two solutions may he adopted: either 
through curvature of the surface which replaces them by stresses acting 
within the plane of the material of the. structure or through folding.
Shells are capable of bridging large spans with small material thicknesses. 
But economic, prefabrication of a shell surface is difficult and usually 
demands expensive moulds. Material choice is limited to mouldable 
materials like reinforced concrete, GRP or rigid plastics foams, which are 
expensive and not globally available.
Folded surface structures posess the advantage over shells, in that they 
are composed of plane surface elements, which make prefabrication much 
easier as moulds are not required and a wide range of mass manufactured
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materials is available. The overall strength of the structure./is 
determined by its geometric form and this can be chosen from the strength 
of the material utilized for construction.
The surfaces are inclined towards the main forces acting onto them so 
that the stresses may be sustained to a large extent within the plane of 
the individual surface elements. This surface acts as a panel. "However 
in folded structures in contrast to shells, there are also stresses 
acting perpendicular to the surface - that is, slab stresses; it is 
possible though to keep these forces reasonably small"(2). Furthermore 
folded structures possess considerable inherent stiffness because of . 
increased structural depths through folding, resulting in increased cross 
sectional area and therefore an increased moment of inertia.
Folding also prevents buckling of large areas, and the maximum bending 
stresses are concentrated along the folds where the stiffness is greatest 
as only small surfaces are employed.
"The closer the folded structure approaches to the shell, the further the 
stress condition‘of the slab retreats, bending forces perpendicular to 
the plane become insignificant and the stresses in the panels are composed 
of the mutual interaction of several single panels".(2)
As almost any shell form can be substituted by an equivalent folded form 
it becomes realistic to utilize the inherent strength of the shell and the 
merits of the prefabrication and versatility of the folded surface forms 
to their best advantage in shell-type folded surface structures.
Brief Historical Notes
The origins of folded surface structures lie in ornament and structure. •
Prismatic forms were found on romanesque diamond friezes around 1100, 
artistically more sophisticated folded forms first appeared on a larger 
scale in Islamic architecture during the 14th and 15th century.
These folded forms, named ’stalactites’, are a characteristic attribute 
in islamic architecture and were applied to transitional surfaces from 
vertical to horizontal surfaces.
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These sometimes rather complex folded forms fulfil partly ornamental, 
partly structural tasks and are utilized as such for critical supports on 
columns, in cupolas or on retaining walls of mosques.
Thus pendentives, the sperical triangular surfaces forming the transition 
between square-plan retaining walls and the circular-plan cupola, are 
constructed from folded surfaces of stone. Similar constructions are 
found on corbels for arches capitals and basis of columns and on open 
squinches.
In Ottoman architecture these folded surfaces were cut directly into the 
strueture-element, bestowing the structure with crystal-like light weight 
impression. The ’stalactite1, folded surface cupola on square plan makes 
its first appearance in the Yeshil-mosque in Bursa. The first prismatic 
surfaces constructed from bricks can be found in Iranian-pendentives.
Plate 12 > 1 shows a folded surface pendentive from triangular surfaces in 
stone inside Murat I. mosque in Bursa (29).
It is highly likely that builders started to experiment with shell-type 
folded surface construction in such areas, where sun-dried or burned brick 
constituted the main building material.
Bricks may be best fitted together in the plane and the interdented ridges 
allow acute intersections. Probably under the influence of elaborate 
ribbed vaults of the English Gothic Period and equipped with the knowledge 
of oriental folded brick structures transmitted by pilgrims and travelling 
monks, German and Bohemian master builders of the 15th century developed 
folded surface construction to its first climax before the invention of 
’beton-armee’.by Coignet in the 19th century.
By subdivision of the vault surface 5„nto small surfaces meeting at acute 
ridge angles it was, for the first time, possible to employ thin brick 
shells for wide*"span vaults.
Logically these shell-type folded surface structures resulted from a 
method of construction which was dependent on small structural elements 
(brick and stone).
Here the continuity of the rib-less shell-sur.face was much more important 
than the stress concentrations in the stone-ribs of early and late gothic 
vaulting.
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As "the new method was independent of expensive stone, cellular vaults 
were soon used frequently in the construction of load-bearing ceilings 
in town houses of German and Bohemian burghers.
More applications can be found in a wide range of churches and cathedrals 
as well as in castles of the aristocracy.
Plate 12 > 2 depicts a cellular vault composed of curved triangular 
surfaces constructed from brick in Stolpen, Saxonia about 1500.(7)
Plate 12 > 3 shows a more sophisticated cellular vault construction 
in a church in Bechine, Czechoslovakia about 160.0,
The folded surface cross-vaults rest on internal columns with the folds 
carried skillfully into the supports.
The folded shell structure had been exploited in form of the cellular 
vaults limited by materials of the pre-industrial era.
Only the new engineering materials of the 19th century enabled a 
resurrection of folded surface construction.
Reinforced concrete and the increasing engineering knowledge allowed 
Freyssinet to build the first thin wide-span folded shell structure for 
an airship hanger in Orly near Paris in 1916.
Nervi's exhibition on building in Turin in 1948/49 is one of the first 
prefabricated folded surface structures from 1ferro cemento’. Since then 
a number of folded surface structures, from a variety of materials 
have been constructed.,
3.2 SHELL-TYPE FOLDED SURFACE STRUCTURES (FOLD AND CURVATURE STABILISED 
MACROFORMS)
Classification according to the main geometric and structural parameters 
(plate 13)
■3.21 GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS .
a) Shape and curvature of the macroform:
According to the appropriate shell form the curvature may be single 
(plate 13 > 1-3; plate 15 > 1), double synclastic (plate 13 > 4,5; 
plate 15 > 2) or double anticlastic (plate 12 > 6).
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b) J j irectipt. w m d  arrangement: of the main-folds:
Either parallel (plate 13 > 1-3), two ways (>4), three or more ways, 
radial (>6)y peripheral (>5 ), irregular or any combination of these 
(plate. 15 > 3: peripheral and parallel),
c) Geometric form of the surface elements:
Generally the individual surface element can be bordered by straight or 
curved edges or by a combination of both. Straight edges border the 
polygons which will be considered here, curved edges enclose curve-bordered 
surfaces such as the circle, the ellipse, the parabola and others, as well 
as sectors of these surfaces.
Polygonal surface elements commonly found are:
i) regular polygons: triangle (plate 13 > 1, 4~~6; plate 15 > 1-3) ,' 
rectangle, trapezoid, rhomb and others, or any combination of these, 
like rectangle and triangle (plate 13 > 2) and trapezoid and triangle
(plate 13 > 3 ) - ' *;■ . . .
ii) irregular polygons
d) Foldability.and its dimensional expansion:
Foldability incorporates a kinematic process. It is of special importance 
for the manufacture, stacking, transport and erection of lightweight 
folded surface structures.
Basic, geometrical supposition for foldability of any folded surface is the 
inextensiodal process between two surfaces of different spatial expansion.
Foldability may alternatively be considered as the increase in the order 
of dimensions. Thus one can differ between
(i) onedimensional,
(ii) twodimensional,
(iii) threedimensional foldability.
Accordeoiv*type and fan-type forms expand or collapse onedimensionally 
while antiprismatic forms fold twodimensionally.
The structures in plate 13 > 2,5 are not foldable, while I,"3, 47 ' 6 are 
two-dimensionally foldable.
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e) Developability:
A surface is developable when it is isometric to the plan. This 
characteristic can be found in shells of zero Gaussian curvature (1 1 ).
The structures in plate 13 > 3, 4, 6 ; plate 15 > 1 are fully developable, 
plate 15 > 2, 3 are developable in segmented parts, and plate 13 2, 5
are notv-developable. .
Frequently developable structures are also foldable (plate 13 > 3, 4, 6j 
plate 15 > 1-3) but not necessarily vice versa plate 13>1,
Developability of a folded surface structure is of great importance for 
its manufacture and production.
3.22 STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS ' ' '
a) Number of layers: • " ' : v'
Folded surfaces imply double layer arrangement. One may therefore ' - * ’ 
distinguish between double layer, triple layer and multiple layer 
arrangement.
b) Mode of element connections ': • 
Connections may be rigid or hinged. The structural behaviour under load
and the stress distribution is strongly influenced by the mode of connection, 
but also storage and erection of the structure. Hinged connections avoid 
transmission of shear stresses along the folds and consequently . 
overstressing of the connection. - . . .
c) Additional stabilisation and dimensional expansion of its elements:
If necessary, folded surface structures with hinged connections can be 
stabilised against collapse along folds by introducing additional elements. 
Moreover additional stabilization may be used to increase the loadbearing 
capacity of any folded surface structure even after erection, thus.wider 
span and/or higher loading may be readily catered for without changing the 
basic design or the material. .
Stabilising elements can be linear-tension or compression members, like 
cables or rods, or surface elements. Linear elements cause stress 
concentration at their joints with the surface elements, therefore 
strengthening at these points becomes necessary, it is usually applied with 
high-strength materials. Surface elements enable a more even stress 
distribution as stresses are allowed to flow within the surfaces. This
method has been proven successfully with low modulus materials like 
plastics and paperboard.
3.3 ANTIPRISMATIC STRUCTURES: DEVELOPABLE FOLD AND CURVATURE STABILISED 
MACROFORMS
The practical aim of this research, as fat as the author was concerned, 
was to design and to develop a universal building system utilising 
prefabricated structures from low cost paperboard.
Firstly a set of objectives for these structures related,to the. various 
parameters common to prefabricated-modular building as given in 2 . 4 was 
worked out:
the structures should be amenable to economic prefabrication, should be 
light-weight and collapsible for easy handling during transport and 
erection, when collapsed they should take up little space and erection 
should be simple in order to allow "do-it-yourself" construction by 
unskilled users.
It has been stated in 2.4 that the geometric parameter is of superior 
importance compared with the other parameters such as structure and 
material etc., as these are directly dependant on it.
Great emphasis was placed therefore on geometrical studies.
In the next, step the objectives as stated above had to 
be matched with te geometric and structural parameters, 
which were obtained from the classification in the last 
paragraph.
The following parameters were emphasised :
Geometric :
i) foldability 
ii) devalopability 
Structural (in consequence o~ foldability and developability):
i) hinged connections to allow folding, requiring
ii) the necessity for additional stabilisation-by 
surface elements (in view of the material 
properties), resulting in
iii) double and triple layer arrangement of the
structural elements, providing the necessary 
stiffness for the utilisation of thin sheet 
material.
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Resulting from these decisions the geometric form of the 
basic element of the envisaged structure system was chosen.
3.31 THE GEOMETRY OF ANTIPRISMATIC STRUCTURES
a); The Surface Element and its Arrangement
In search of a suitable basic element, which could be readily cut out from 
square paperboard sheets with little waste, which would also enable 
development and consequent folding when suitably arranged, and would allow 
the generation of a large variety of different macroforms utilising the 
same basic element, empirical geometry studies were carried out by folding 
a large number of simple models from paper.
From these studies it became clear that the triangular element, which 
appeared in many of these models, was the most versatile one. In 
accordance with previous findings in the literature it was finally found 
that the isoceles triangle in an arrangement as displayed in composite 
antiprisms satisfied the requirements. •
Antiprisms are semi-regular solids discovered by Johannes Kepler at the 
beginning of the seventeenth century. The top and bottom faces of 
antiprisms, like thos of prisms, are identical and are formed from (regular) 
polygons, but unlike those of prisms their lateral faces are not squares' but 
isosceles triangles. These triangular faces are formed by rotating one of 
the polygonal faces against the other by half its angle 26 substended at 
the centre (see plate 14, row 1 to 3).
By rotating now the individual antiprism through 90° (fig. 11) and joining 
a number of identical antiprisms on their (former) polygonal top and 
bottom faces forms can be obtained, which are not unlike cylinders 
(plate 14, bottom row "triangular" and "pentagonal").
Figure 11. Rotated hexagonal 
antiprism
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Plate 14
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When these composite antiprisms are of even order (n~4, 6 , 8, etc.) they 
can be conveniently cut by a horizontal plane, through the axis and 
vault-like forms result from this operation (plate 14, bottom row "square" 
and "hexagonal").
In this context it seems interesting to notice the finding by Miura (17), 
that the complete composite antiprismatic form, viz. the cylinder-like 
form, represents the. stable equilibrium of a very thin circular cylindrical 
shell in the postbuckling state, after the cylinder has been subjected to 
axial compression. In other words the composite antiprismatic form is 
the deformed shape of a thin circular cylindrical shell under axial 
compression displaying a buckling pattern known as "Yoshimura-pattern".
When rotating the direction of application of the load by 90°, as is the 
case with antiprismatic vaults, the deformed form displays a much higher 
circumferential bending rigidity compared with the original shell form.
Miura claims a ten-fold increase in bending stiffness compared with the 
corresponding shell (17). The geometrical process of transition between 
the shell and the post-buckling form (composite antiprismatic form) is 
inextensional, e.g. a linear element lying in plane of the. shell is not 
shortened by the. deformation process. Referring to 3.2 (d) this is 
precisely the basic geometrical supposition for foldability.'
Both, the cylinder and the composite antiprismatic form, are isometric, 
because as the deformed cylinder-form is the axially simultaneously 
shortened cylinder-form.
Section 3.2 (e) implies that the deformed cylinder-form is also developable. 
'Thus the requirements for foldability and developability were satisfied by 
chosing the' isosceles triangular basis element.
b) The Generation of Macroforms
Given a basic element, different macroforrrrvariations can be obtained by 
arranging it in different ways.
Of the number of possible arrangements of isosceles triangles (see also 
3 . 2 b) three significant ones were considered: ^
a) two successive triangles joined at their "short" sides -•
b) two adjacent triangles joined at their "short" sides
c) three adjacent triangles joined at their "short".sides
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With respect to the position of the "long" sides of the triangles, the 
arrangements can be called:
a) parallel
b) radial
c) peripheral a) b) c)
Figure 12
Similarly isosceles triangles may be arranged in an inclined position, 
their 'short' sides representing the lines of intersection. In the 
inclined position the parallel arrangement stated above assumes single 
curved shape, the radial arrangement assumes double curved shape and the 
Peripheral arrangement assumes pyramidal shape.
Based on tiie arrangement of the isosceles triangles in antiprisms with 
hexagonal polygon-faces (n=6) three basic forms were obtained (plate 15);
a seraicylindrical vault (plate 1'5'> 1), formed by parallel arrangement 
a dome (plate 15 > 2), formed by radial combined with parallel 
arrangement and ' ;
an intersection of three vaults (plate 15 > 3), which was discovered 
by combining peripheral with parallel arrangement.
The vault is developable in whole, dome and vault intersection are \ 
developable in segments corresponding to vault sections.
Macroscopically the generation of the three basic forms can be explained 
from the cylinder of circular basis:
The semicylindrical vault .("barrel vault") is a historically well known 
structure.
When two barrel-vaults are intersected, the Roman cross vault is obtained.' 
A variation is the intersection of three barrel-vaults. which corresponds 
to (plate15 > 3). •
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Three Basic Form s Not Stabilised
Plate 15
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Instead of the cross vault form, the Romanesque cloister vault, a domical 
vault with groins over square plan, can be obtained frqm the intersection 
of two barrel vaults by a reverse process. By intersecting more vaults
the polygonal plan approaches closer to the circumcircle.
When intersecting four barrel-vaults a domical vault of octagonal plan 
is formed corresponding to (plate 15 > 2) in folded surface construction.
A short account of antiprismatic structures is given in 2.35 (plate 9 ;p.71).
The vault form (parallel arrangement), has been used before
and was proposed by a number of architect and engineer designers.
Amongst them are Angerer (2) in 1960, Englebert (9) in 1952,-Ensor (3) 
in 1962, Hering (10) in 1937, Makowski (14) in 1963, Quarmby (20) in 1968, 
Salvador! (21) in 1963, Spaeth (26) in 1965, Yates (30) in 1962 and 
Tonouchi (28) in 1963.
Prototype structures were constructed under the supervision of Benjamin 
and Makowski (5) in 1964, and,, Kolosvary (13) in 1966, Two factory buildings 
were built in 1965 and 1966 to designs of Piano (19).
Domical forms (radial arrangement in irregular geometry (see p. 1 1 3 ),
probably first-derived from Japanese and Scandinavian lampshades, 
were proposed by Hering (10) in 1937, Kolosvary (13) in 1966 and 
Quarmby (20) in 1968. •
c) Horizontal Addition of Macroforms: Megaforms
The three basic macroforms in hexagonal composite antiprismatic geometry 
lend themselves to combination, because their cross-sections are identical. 
Either identical or different macroforms can be added and thus megaforms 
be obtained.
The number of possible additions obtainable from the forms vault (V), 
semidome (D) and vault-intersection (I) is a significant indicator for the 
versatility of applications the modular building system can be used for.
A study was undertaken and possible horizontal additions were investigated 
by/setting up a matrix (fig, 13; where simplified small plan-sketches of 
the macroforms to be combined are given in the top row, the same set is 
given in the left column of the matrix.
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Fig. 13 Horizontal Additions of Macroforms.
All Sketches Represent a Simplified Plan of the Additions.
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Combinations of these forms are simply found by addition of the forms in 
the top row and the forms in the left column. The whole matrix may be 
divided into four different matrices, their location is shown in the small 
lay-out sketch on the bottom of fig. 13.
Arrows in the plan-sketclies in top row and left column indicate open 
faces of the macroforms ^o which other macroforms may be joined with their 
open faces, e.g. two open faces (vault): two possible connections.
Matrix 1. depicts additions of the three basic forms; there are altogether 
nine possibilities.' The first square in the first row for instance shows 
two additions of vaults: adjacent and successive. For easy identification 
each addition is provided with a code: each macroform is denoted by its 
code letter (e.g. vault;V). A.combination of identical macroforms is 
denoted by their code-letter and by a small raised indexfigure indicating 
their number. . ' -
2Example: addition of two intersections: I , see also second row of the 
matrix.
A combination qf different macroforms is denoted by their code-letters and 
by figures in front of the respective code-letter indicating the number » 
of a specific macroform added to the other.
Example: two semidomes (2D) added to a vault (V): V2D, see also first
square third row and (plate 16 > 1 ).
The small, lowered indexfigure is used to indicate the different
2 . ‘ .arrangements when adding identical macroforms. For example, VL indicates
two vaults in adjacent position have been added, (see first square in the
2 . first row) two vaults in successive position have been added.
Matrices (2, 3 and 4) illustrate additions of the basic' shapes and of -
selected V and I additions and additions of these selections.
Models of the following raegaforms obtained by horizontal addition as 
found in matrix 1 (fig. 13) are illustrated in plate 16:
V2D (vault and semidomes) from row 4, column 2 of the matrix in (>1 and >2) 
I2D (vault intersection and semidomes) from row 4, column 3 in (>3) 
and* I3V (vault intersection and vaults) from row 2 , column 3 in (>4).
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Further additions of the V and I combinations in matrices 1 - 4  lead 
to various repetitive arrangements known in plane geometry as tesselations 
(8). These are given in plate 16 (bottom).
As examples of these possibilities, additions V2 I2(VD) VD, andax
12 VI2(VD) are shown in plate 16 > 5 and > 6 .3.X
The index "ax" indicates that the megaform is axially symmetric.
It may be left to the imagination of the reader to visualize the great
variety of uses in architecture and building to which the combinations in 
plate 16 may be applicable.
A practical example of the application of this study is demonaferated
later in this chapter in form of a design for a low-cost, instant kindergarten.
d) Regular and Irregular Composite Antiprismatic Geometry 
Generally composite antiprismatic geometry is defined by the following 
parameter s: .
i) the nature and the order of the base polygon (top and bottom 
faces), which may be regular or irregular
ii) the folding angle to between two adjacent isosceles triangles,
- joined at their "long" sides and folded into the shape of 
a rhombus, folded along its longer diagonal, - which may be 
constant throughout the antiprismatic form, or varying
(iii) the opening angle a of the individual isosceles triangle,
which determines the height of the triangle, which in turn 
• determines the widths of the folded rhombus element. !
When the base polygon is regular, the individual isosceles triangles are 
identical and the folding angle to is constant throughout the form, the 
geometry is called "regular"
If the constellation of these parameters differs from above, the geometry 
is called "irregular1.1
Regular composite antiprismatic geometry
In regular antiprismatic geometry the following general relationships can 
be observed:
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a) Additions of vau lts, sem i-d o m es and v au lt-in tersectio n s
b) Additions of vaults and v au lt-in tersectio n s  of higher com plexity  
(plan) : tesse la tio n s
P la te  16
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i) cross sections of antiprisms of order "11" are resembled 
by the equivalent rotated polygons (of order "n")
ii) the diameter of the circumcircle of the polygons (2r) is 
a function of the order "n" and the sidelength (s )XI
iii) the structural depths (t ) is also a function of "n" and sn n
Figure 1 4 illustrates relationships clearly.
For unit sidelength the ratio between span and structural depth (t )
is shown for polygon-orders n~3 to 10. The adverse situation can be
observed, that with increasing "n" the span increases as the polygon
approaches closer to the circumcircle, but the structural depth, t decreases.
Consequently the practical limits lie between n- 6 and n=14 with the ratio
of S* varying between 0,067 and 0 ,0 1 2 .
2r
As can be seen from fig. 1A for n <C 6 the ratio becomes uneconomic 
culminating to 0,25 viz. the structural depths being one quarter of the 
span. For n]> 14 insufficient depths is available.
Fig. 14 Regular Antiprismatic Geometry :
Ratio between Span (2r) and Structural Depths (tn) 
in Polygon Orders n“3~10 for Unit Sidelength (sn*»l)
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A further limitation is given by the ratio of sidelength s to width "g 11n ■ n
of the element.
For higher "n" increasingly smaller widths becomes available, thus making
an uneconomic and large number of elements necessary, until finally for
n = “, when the composite antiprism is identical with the cylindrical shell,
c « 0 . ’ .ft
Practical spans range from 2 to 4,5 times the element length s^.-
Subsequent work was carried out in hexagonal geometry (n=6), where the 
span is twice the’element length and the structural depths is 1/15 of 
the span.
These relationships seemed to provide safe initial assumptions for a stiff 
structure employing pasted chipboard material.
The three macroforms shown in plate 15 (p.105)are all regular. In addition 
they all have two of the parameters-in common, which makes their 
construction from one basic element possible and further enables their . 
horizontal'addition (folding angle m and opening angle a)
For each order (n) of regular geometry, there exists one and only one 
combination of « and a, which enables the generation of the three macroforms 
from one element (see also 3.222). For hexagonal antiprismatic geometry 
this was calculated and, was found to be u) - 114° 12' 12", a =26° 15* 29", 
In this connection reference is given to the work of B, Bleker (6) and 
P. Huybers (12) at Delft University, who derived general mathematical 
formula for parallel arrangement in regular antiprismatic geometry.
Irregular Composite Antiprismatic Geometry and. Macroforms
Irregular geometry implies that the antiprism is irregular. This may 
happen in the .following manner:
(i) the base polygon is 'semi-regular’ viz the sides are identical 
in length but the angles enclosed by the polygon sides vary;
(ii) the base polygon, is irregular viz sides and angles are
different; .
(iii) the sides of the triangles forming the lateral faces of the 
antiprism vary in length, thus the triangles are not 
necessarily isosceles but scalene.
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I r r e g u la r  H exagonal G e o m e try  ( an gle  u> v a r ie s  ) Double C u rv ed  S u rfa c e s
Plate 17.
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Based on the same isosceles-triangular element as used in hexagonal regular 
geometry preliminary empirical studies have been carried out in irregular 
hexagonal antiprismatic geometry (plate 17). The base-polygon is ’semi- 
regular* .
Several original macroforms were discovered All these forms are developable.
In pla_te 17 synclastical’ly and anticlastically double curved macroforms 
are illustrated. They are organised according to the arrangement of the 
isosceles triangles.*
X '  ‘Hr-(i) radial arrangement:
- hemispherical form as found in spherical Scandinavian 
folded lampshades (>1). Similar dome, forms were proposed 
by Angefer (2) and built in M exico by Jose and Infante (4) 
two umbrella shaped forms (>2 and >3)
Folding and unfolding of the umbrella form (>3) is illustrated 
on the bottom of column 3
(ii) pseudo-parallel arrangement:
-rotational hyperbolic paraboloidal torus form (>4) 
-translational hyperbolic paraboloid closed with semidomes
(»)
As seen, the range of structural forms based on identical isosceles . 
triangular elements can be considerably enlarged'by employing irregular 
geometry.
It is the firm conviction of the author, that great potential lies 
in irregular antiprismatic forms.
A great many more forms can be derived in this way from the same basic 
element.
Further studies in the future will reveal this potential.
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3.32 SURFACE STABILISED ANTIPRISMATIC STRUCTURES:
THE "INSTAFOLD" SYSTEM " .
a) Structural Considerations
In order to realise a geometric concept in buildings certain requirements 
imposed by manufacture, construction and use,have to be satisfied.
When dealing with manufacture, storage, transport and erection of 
prefabricated structures developability is obviously of particular 
interest. , . '>
Readily manufactured flat sheet material can be employed, to cut out the 
structural surface elements with little waste, these can be easily 
connected on the manufacturing floor and when folded they have the 
advantage of easy stacking, requiring little volume for storage and 
transport, and unfolded they.immediately divide space protecting-the 
inside against the outside environment making erection rapid and easy 
and providing instant shelter. s '
Structurally, developable foldable antiprismatic structures with hinged 
connections between the individual surface elements ate unstable unless 
further measures are undertaken. '• . -
either. \ ~ -: .r.
fixing the structure securely to a base along its boundaries 
and introducing rigid connections instead of hinges, or 
fitting additional stabilizing members transverse to the 
direction of the main folds;
a combination of these three may also be - introduced.
b) Stabilisation of the Antiprismatic Layer ’ -
Considering now stabilization of the antiprismatic form it is desirable 
to see a set of objectives being fulfilled.
Firstly, a continuous and even stress distribution along the surfaces 
of the individual element seems to be highly desirable in order to avoid 
overstressing of the vulnerable hinged joints required for folding.
Secondly, considering the nature and thickness of the material, .it seqmed 
likely that local buckling in the central area.of triangles would occur 
and this has to be prevented..: ’ A'
These can. be
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
~ 116' -
Fig. 15 Surface Stabilised Composite Antiprismatic Geometry.
Exploded View of a Vault Section;
(a ) B asic Antiprismatic Layer
(b) Outside Tetrahedral Stiffening Layer
(c )  Prism atic Inner Layer.
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Thirdly, a so called 'closed' structural system should be achieved* .
'Closed' means that under its own weight the structure is selfsupporting 
and independent of restraints along its boundaries and requires only vertical 
support when being erected on solid ground. ‘ • ..
A 'closed' structure is resistant against torsion. It is therefore safe 
in earthquakes, an important point whan application in disaster areas 
is planned, it can be lifted by crane or helicopter and can be transported 
through the air. This form of erection is an alternative to the component 
erection by assembling sections and elements as shown in chapter 4. and 
may be particularly valuable for instant positioning of structures in 
areas which are inaccessible by other means of transport; ,
.Providing appropriate materials are used, a "closed1' structure may also be 
used in other media, such as in space or under water.
For stabilisation of the foldable antiprismatic basic layer it was' decided 
to introduce surface elements, as their action is most effective with 
respect to the three objectives mentioned.
When looking at the projected view of three basic elements (fig. 16 a) 
in antiprismatic arrangement (fig. 16 c) it was found possible to introduce 
stabilising surfaces where it was most desirable for prevention of buckling 
of the central area by placing two additional isosceles triangular elements 
EBD and FBD in fig. 16 a over the deep parts of the folded basic element 
ABCD. The fold formed by interconnecting the two triangles at their bases; 
runs transversely to the direction of the valley fold of the basic element 
and interconnects the elevated corners B,D. Thus stability of the 
antiprismatic layer in transverse direction is achieved (fig. 15)and 
(fig. 16 b) combined with a considerable increase in stiffness, as the 
stabilising elements form the tetrahedral box-units EBFD (fig. 16 a, c) 
together with the basic antiprismatic layer.
By introducing these "stiffener" stabilising elements torsional rigidity of 
the structure, when detached from supporting ground, is not achieved.
In order to fulfil this objective, it is necessary to interconnect the 
(parallel) valley folds of the stablised antiprismatic layer.
This interconnection is achieved with flat square elements which touch the 
valley folds of the antiprismatic layer on the inside along EF (figure 16c 
and fig. 15) coinciding with the cornerpoints E,F of the stabilising elements
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When all valley folds of all the antiprismatic elements are connected by 
flat square elements of width EF, these elements are interconnected along 
their horizontal edges, thus forming a prismatic inner layer structure-:
(fig. 16c). .
These folds, like the ones on the outside formed by the "stiffener" 
stabilising elements, run transversely to the direction of the valley folds 
of the antiprismatic layer, but in the same plane of the valley folds, thus 
offering additional resistance against deformation of the structure in 
transverse direction in a second layer. Deformation will occur under 
vertical loading conditions (e.g. snow). As can be seen from fig. 15 
the three layers a,b,c form sections of two-way double layer stressed skin • 
(grid) systems which have their basis in the planes of the prismatic inner 
layer. The double layer (grid) system is geometrically composed of square 
pyramids EFF'E'B and tetrahedrons EBFD.Corresponding to the prismatic inner 
layer these double layer (grid) sections lie in inclined planes and.are 
interconnected by triangular surfaces AEB and AFnB which, in turn, ?are 
joined along their longest side AB.
Thus all the hinged connections of the antiprismatic basic layer are 
restricted in movement by additional surface-sections and a stable, and stiff 
structure is obtained. . ..
Furthermore the antiprismatic layer forms closed,.overlapping boxes with 
the ’stiffener1 elements on the outside and the inner layer, trapping air ■ 
between them.
This provides good thermal and acustical insulation for the building.
c) General Mathematical Definition *
With respect to the arrangement of the individual elements (fig. 16a) in 
regular composite antiprisms it was stated, that one of the defining 
parameters can be derived from the regular polygon.
Fig. lfic represents one sector of a general regular antiprism when viewed 
from the front, e.g. projected onto a plane that is parallel to’ its 
polygonal faces. ,
on the outside.
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In polygons the angle 26, which is formed by the two equal sides of the 
triangle OAC is
360°
1 . 26 - — — - , where n is the. number of polygon sides (s )n . n
As OA OB and 0(B,D) are identical to the radius (r) of the circumcircle
which has its centre in 0 and passes through A,(B,D),C the sidelength (s )
is defined by:
2 . s = 2r. sin 6n
2r is the span of a semicylindicai antiprismatic structure, which increase 
with increasing n as is shorn in fig. 14 (p.! 1 1 ).
Bleker (6) shows this relationship in graphical form for various length
of s , n
The first parameter 6 is valid for both para11el and radial arrangement.
The second parameter is decisive for providing the basis for combined 
parallel and radial arrangement:
When observing fig. 16d it can be seen, that a number of elements are 
arranged in a star-like manner in such a way, that their corners C form , 
the centre of a (horizontal) polygon, with the folds DB representing the 
polygon sides (c ). • •
The angle a! formed by the horizontal projections of the element sides DC 
and BC is .
30qO
y’ s= 9 where n^ is the number of polygon sides (c^) determined
by choice
and y 1 is the projected angle y which is enclosed by the sides (a) of the 
basic element (AB and AD) as shown in(fig. 16 a)
The true angle y is then found from:
3. tan y/2 = tan y'/2 .cos 6/ 2 is the inclination of the plane where
y lies, y is the second parameter.
The, third parameter, the folding angle w of the element, is derived as 
follows:
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c
tan y/2 = 7^ —  from AHD
2n ‘ ■' •: ;
2s2n = Sn from AHG and finally by substitution
cos^/2
4. c = s — E . Y./J. t this is the width of the folded elementn n 0 /ocos /2 0and subsequently the (horizontal) polygon
side
further:
5. t = s /2. tan 6/2 from AHGn n
and
6 . t =  ^ °n ■ from DHGn
2 tan *^7 2
By substituting 5. for 6.
7. c =* s tan /2 is obtained and by further substitutingn n
4 for 7.
Y
8. tan W/2 = results,, where the three parameters. 6 /0 sin /2 6, y, 10, are directly related.
From here all the other sides a, b, d, e and f -of the element (fig. 16 a) 
can be easily determined.
The opening angle a of the large isosceles triangles (ADC and ABC) of the 
element is again a function of y and 6
9. cos a = cos y/2 . cos 6/2 , or in terms of y and co:
• sin {^:210. sxn a =   —
61 Ins m  12
Subsequently the relationship between the angles 6,y,o),a is given by
1 1 tan ^/2 _ 1
sin ^/2 tana)/2.cos0i/2
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Of further practical interest is the angle 3, which is enclosed by the 
two sides (ED and EB) of the stiffener triangle (EDB). It was derived as 
a function of y and <$ :
1 2 . tan P/2 « 2 .tan Y/2 .cos 6 /2
For structural design the depths of the folded layers or the structural 
thickness is important. It can be found from the polygon (fig. 16c). 
However, as can be seen the depths of the folds varies between tvxo figures:
i) the maximum structural thickness t^ it has been given in 5. 
and 6 .
ii) the. minimum structural thickness t , which, as(fig. 16c) shows,/ nm ------- -
lies in a plane perpendicular to the plane formed by a pair of 
ridge folds (AD and AB) and passes through the points E of 
adjacent elements (see fig. 16b) is found as follows:
t = S2n. tan ^/2 from CFI
n m  _
and finally by substitution.with 
. s
s ~ • L~,_,—  from AHG
i n  r> _ 0 f  02 .cos /2
13. t = s  -ESS —J l
n 4 c o s /2
or in terms of the. half span r by substitution with
s0 = 2r.sin /2 from AHG
2n
14. t = r.sin ^/2.tan ^ /2rim .
Now the ratio between minimum and maximum structural thickness can be given 
by first substituting in 5. with 2.:
($  ^t ~ r.sin 6 .tan /2 , and by expressing 6 in terms of /2 n
15. t » 2e.s.i,n  ^<$/2n
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This relationship which relates maximum structural thickness to span is 
shown in fig. 14 (p.l 1 1).
By forming the ratio between 14. and 15.:
1
2 .cos^/2
Within the practical range (polygons n=6 to 14) the ratio varies very 
little between 0,52 to 0,50.
Huybers (12) gives graphical representations of 14. and 16.
d) Surface Stabilised Antiprismatic Macroforms:
The Modular Components of the "Instafold" System 
■I-n Plate 18 stiffener elements a and inner layer c (compare figure 15) were 
introduced onto the three basic macroforms (plate 15; p. 105 ).
These are the macromodules of the system which may be combined to megaforms 
as in 3.31 .
Figure 17 shows a drawing of the dome in plate 18/2 erected on the equatorial 
section (a) and perpendicular to the equatorial section (b)
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Three Basic Forms Stabilised
Plate 18
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I2D, the vaultintsrsectxon closed by two semidomes was built as a small 
scale model in acrylic. Plate 19 depicts different views.
Megaform V2D, a vault closed by two semidomes, was chosen for .
• construction. The manufacture, construction, erection and 
subsequent testing are describe.d in the following chapters.
3.4 TIBS ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATION OF THE "INSTAFOLD11 SYSTEM
a) Range of Applicability
The system, first developed in view of utilizing structural paperboard 
material, is nevertheless independant of any particular material.
A wide range of panel-materials, such as various plastics - like rigid 
PVC, acryclics, glassfibre reinforced plastics - may be employed in single 
layer or sandwich construction.
Furthermore plastics-coated plywoods, hardboard, asbestos-cement panels 
as well as the range of coated sheet metal, like steel or aluminium, can 
be successfully used.
On the side of low-cost materials the following can be. proposed:
(i) chipboard and other solid fibreboards, heavy-duty multi­
wall corrugated boards and sandwichpanels from solid 
fibreboard liners and paper-honeycomb or plastics foam core 
as already described in 1.55.
(ii.) glassfibre-reinforced gypsum (GRG) , s traw-cement board or
reed-clay and reed-cement boards particularly in areas which 
are dependant on the use of their natural resources.
The life expectancy of the structures is determined by the material- 
choice and the choice of joints and connections and can be adapted to any 
particular application.
Temporary and permanent structures are within the scope of the system. 
Temporary buildings may be demountable or not, thus making multiple 
utilisation possible.
Principally the system is designed for bungalow-type enclosures, however 
a single storey-variant is being conceived thus allowing addition of
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enclosed space not only in the horizontal but also in the vertical 
direction.
Additional structural and architectural investigations have to be carried 
out into vertical addition.
Because of the large variety of possibilities, achieved by variations 
of macroforms and additions as well as by a wide choice of materials, the 
system is truly programmable to the proposed application.
By optimisation of these parameters an economic solution is readily 
obtained. ‘
Method and amount of production exert therefore little influence on the 
economy.
Some possible applications are listed below;
emergency dwellings in disaster areas, field ambulance units.
housing student housing, migrant workers housing, housing in
development areas.
education children playhouses, instant classrooms, instant projection
and demonstration rooms, instant further education units. 
leisure outdoor and indoor exhibitions, funfairs, festivals, holiday
chalets, beach huts. 
storage food storage in underdeveloped areas, agricultural and
forestrial storage, etc. 
work site huts, workshops.
b) Architectural Case Study: A Low-Cost, Instant Kindergarten
It was decided to demonstrate the potential of the.system by applying it
to the design of a kindergarten-school (plate 20>  1,2) and (24).
The design provides for children of two age-groups with 40 children each. 
Great emphasis was put on a clear and easily distinguished arrangement of 
the different areas of activity.
A systematic colour arrangement emphasises the arrangement and aids 
identification by the children occupants. The principal lay-out is 
symmetrical.
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Figure 18 depicts the lay-out of the building in plan. . ,
Plate 20 > 1 is a view from the south with the main entrance in the centre.
> 2 shows an aerial view of the complex from the north; the two wings 
representing areas for the two age~groups.
The hexagonal multi-purpose hall in the centre is composed of six I-sections 
and serves as a communicating area, providing access to three shorter and two 
long wings, and when subdivided by mobile foldable separation-walls an area 
for gatherings, exhibitions, children’s theatre and.the like is available. 
The section near the catering-wing in the south-east (fig. 18) is the 
dining room.
The shorter wing in the south-west houses staff and headmaster, the one 
pointing towards north is the central cloakroom/changing room, providing 
washing and toilet facilities.
Two long wings, extending towards north-east and north-west, incorporate 
areas for childrens' activities for the two age-groups. These areas open 
towards the south onto wind-protected terraces where outdoor teaching 
and activities take place.
Openings for doors and windows as well as rooflights may be conveniently 
placed whereever agreeable with the geometry. . The building has been 
programmed for a 10 year's life-time and is particularly suitable for 
rapidly satisfying demands for such applications.
Buildings of this type can be errected very quickly by the users themselves 
and thus vacant building sites especially in towns can be utilized until " 
-further development commences.
The costs for such buildings are estimated to be about 25% of a compatible 
conventional construction thus making short time utilisation economical.
A solidkraftboard-sandwich construction is envisaged to be employed for the 
panels.
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DESIGN, MANUFACTURE AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROTOTYPE TEST ‘
STRUCTURE AND ITS EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
INTRODUCTION
To investigate the geometrical and structural proposals a 75% full size 
prototype structure was built where the concepts of folding and 
concertinaeing for transport and erection could be applied and problems 
arising from manufacture and assembly could be studied. It was 
important that the prototype was to function as a test structure on 
which load tests were to be carried out and the structural behaviour 
to be investigated.
The addition of the cylindrical vault closed by semidomes (V2D) was 
chosen for construction (plate 21 and fig. 19). For sake of
uniformity, required for the analytical determination of the structural 
behaviour, the number of openings had to be kept to a minimum: thus only
a door opening providing access to the inside was planned.
4.1 PROTOTYPE- DESIGN AND DATA
4.11 SCALE' FACTOR AND DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
When designing an experiment on a model structure the ultimate interest
is to determine deflections and stresses for the prototype, e.g. the 
full scale structure, which, are similar to deflections and stresses observed 
in the model provided similarity has been established in the design of 
the modal by being in the ratio of the layout scale factor (s):-
1. Ap -  3, Am
Where suffix ’m' refers to the model and 'pf to the prototype. As the 
stresses in the structures depend on the deformations of the structure, 
flexural similarity implies that the stresses are similar for 
geometrically similar deformations. Regarding the elastic constants E 
(Modulus of Elasticity) and v (Poisson’s ratio), v must be the same for 
the materials of both structures unless shear and torsion are negligible, 
then E is the only significant elastic constant and may be different for 
both materials.
Chapter Four
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Geometric similarity is therefore a prior requirement for flexural 
similarity.
The experimental set up was designed for the determination of . 
displacements in the (x,y,z) only.
Thus
2. x s.xp m
3. y = s.yp m
4 . z ~ s.zp - - m.-r....
Assume now v = v m p
the following relationships from (1) and (3). are valid:
E >
5 . F = s2 =2- F forces,p E mr m
0 E+ p
6 . M =■- s~ m moments,P E m .
E
7 . a - a stresses,p E mr m
E_E: ‘
8 . q = q E uniformely distributed loadp m .  m
The scale factor was chosen 1,33 assuming an element length s - 3,00 m 
for the full size structure against = 2,25 for the model.
All relevant model dimensions are given in the following.
4.12 GEOMETRY OF THE ELEMENTS
a) General Assumptions:
The prototype design was based on hexagonal (nNS) antiprismatic geometry.
Referring to 3.32.1 ; d was 30° and by chosing the element length
~ 2,25 m, the overall height (r~2,25 m), span (2r~4,50 m) were 
determined.
The horizontal polygon for radial arrangements was chosen to be octagonal 
(n=8), e.g. eight basic elements meet with their sharp corners in the 
centre.
2,25
 m
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Consequently y’ is 45°an<^  I-43°36’45" (3.32.3) resulting in the folding
angle <0~114°12’12” (3.322-4.), from which the width of the folded element
c,, =0,9 32 m (3.322-5.). The maximum structural depths is therefore
t*t^=0,156 m (3.322-14.) giving a ratio of '6m ~ 0,517 (3.32.18).
6
When considering the mechanical properties of the pasted chipboard 
material the above assumptions, for a stiff structural form,were believed 
to be satisfactory.
b) Description of the Prototype and its Elements:
The prototype can be divided into three sections, which correspond to the 
equivalent macroforms (compare figures 19 and -2 0);
(a) semidome
(b) vault
(c) semidome with door
and further in-accordance with the different layers (fig. 15;p.l 16) into
(i) basic antiprismatic layer
(ii) outside stiffening element-layers
(iii) prismatic inner layer
The fully developed individual layers in figures 21 and 22 show the 
.elements and their interconnections in the plane.
For construction of the vault section' (b) only one set of isosceles 
triangular elements is required for the antiprismatic layer, together 
with another matching set of isosceles triangular elements for the outside 
stiffening layer (fig. 20/1). The elements 1 near the base are identical 
only cut into halves.
The prismatic inner layer of (b) is made up from essentially one square 
element (fig. 21). However, alternate elements posess flanges along their 
horizontal lines of contact for connection purposes. The square elements 
situated outside in figure2. 1 are halves of the flange-elements 3.
For construction of the dome sections two sets of isosceles
triangular elements are required for the antiprismatic layer, another 
matching set of triangular elements for the outside stiffening layer 
(fig. 20/2) and a third isosceles triangular element (fig. 20/3) to fit
Fig .20 Fully Developed Antiprismatic Layer and Stiffening 
Elements of the V2D Prototype Structure: .
(a )  semidome section ( b ) vault section 
( c )  semidome with door section.
Numbers 1-3 indicate different stiffening elements and their 
position on the antiprismatic layer after folding.
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near the base, where two elements 2 of the antiprismatic layer meet.
/
The prismatic inner layer of (a and c) is made up from six different 
shapes of elements (fi§^_2 l) again with flanges for alternate elements.
The door part in (c) needs a variant of elements 1' for the 
antiprismatic layer, a variant of the matching stiffening element 
(plate 2 1) and variations of two elements of the inner prismatic layer.
Altogether thirteen different element shapes are required for the 
prototype.
c) Dimensions of Main Elements
Dimensions and angles of the two main elements with their matching 
stiffening elements are given in table 23. Referring to figure 16a 
(p. 118 ) the basic element (fig. 20/1 ) is composed of a set of identical 
isosceles triangles ADC and ABC, the stiffening triangles DBE and DFB 
are therefore identical and isosceles.
The dome element (fig. 20/2) is composed of a set of two different
isosceles triangles. The one, triangle ADC is identical to element 1,
while the other, triangle ABC is shorter in height (b). Consequently
•triangles DBE and DFB are identical but not isosceles.
The indices in table 23 correspond to figure 16
Element 1 Element 2
(basic element) (dome element)
■ 'i
86 2,250m 2,250ra
a 30° 30°
Y 43°36*45" 38°40'24"
to il4°12'12" 105°38l09" .
H 0,301m 0,301m
a 26°15’29" 26°15'29" (ADG.DCG) 
22°02* (AEG,BCG)
a • 1,2.54m ! 1,254m (AD,DC) 
1,214m (AB.BC)
b 0,555m 0,555m (CD) 
0,455ra (GB)
c6 0,932m 0,807ra
d 0,603m 0,603m
P 75°24'11" 67°12*14"
e 0,762m 0,762 (DE,DF) 
0,692 (BE,BF)
e • 0,522m 0,522m
total
number: 2.3 and 13 halves 14 and 8 halves
Table 23 Dimensions and angles of the two elements,
> <
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Fig.21 One Half of the Fully Developed Prism atic 
Inner Layer of the V2D Prototype.
(Digits 1 . - 4 .  indicate corresponding rows of panels).
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4.2 CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROTOTYPE
4.21 PREFABRICATION OF ELEMENTS AND STRUCTURAL PARTS
(a) Cutting of Elements and Preparation
Prior to the manufacture of the pasted chipboard sheets, the orientation 
of the (stronger) machine direction had to be specified for the various 
elements.
It was assumed, that the direction of the main stresses for the 
antiprismatic layer and the outside stiffeners were essentially 
circumferential stresses, while the prismatic inner layer was assumed to be 
essentially subjected to transverse stresses. Accordingly the sheets were 
produced by Davidson & Sons as described in 1.6.
Sheets, which approximated the various element sizes were laminated and 
shipped to BPB Industries Research and Development plant at East Leake, 
where the prefabrication of the elements took place.
First the correct element dimensions were marked onto the. sheets which 
were then cut t:o size. Lengths up to 125 cm were cut on a guillotine 
as normally used for sheet metal cutting, longer lengths were cut by 
hand by means of electrical jig-saw (Bosch 1578, blade T119B)j three 
sheets for the large diamond elements were bolted together and cut in one 
procedure, thus saving cutting time.
For stiffener elements 1-3 sheet metal templates were produced which 
speeded up marking.
Advantage was taken of the fact, that, in order to form hinged 
connections, paperboard surfaces can be folded, thus making these 
connections simple and inexpensive. However as the type of chipboard 
material chosen did not lend itself readily to creasing, a procedure required 
prior to folding, because of its thickness and its bulk, it was decided to 
crease only half of the board thickness by cutting through the first of the 
two handlaminated layers with a board knife and then score and fold the 
second layer downwards. The scoring operation produce! a partial, delaminaticn 
which is completed when the board is folded. Because of the delamination 
the stiffness of the score line is substantially reduced and a hinge is 
created. It must be pointed out that forces required to create this initial 
delamination and also the resulting hinge are different for the machine 
and cross machine direction. A total number of 201 elements required for 
the prototype were' cut and folded where appropriate.
The total surface area of the pasted chipboard elements amounted to 
2139m and the total mass was 416 kg.
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(b) Surface Treatment , ?■
The complete set of elements was transported by small van to the Space 
Structures Laboratory of the University where the prototype was to be 
constructed.
Here a surface treatment consisting of a Polyurethane varnish was applied 
to each individual element by brush coating each side with one coat.
The varnish, a Desmophen N/ Desmoden 650 Polyurethane resin, was 
kindly supplied by Bayer Chemicals (U.K.) Ltd. and is principally 
used for indoor and outdoor protection of wood. By a water penetration 
test it was established that this treatment was sufficient for the 
structure which was. supposed to be only subjected to normal humidity 
changes in the laboratory.
The further steps in prefabrication, errection and assembly of the 
prototype are illustrated on plates 22-24.
Individual illustrations on these plates are not numbered and will be 
referred to in the text according to their position in the appropriate . 
row and column of the plate, e.g. plate 22-1/3: plate 22, row 1, column 3.
The prefabricated coated elements were stacked on the laboratory floor 
(plate 22-1/3).
(c) Jointing Technique
Three types of connections were employed in the structure:
(i) Hinges of folds in the paperboard, this type was applied
to all surface connections forming an angle larger than 
90°. (stiffening elements and flanges) ,
(ii) Hinges of self-adhesive tape, this type was applied for 
surface connections where a 0° - 180° hinge was required 
for folding and concertinaeing (antiprismatic layer).
(iii) Rigid connections by double sided self-adhesive tape and 
bolting, this method' was used for bonding flanges of 
elements to the surface of other elements (stiffening and 
inner layers).
Adhesive connections:
With improved, adhesive properties adhesive joining of structural elements 
becomes a more and more realistic proposition.
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However due to the novelty of the subject rxo standard design 
recommendations are in operation. The choice of a suitable adhesive is 
largely a matter of trial and error.
Some of the most important advantageous characteristics of adhesive 
joining are:
(1) Materials to be joined need not be weakened or deformed 
as it is often the case with rivet or bolt' connections.
(ii) Different materials can be joined.
(iii) A larger number of continuous joints can be completed
in a short time. - w-.v.
(iv) Adhesive connections are generally less expensive than 
other equivalent connections.
(v) Provided correct bonding5,an adhesive joint provides 
sealing and structural connection at the same time.
(vi) The appearance of the joints is aesthetically pleasing.
For these reasons successful adhesive connections are generally 
expected to be simpler and more economical than equivalent traditional 
connections like riveting, bolting etc.
However in contrast the following disadvantages have to be taken into 
account:
(i) The joint is often indirect which makes it vulnerable 
to shear stresses.
(ii) With a few exceptions adhesives cannot withstand high 
temperatures, for they are organic materials and often 
decompose at temperatures between 100O”200°C.
(iii) Quality control is difficult to establish as it is 
generally destructive.
(iv) The performance of adhesive joints is very much dependent 
on the careful observation of a number of rules which are 
difficult to control in situ.
To the knowledge of the author hinged connections by self-adhesive tape 
were ao far not applied to engineering structures and consequently 
relevant informationwas not available.
Because of limited time and depe.ndan.ce on availability of the tape 
material only a comparatively short period of time could be allowed for 
the selection of the tape, Initially the following specifications 
were made:
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(i) a life span of 2 -5 years.
(ii) a temperature range from - 10°C to +80°C.
(iii) water and moisture resistance
(iv) resistance against bacteria, fungi, atmospherilics 
and UV light
(v) strong adhesion and little stretch
(vi) flexibility and ease of application even in situ.
For these particular specifications no tapes were commercially 
available at the time (1971“72) and a compromise had to be made.
A 100 mm wide standard flexible, water vapour resistant and 
waterproof adhesive cloth tape with white resin-rubber adhesive as 
commonly used for sealing and packaging was chosen (’Multitape1).
The following-properties justified this choice:
(i) The tape was readily available in the width and in 
the quantities specified.
(ii) It is readily applicable to clean and moisture free
surfaces giving immediate and strong tack and adhesion 
to the resin coated chipboard. ,
(iii) It stretches very little due to the textile backing.
(iv) It is able to absorb stresses by the gradual slipping
of the adhesive which avoids destruction of the joint 
by ripping or tearing. -" -
(v) It provides an excellent moisture barrier and sealing. -
However a number of disadvantages had to be taken into account:
(i) The maximum service temperature of the tape is limited
to around 40°C, above 50°C the adhesive will progressively 
loose holding power, which excludes exposure to sunlight.
(ii) Because of the nature and the comparative thickness of 
the adhesive film, the tape gradually slips under 
continuous loading due to shear stresses.
The jointing techniques for the 180° hinges of the antiprismatic layer 
(plate 22-2/1 ) was as follows:
The elements to be joined were positioned in such a way, that-when 
defining two inclined element surfaces of a fold which lead to a valley­
fold ’insides’ and two inclined surfaces rising to a ridge-fold ’outsides 
- the insides were facing upwards. A strip of tape was applied along the
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Plate 22.
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joint formed by the appropriate edges of the two elements (2/2).
One of the elements was then rotated through 180° until both insides 
were touching, then another strip of tape was applied to the joint, this 
time joining the outsides and covering and sealing the edges of the 
material. This method was applied alternatively to the ’long’ valley 
folds of the antiprismatic layer, which project outwards when folded, 
and the ’short’ ridge folds, which project inwards.
When six elements were connected in this way a segment was formed and 
this could be folded in the way the developed antiprismatic layer folds 
•(2/3 and 2/5).
In the structure the node formed by six triangular surfaces of the 
antiprismatic layer (plate 22-2/4) and by four triangular surfaces of 
•the stiffening elements (plate 23-2/4) had to be protected by node, 
connectors.
(d) Plastic Node Connectors:
The function of the node.vconnectors were triplefold:
(i) Forming a firm connection between the (eight) triangular 
surfaces meeting in this point.
(ii) Sealing this point against water penetration from the 
outside.
(iii) Serving as loading points for the static loading tests 
by providing firm attachment bases- for load hangers.
In view of the low overall material cost of the structure the aim was to 
find adequate,low cost connectors which could be manufactured in large 
numbers in a short time and which could allow rapid fastening when the 
structure was assembled. The final outcome of several trials involving 
various techniques and different materials was a two-piece node connector
produced by vacuum moulding from.sheets of g inch (0,3mm) thick hard • 
polyviny1ch1oride plastics (’Sintilon’ by ICI Ltd.) (plate 22-5/1).
The.node connector was designed in such a way, that two formed pieces of 
plastics clamp the node firmly in between by tightening a single bolt in. 
their centre.
Four different sets of node connectors were required for the 
antiprismatic vault and dome sections (plate 22-5/2 to 5/4), and 
consequently four different timber moulds had to be made with additional
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attachments for the inner pieces of the connectors (5/5). Two more sets 
of connectors, simpler in shape than the previous ones, were needed for 
the nodes at the points where the stiffening elements meet the valley 
folds of the antiprismatic layer.
Altogether 143 node connectors were moulded for the prototype.
(e) Element Jigs:
Another problem which had to be solved was to safeguard the correct 
folding angle (w) when the antiprismatic layer was to be erected and 
the stiffening elements were to be fitted.
This problem was solved by constructing a number of two-piece jigs from, 
blockboard (plate 23-2/1 to 2/2).
Thus the stiffening element could be easily positioned - with pre~drilled 
holes in the stiffening element and the antiprismatic layer surface 
matching each other - and then be interconnected by double sided self- . 
adhesive tape and bolts which were tightened from the inside (2/3).
4.22 ASSEMBLY AND ERECTION
With the elements prefabricated and the principal problems sorted out 
assembly and erection was commenced.
(a) Construction of Base ’
A timber base was constructed from panels of one inch (2,54mm) blockboard.
It consisted of a sandwich construction of ten panels each for the top and 
bottom layer, which were joined by a grid core of 2 x 3 inch battens 
(50,8 x 76,2mm) as shown in figure 22. The completed base is illustrated 
in plate 22-2/3.
The final position of the antiprismatic layer was marked onto the base and 
sets of short battens were provisionally fixed along the fold lines 
(plate 22-2/5). These battens had to retain the antiprismatic layer with 
the correct boundaries. -
(b) Assembly and Erection of the Antiprismatic Layer
Referring to figure 20 (p. 138 ) the individual triangular elements of the 
entire antiprismatic layer were laid out flat on the floor (plate 22-2/1).
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Fig.22 Plan and Dimensions of the Timber Base.
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Sections of six triangular elements were jointed together in the way 
explained in the previous section (plate 22-2/2 to 2/5)* These sections 
were laid out flat (3/1) and taped together to form layer sections and 
finally units; two of them for the vault and two of them for the 
semidomes (3/5). For transport, these units were folded and concertinaed 
(3/3 and 3/4, 4/1 and 4/2).
4/3 depicts the entire antiprismatic layer concertinaed in four sections.
For erection the vault units were first unfolded (plate 23-1/1 to 1/5) and 
positioned on the platform, the folds resting against battens.
Prior to erection a light metal frame was constructed in order to support 
the valley folds of the top panels, as other work had to be carried out 
in the meantime which delayed the immediate fitting of the stiffening 
elements.
If these folds were self supporting, the adhesive of the tape 
connections creeps under the self-weight- and causes geometric 
imperfections which in turn result in lack of fit when the dome 
units are connected. Under normal circumstances this metal frame 
is unnecessary for erection.
(c) Assembly of the Outside Stiffening Elements
The flanges of the stiffening elements were provided with double sided 
self-adhesive tape of similar specification to the tape used for the 
hinged connections (plate 22-4/4 and 4/5).
The element-jigs were positioned as described before and the stiffening 
elements placed onto the antiprismatic layer and fixed. In view of the 
possibility that the antiprismatic layer might buckle at a later stage, 
the tape connections along the..flanges of the stiffening elements were 
secured by three bolts per flange thus avoiding partial delamination 
from the antiprismatic layer (plate 23-2/3).
The nodes were strengthened and protected by the fitting of the node 
connectors (2/4).
One of the semi-dome units was then erected and connected to the vault 
(3/2 and 3/3) and stiffened(3/4).
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Plate 23.
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Plate 24.
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(d) Inner _ Layer and Assembly
It was decided to fix the inner prismatic layer panels to the valley folds 
of the antiprismatic layer by bolts at three points each. To provide these 
bolts three spring toggles were attached to each of the valley folds, their 
toggles protruding into the cavities formed by the outside stiffening 
elements.
The spring toggles were fixed in position by large washers and nuts.
The completed fixing is illustrated on plate 23~3/5 and 4/1.
Elements of the, inner layer were then fitted in position and adjusted 
(4/1 and 4/2), taken down and interconnected by double sided self-adhesive 
tape and bolts to form panels (4/3).
This procedure allowed the correction of unknown geometric imperfections 
which were to be expected in a first prototype of a novel multilayer 
structure.
Firstly, the second row of panels, when counted from the .base (fig. 22) 
and the top panel, were fitted to the bolts of the spring toggles and 
fastened to the1, valley folds by a second nut and washer (4/4 and 4/5).
Then the bottom and third panels with flanges to overlap the second and 
top panels were fitted in position (5/1 and 5/2). Finally the inner layer 
panels were interconnected along the flanges of the overlapping panels by 
double sided tape and spring toggles (5/3 and plate 24-2/1).
(e) Door
Before the second semi-dome unit was erected the loading platforms (see 
next paragraph) were inserted and the hydraulic loading devices connected 
and tested.
The second semi-dome was completed by fitting the outside and inside layers 
(plate 23-5/5 and plate 24-1/1). A frame of 2 x 2 inch (50,8 x 50,8 mm) 
timber was then bolted to paperboard flanges along the antiprismatic and 
outside and inside stiffening layers (plate 24-1/3 and 1/4).
Square openings similar to the door opening can be conveniently placed 
in different positions on the structure where agreeable with the geometry 
of the three layers. Thus either windows or rooflights are possible.
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4,3 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
4.31 LOADING ARRANGEMENT
(a) Loading Platforms and Loading Devices:
Two separate platforms were constructed from 1/2 inch (12,7 mm) blockboard 
connected to a 2 x 3 inch (25,4 x 75,2 mm) timber support frame.
When dividing the inside plan area of the structure along the lateral
line of symmetry,each of the platforms covered half the area.
To each platform four hydraulic jacks (1 ton max. load each) were bolted which 
were connected by means of high pressure hoses to a central distributor, 
from there a single hose for each platform lead to another Y-type: 
distributor which was connected to a pump.
As the Y-distributor had release valves fitted for both platform hoses, 
the platforms could either be lowered or raised at the same time or either 
of the platforms could be operated independently from the other., thus 
enabling loading'of only one (lateral) half of the structure.
(b) Load Applications on the Nodes (plate 25>3)
The load was applied to the structure by suspending weights from nodes 1 
to 24‘ (figure 3Q ; p!86).
The arrangement for load application consisted of mild steel hangers 
which were directly attached to the nodes and provided hooks from which 
small timber platforms for the weights were suspended by means of four 
steel cables. A turnbuekle was introduced between the nodes of the 
hangers and the steel cables, thus the platform could be easily levelled 
(plate 25 > 3). s
The weight platforms rested on the loading platform’ when the structure 
was unloaded.
Bricks and calibrated weights were used for loading. The bricks were 
individually weighed and brought to a uniform weight by a concrete infill.
Two types of hangers were used, a longer one which protruded through the 
cavity between inner and antiprismatic layer, and another much shorter one 
which was connected to such nodes where the outside stiffening elements,
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Plate 25.
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the valley-fold of the antiprismatic layer and the inner layer meet in one 
point. The latter hangers fulfilled two functions, firstly to interconnect 
firmly the three layers and secondly to provide hooks for the suspension 
of the load.
Because most of the connections lie in inclined planes the hangers had 
to be bent in order to be vertical, thus applying moments to some nodes.
It was decided that these moments were so small that they could be safely 
disregarded. The top parts of the hangers were threaded, so,that they 
could be pushed through a hole in the centre of the plastic node 
connector from the inside of the structure and fastened with a nut which 
rested on a steel penny-washer from the outside.
In order to distribute the forces acting onto the-plastic connectors
through the load hangers more evenly one inch diameter rubber washers were placed
between the penny-washer and the plastic connectors.
4.32 DISPLACEMENT MEASURING ARRANGEMENT
To enable the displacements of the nodes to be measured when loads were 
applied,dial gauges of one inch (25,4 mm) range and 0,001 inch (0,025 mm) 
sensitivity were installed to record vertical displacements at 35 selected 
nodes and horizontal displacements at 12 of these nodes.
A rigid metal frame, made from Dexion, was constructed over one half of 
the structure (plate 25>1).
Taking advantage of the symmetry of the structure dial gauges were 
positioned over nodes of one quarter of the structure only. Their position 
is shown in figure 30 (pi86).
The dial gauges were attached to the frame by means of linked steel rods 
as can be purchased with magnetic bases (plate 25>2) which allowed three 
dimensional adjustment of the gauges. Where a part of the frame was 
directly placed above a node whose displacements should be read, the dial 
gauge was attached to a piece of ’Handy Angle’ which was bolted to the frame.
The plungers of the vertical and horizontal gauges rested on small 
platforms made from sheet metal, each displaying a horizontal and a vertical 
surface. These small dial gauge platforms were fixed directly to the 
plastic node, connector independently from the load hanger.
These gauges were attached to independant metal stands by means of 
magnetic bases.
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The metal frame was secured to the wooden base by means of light brackets 
to which the arches of the frame were bolted. In order to record any 
deflections of the base when the structure was under load, five dial gauges 
were placed near five of the brackets with their plungers resting on the 
wooden base.'
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THE ENGINEERING ANALYSIS OF THE PROTOTYPE . :
INTRODUCTION .
Verification of the validity of the previous assumptions related 
to material and geometry was obtained through an engineering -
analysis of the prototype, which included an experimental and an - - 
analytical part. At first the pasted chipboard material was •' • . ...
tested. .
The mechanical properties and the anisotropic nature of the
material were determined and an indication was obtained of the
creep behaviour. ■
Anisotropy is defined in this context as the ratio of the value of 
a specific property of a material in a direction to the value of 
this property in the material's strongest direction. The structural 
behaviour of the prototype was then investigated for various -loading 
cases. Snow if different intensity and distribution was simulated 
by gravity loading on the prototype and deflections were recorded.
Creep tests were carried out. . -
Windloads are an important factor especially when designing light 
weight structures. Due to the shape and the lightness o.f the materials 
involved, suction may cause uplift in certain areas of the structure. 
Wind tunnel tests were carried out using a small scale model and the 
distribution of suction and pressure over the structure for different 
wind speeds and wind directions were found.
Finally, an analytical approach based on the finite element method 
of analysis was attempted by Price (8) and Young (13) and the results 
of this analysis were compared with the experimental results.
Chapter Five
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5.1 THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF PASTED CHIPBOARD
Pasted chipboard is a highly anisotropic material.and a complete stress 
analysis of it must be made, so that a structural component manufactured 
from it is placed in the most effective position consistent with the 
direction of the maximum principal stresses and the machine direction of 
the board.
On close examination of the materials the machine direction (MD) can be 
determined, as this is the direction in which the fibres run. Also if the 
laminations have been glued with the machine directions parallel to each 
other, the machine direction can easily be determined by bending the board 
by hand. The machine direction definitely feels stiffer in bending than the 
direction 90° to this (CM).
In order to determine the mechanical properties of the chipboard required 
for the design of a structure the following tests were undertaken to determine:
(a) the ultimate tensile strength of the chip board material, the 
stress-strain relationship, the tangent elastic modulus in tension at one 
third of the ultimate failure stress, and Poisson’s ratio for this board 
in the machine and cross machine directions.
(b) the elastic modulus in bending for the chipboard material and 
various sandwich constructions, and the load deflection relationship.
(c) the anisotropic nature of the chipboard material
(d) the bending characteristics of the. sandwich beams, when the 
longitudinal direction of the face material is at various angles to the 
machine direction (Appendix 3)
(e) creep under a four point load condition at constant temperature 
and humidity
With the exemption of the creep tests all testing was carried out in a
laboratory which was not temperature or humidity controlled but maintained
* o o • #within the range of 20 1,5 C by the m a m  heating system, the average
relative humidity is 50%. The tests which have been undertaken therefore 
give, the relation between stress, strain, deflection and time only.
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Treatment of Pasted Chipboard with Polyester Resin
Chipboard is permeable and can be readily impregnated with fortifying 
agents after manufacture.
Unimpregnated chipboard, when in contact with a very humid atmosphere or 
water, loses its stiffness and other strength characteristics.
It was decided to subject the pasted chipboard to fortifying surface 
treatments by
(a) brush coating the surfaces with undiluted polyester resin
(b) impregnating the material by iramerson in a bath of polyester resin 
and acetone and at a later stage in polyester resin by itself.
Tests were undertaken on samples similar to the ones mentioned before when 
they had been treated in these two different ways.
For the impregnation process with polyester resin it was necessary to 
determine the minimum amount of hardener that could be used for polymerisation 
of the resin to give maximum pot life for maximum impregnation. A small 
investigation was undertaken:
Four specimens were soaked in a resin/hardener mixture consisting of 1%,
0.75%, 0.5% and 0.25% catalyst and the time taken for the resin* to jell 
was noted.
1% - 20 nan.
0.75% “ 35 min.
0.50% - 125 min.
0.25% - 255 min.
From these results it was found that the resin containing 0.5 per cent of 
catalyst was the most suitable since this took approximately two hours to 
gel. This period may appear to be excessively long but since the board for 
testing would be soaked in a bath of polyester resin the exothermic reaction 
between resin and hardener would cause the curing time to be reduced. In 
fact it was decided to soak the board for 45 minutes, allowing it to drain 
for 15 minutes, and then placing it in an oven for 24 hours.
* The resin used was Stypol 40/6913, manufactured by Freeman Chemicals.
Plate 26
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Upoil later examination it was found that the polyester resin had achieved 
a depth of penetration of approximately 1 mm from each face of the board.
The glued interface, between the sheets prevents resin from passing through 
during the soaking operation and so complete impregnation is not possible.
Trea tment of the Pas ted Chipboard with Polyurethane R.esin
As has been already explained, treatment by surface coating with a 
polyurethane resin was preferred for the prototype structure.
Plate 26 shows the influence of coating on the texture and the surface 
structure of pasted chipboard as seen under a Stereoscan Electron Microscope* 
under various magnifications. >> depicts the surface of untreated 
chipboard, the coated surface under a magnification.of lOOx.
As can be clearly seen, the resin fills the small voids between the 
interlaced fibres, thus effectively sealing off the surface against water 
penetration.
>3 provides further proof of this fact under a much higher magnification of 
. 500x.
Plate 27 illustrates the following properties of the 4700 ym board:
(a) the multi-ply structure of the material, which is best seen on
>2, where the light and dark plies indicate a variation in the raw materials
of the pulp used in manufacture. The hand-lamination of two multiply machine 
laminated boards is clearly seen in the middle, -
(b) the delamination of the board due to insufficient bonding along
the interface of the two multiply machine laminated boards, which can be
observed in >5.
(c) the differences between rough and smooth edges of untreated and 
treated samples, important for the successful protection of the edges of the 
board* against water and humidity. >1 and >3 show smooth and rough edges of 
untreated board, >2 and >4 show smooth and rough edges of coated board.
•Hereby rough edges represent the machine, finish of> the board after
*of the Structural Studies Unit of the University of Surrey
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manufacture, smooth edges are produced by cutting with a board knife.
Sealing of the fibres nearest to the surfaces can be clearly seen in the 
resin coated samples (>2, >4) in contrast to the untreated sample (>1, >3)
5.12 TEST PROGRAMME AND EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
(a) Direct Tension Tests
A strain measuring device had to be used for measuring extensions on samples 
of pasted chipboard and it was preferable that this device could be used 
on a structural model. It was decided therefore that the electrical strain 
gauge technique would probably be the most suitable.
Before this method could be used it was necessary to investigate whether 
the electrical strain gauge of the bonding material reinforced the chipboard 
specimen locally and also whether these gauges were suitable for chipboard 
specimens. Preliminary tensile tests comparing these gauge readings with 
other strain measuring techniques were undertaken.
In order to apply a tensile load to the chipboard specimens a Hounsfield 
Type "W" Tenscmeter testing instrument was used. The specimens were held 
by wedge action in the machine.
Plate 28>2 shows the apparatus. Parallel sided specimens of 20 mm nominal 
width and of 4,7 mm thickness were utilised and the lengths between the 
clamping jaws were of the order of 200 mm. Strain gauges were stuck to each 
'side of the specimen in the longitudinal direction and readings were 
obtained from the "Peekel" Strain Recorder.
Two types of electrical strain gauges, viz foil (Showa - T8f) and wire 
gauges (TML-P10) v/ere used.
Readings of load against strain were obtained at 20 kg increments of load.
At first a mechanical strain gauge which may be bought with the Hounsfield 
tensometer was employed for the comparison but it proved to be too 
cumbersome and heavy for the specimens. An optical technique was finally 
used. Initially one travelling microscope was employed but this was 
found to be insensitive for the set up of the apparatus and consequently 
two microscopes were positioned so that one of them was at each end of the 
gauge length. From these readings the extension of the sample for each 
load increment was observed and compared with that of the electrical strain 
gauge. The difference in strain varied between -2% for the coated specimens
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and 10% for the untreated specimens, the electrical gauge being the 
reference, gauge. It was felt that the reinforcing effect of the 
electrical strain gauges is minimal and for all subsequent tests on small 
specimens 'Showa T8T electrical foil gauges were used. Little variation 
between the electrical foil gauge or the electrical wire gauge was 
noticed.
Testing procedure:
After a suitable strain measuring technique had been established it was 
decided to carry out two different tests on the chipboard:
these tests failed outside the middle third of the specimen near one of 
the clamping jaws, consequently a "dumbell" shaped specimen was adopted 
(fig. 23). This type of specimen was used for all subsequent tensile tests.
i) tension tests on the Instron Type TT-CM-L-MA testing 
machine, where failure load and consequently untimate 
tensile strength of chipboard of 4700 pm caliper were 
determined (see plate 28>3), and
ii) tension tests on the Kounsfield Tensometer utilising the 
same set-up as for the comparison tests described before, 
where the stress/strain relationship and the modulus of 
elasticity of the chipboard were, determined.
Initially parallel sided specimen were employed successfully. Several of
2 0 m m
3 3  m m
8 0  m m
250 mm-
Stress-strain tests were first made on specimens cut at 0° and 90° to the 
machine direction. Two strain gauges were stuck on to each side of each 
specimen, one in the longitudinal direction, of the specimen, and the other 
across the specimen (plate 28>1). Testing was done using the Hounsfield 
tensometer and the "Peekel" strain recorder. Readings of load against q.' 
strain were taken at 20 leg increments of load.. . . .
The specimens were loaded to one third of the ultimate load in equal load 
increments, the magnitude of the increments were such as to allow at least 
eight points to be plotted on any one curve. For the first few tests 
the increments were smaller so that any irregularities in the stress/strain 
relationship that might have been overlooked in the ultimate strength 
tests, would be picked up. The-specimen was then unloaded in the same ' 
manner. ' For every load increment, the corresponding axial and lateral + 
strains \?ere recorded* . ... . -
Finally, the specimen, was loaded up to failure. For the stress/strain tests 
the width and thickness of the” specimens were determined from the mean of 
three micrometer readings over the gauge length, further micrometer readings . 
were taken'at the fracture, so that the true failure micrometer readings were 
taken at the fracture, so that the true failure stress could be determined.
The factor of the strain recorder was 2, and the gauge factor of the strain 
gauges was 2.12, so each reading of micro, strain recorded was multiplied by 
the factor 2~"f2 tQ ^lve t*ie corrQct value,
-The modulus of elasticity was found, taking a tangent value at —  failure 
load, i.e. using a factor of safety of 3.
Three series of tests were carried out, the first .one by the author (10), 
the second one by Hammond (.5) and the third one by Kieran (7), the results 
can be seen in table 24 (p.170). The first series incorporated tests on 
specimens cut from 4700 ym chipboard sheet in the machine direction (MD), the 
cross-machine direction (CM) and at 45° to the machine and crossmachine 
directions. Three different types of specimens were tested: untreated, brush 
coated and resin-impregnated ones. * ' ‘
The second series incorporated tests on specimens cut at 0°, 30°, 60° and 
90° to the machine direction and was designed to study the anisotropic 
nature of the board material. Only two different type's;of specimens were 
tested: untreated and resin-impregnated ones.
The results of these tests are given in table 24 and in figures 24 and 25,
which illustrate the stress/strain relationships for untreated and
impregnated specimens in the four directions.
The aim of the third series of.tension tests on the material was to 
investigate the anisotropic nature of it in more depth by utilising specimens 
.cut at 0°, 10°, 20°j 30°, 40°, 50°, 60°, 70°, 80° and 90° to the machine 
direction. In both tests, ultimate tensile load and stress/strain 
relationships were obtained. The graphs in figure 26 for the first tests 
and in figure 27 for the latter give the results.
From table 24 it can he observed, that the values of the tests carried out
by Kieran are generally higher than the ones for the first and second series
of tests. This is possibly due to the variation of the manufacturers tolerance 
in the material, as the specimens of the third series were obtained from 
board which.was manufactured at a later stage.
The numbers of specimens tested for the above test series are given' in 
table 24- in brackets.
(b) Bending Te.st s
Throughout this series of experiments all bending tests-consisted of a four 
point, load arrangement. This arrangement was adopted primarily because 
there is a zero shear force and a constant bending moment between the two 
inner point loads. If the beam deflects elastically the deflected form 
will be a circular arc, and it was over this span that the deflections were 
measured. Thus, it was possible to calculate the values of modulus of 
elasticity for the various beams from the gradient of' the load/deflection 
graph and the physical properties of the beam
If P is the load.
1 distance between the load applications 
c lever arm load application to supports 
I Moment of Inertia (Second moment of area)
EB Modulus of Elasticity in bending 
the maximal deflection of the beam <5 is:
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1 = 127 mm 
c = 50 mm
b = 120 mm 
d = 4,7 mm
The tests were conducted on the Instron testing machine plate 34>1.
Plate 29>1 shows the rig and loading arrangement for these tests, was 
seated onto the compression load cell of the Instron and the top cross 
head of the rig was in -series with the cross head of the Instron through 
a ball joint. Care was taken to ensure that the beam was loaded and 
positioned axially.
The load was applied by lowering the cross head of the Instron at a 
rate of 0.05 cms/minute, and rather than suspending the application of 
load while readings were being taken, the rate of application was merely 
reduced to 0.005 cms/minute. Readings were taken in as short a time as 
possible to minimise the effect of this variation in loading rate.
Readings were taken at load intervals of 5 kg. Since the elastic theory 
could only be considered to hold true for small deflections, the readings 
in the lower range were clearly more accurate. Finally the beam was 
loaded to failure and the maximum load recorded. .
Plate 29>2 shows the arrangement by Stewart (11) for testing untreated 
.board. This loading arrangement was basically the same as that used for 
testing on the Instron; however, in this case the loads were applied at the 
ends of the beam and the two inner loads were reactions.
Altogether two series of tests were carried out.
The first one, by the author, involved testing of untreated, resin-coated 
and re sin-impregnated chipboard beams of 4700 pm caliper. The results 
of these tests are shown in the graphs in figure 28 and numerical values 
are given in table 24.
The second test series, by Stewart (11), involved testing of untreated 
and resin-impregnated chipboard beams of 3290 pm caliper.
To obtain a reasonably comprehensive picture of the anisotropic nature of 
chipboard paper, all tests in this series of experiments were conducted 
on samples which were 0°, 30°, 60° and 90° to the machine direction. In all 
tests, the board used had dimensions of 440 mm x 70 mm x 3,2.9 mm.
The numerical values for the test specimens were:
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The test results have not been Incorporated in this thesis, as the ./ ..
different caliper did not allow direct comparison of the two test series,- ; 
these results are given in (11) - . • - , .... -
In addition tests were carried out by the authoron 3500 urn caliper board 
in the untreated and resin-coated condition, the results are given in (10).
(c) Creep Tests .
Creep tests were undertaken at constant temperature and humidity conditions.
Creep may be defined as the time dependant part of the strain resulting 
from stress.
Again the four point loading test set up was utilised,- enabling the creep 
to be analysed under a pure bending moment. . . -
As in the bending test three dial gauges were used to record the deflections, 
one under each support and one at the centre of the beams. . •
For all tests specimens of 250 mm length and 50 mm width were employed. All 
specimens were subjected to the tests for approx. 50 days at a temperature 
of 29°C and a relative humidity of 20%.. Two test series were carried out, 
the first’one on untreated chipboard of 4700 urn caliper. As with the second 
series of tension tests, specimens at 0°, 30°, 60° and 90° to the machine 
direction were investigated. The results are shown in figure.-29.
The readings for the 60° specimen have had to be discarded due to a faulty 
plunger of one of the dial gauges. .
The second series was carried out on resin-impregnated 3290 um caliper board, 
in the four directions. The results for these tests are recorded in (11).
. 5.13 TEST RESULTS
(a) Direct Tension Tests - ’ 1 ’ • • :•->
Ultimate Tensile Stress: .
Figure 26 gives an indication of the ultimate stresses in relation to the
test direction of the specimen. - ’ •
From this graph and from table 24 it can be seen, that the material used by 
Kieran in his investigations was stronger in all directions than the one used
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by the author and by Hammond in previous tests, by, on average, 20 per cent.
This was particularly noticeable for specimens cut at 0°, 10° and 20° to 
the machine direction. The material was about 25% stronger for specimens cut 
at 0° to the machine direction.
It can be further seen, that the ultimate strength of specimens cut at 60°,
70°, 80° and 90° to the machine direction do not vary greatly, and have a
2failure stress of between 0,835 and 0,965 kg/mm , For specimens cut at
50° to the machine direction down to 0°, the corresponding value gradually
2increased. to 2,68 kg/mm . ' ■
When the load was reduced to zero at every loading circle, the material did 
not show full recovery. It may be- seen that, the higher the load the specimen 
was subjected to, the greater was the plastic, deformation,.
Considering the 2,950 pm caliper board the ultimate tensile strength in the
2machine direction for .the untreated material was 1,86 kg/ram , and in the
?cross machine direction was 0,58 kg/mm'.- For the 4,700 pm caliper board,
there was a slight increase in the IJ.T.S. in all directions compared with
2.the 2,950 pm boards. In the machine direction the U.T.S. was 2,15-kg/mra
2 .and in the cross machine direction it was 0,68 kg/mm “, This increase in 
strength of the 4,700 pm over the 2,950 pm caliper specimens was observed for 
all specimens; the difference was found to be 16%. This apparent increase
in strength of the larger caliper material may be the result of using a bond
saw to cut out the specimens.
Stress/Strain Results: • :
When looking at the graphs i.n figure 24 it may be seen that the stress/strain 
relationship is linear up to one third of the ultimate' stress (c^ ,) , although 
there is a slight curve in the lower stress levels for the 60° and 90° 
specimens.
The tangent modulus of elasticity was determined at one third of the ultimate 
stress.
Specimens tested in the machine direction have a more linear stress-strain 
relationship up to the failure stress.
The resin impregnated specimens in figure 25 show a more linear stress/strain 
curve with only a slight curvature in the last third of the curves of the 
30°, 60° and 90° specimens; the 30° specimen lies below the 60° and 90° ones,
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but no explanation can be offered for this result. ,./V‘ . V;'
The values of lateral strain are small compared with the longitudinal strains.
Poisson's ratio for the untreated specimens did not vary significantly.
However Poisson's ratio for the soaked specimens had a similar value to the 
untreated specimen when tested in the machine direction but increased in 
value compared to the untreated condition when tested in the cross machine 
direction.
(b) Bending Test-
The load/deflection relationship essentially follows the stress/strain curves 
with respect to the elastic and the plastic phase.
Figure 28, which gives curves for the machine direction only, compares 
untreated, resin coated and resin impregnated boards. Again the resin treated 
samples display, a linear behaviour throughout the whole loading range, while 
the untreated sample, shows deviation from linearity in the upper ranges of 
load;
In the present investigation it has been found that the modulus of elasticity 
in bending and tension have different values.;-
(c) Creep Tests: . -
The creep curve for board material under unidirectional stress and 
temperature may be divided into four sections:
(a) Initial elastic extension . _ ‘
(b) Initial plastic extension "
(c) Primary creep in which the strain is rapid initially but the rate of 
strain falls off. ’ . , • '♦»*.*
(d) Secondary creep in which the material behaves like a (Newtonian) ,, 
viscous material.
Untreated Specimens
The total deflection of the specimen at 30° to the machine direction is shown 
in figure 26 and is essentially the same as that of the specimen at 0° to the 
machine direction, in spite of the fact that the stress in the former was only 
78% of that of the latter. The deflection of the specimen at 9.0° to the 
machine direction is substantially greater than that of the specimens at 0°
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to the machine direction even although subjected to a stress of only a
quarter of that of the latter. It was not possible to obtain a creep curve
for a specimen at 60° to the machine direction as one of the dial gauges 
had a faulty plunger.
Treated Specimens .
The total deflection of the specimen at 0° to the machine direction is 
appreciably less than that for the untreated counterpart. ’The treated 
specimens were subjected to stresses at least twice that of*those in the 
untreated specimens so direct comparisons are not possible, however, it , 
was possible to see from the graphs (not shown here) that the rate of creep 
in the primary zone is generally more rapid in-the treated material than 
in the untreated board; the exception being the specimens at 0° to the 
machine direction. The amount of primary creep for all the treated specimens 
though were less than that for the untreated material. " ' '•
The rate of secondary creep in the treated material remained the same as for 
the untreated material in the case of the specimens' at 0° to the machine 
direction, but it was slightly less in the other directions.
As the stresses in the treated specimens were far greater than those 
experienced by the untreated specimens, the soaking of the board material in 
resin appears to reduce the amount of total creep for a given stress level.
5.13 OBSERVATIONS AND REMARKS • * - . . ,
Pasted Chipboard and paperboard in general are' materials of the brittle type 
e.g. with increasing stress relatively small deformations are produced prior 
to rupture.
The stress/strain relationship displayed is typical for a nonraetallic brittle 
material with an essentially linear elastic range up to about one third of 
the failure stress and a plastic.-:range forming a smooth curve up to failure.
The hysteresis curves do not form a complete loop, which means that, after 
loading, a plastic deformation occurs.
Repeated loading causes strain hardening, e.g. an increase in strength..
This phenomenon was observed during the tensile stress/strain experiments.
As with some brittle plastics materials, such as polymethyImethylacrylate 
’Perspex', fracture occurs after a certain deviation from linearity, thus 
maximum stress and failure stress are identical.
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Maximum stress may therefore, be used as a measure of plastic strength.
Considering the anisotropic nature of the material the 
percentage values for ultimate tensile strengths are shown to be 
larger than the equivalent values for the modulus 'of elasticity.
Figure 29a enables a comparison of the anisotropy of the material for the 
tensile and bending tests of untreated board and gives percentage variations 
for the ultimate tensile strength (Kieran), of the moduli of elasticity in 
tension (Hammond and Kieran) and in bending (Stewart) for test directions 
from 0° to 90° to the machine direction.
When the strength of the specimens are expressed as percentages of the 
ultimate strength in the machine direction and are related to the angle of 
test direction, the following figures result for untreated and treated hoard
untreated treated
0° . 100% 100%
30° 65% 80%
03 o o 38% 55% .
90° 32% 50%
When the modulus of elasticity, is given in similar terms, it can be seen 
that the percentages for the untreated material are essentially lower than 
the ones for ultimate strength, while the ones for the impregnated material 
are higher:
untreated treated
Oo 100% 100%
30° 60% 80%
60° 30% 65%
90° 22% 55%
As can be observed when comparing tension and bending tests carried out on 
different calipers of board, the above values are essentially constant 
irrespective of the method of testing and the thickness of board involved.
Treating the board with resin has considerable influence on strength"and ’ 
stiffness both in tension and in bending.
While for the untreated board the tensile strength in the machine direction
< 2lies between 1,65 to 2,66 kgf/mm , the resin coated board shows an increase
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T est Direction ( Angle to MD)
Fig. 29a The Anisotropy in Strength and Stiffness of Chipboard Vi:
Material Shown in Percentages of Ultimate Tensile Strength 
( UTS) and Modulus of Elasticity in Tension ( E T ) and in 
Bending ( E B ) with Regard to the Machine Direction for the 
Different Angles to it. .
“ 180 -
of roughly 230% over these figures. The corresponding values for the
tensile strength of untreated board in the. cross-machine direction, which
2are. between 0,59 and 0,81 kgf/mm” , thus representing approximately 30% of 
th.estrength in the machine direction, increase by about 340% for the 
resin-impregnated board material.
This is significant as it shows that a fortifying treatment increases not 
only the overall strength and stiffness of the. board by twice the original 
values, but also causes a marked decrease of the anisotropy of the material 
from a ratio for the strongest to the weakest direction of 3:1 to 2:1.
These figures Are supported by research into sulphur, impregnated chipboard 
by the American Institute of Paper Chemistry (12) which yielded similar 
results..
The creep tests show that, the board material has both primary and secondary 
creep regions.
Soaking the material in resin has the effect of reducing the amount of 
primary creep, the rate of secondary creep and the. initial elastic and plastic 
deformation.
As can be seen from figure 26 the material creeps considerably when 
.subjected to sustained loading over long periods of time. Naturally this 
effect is-greatest in the weakest direction. As with, other organic 
materials such as plastics, in the initial creep phase (up to approx, 500 
hours) the largest deflections occur. For any given long period of time 
after the application of the load, the total deflection may be considered 
directly proportional to the applied load. This makes it possible to 
.calculate a so-called "delated modulus of elasticity", which can be employed 
in engineering formulas to 'calculate- the deflection of members after the 
given time of sustained loading. •
Although no values for this property were obtained during the limited creep
tests within this investigation, the findings in (12) may serve 
For comparison :
It: was observed that under sustained loadings the elastic modulus of 
sulphurised chipboard in the machine direction under temperature and
humidity conditions of 22°C, 50% R.H., decreased from 1125 kgf/mm^ to
2 . . .375 kgf/mm after 1000 hours, which is only one third of the initial modulus;
2there was a further decrease to 290 kgf/mm' after one year (extrapolated). 
These results indicate clearly that when designing for a material like 
paperboard the time factor is an essential part of the strength and stiffness 
values.
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It becomes necessary to base a design on values of the "delayed"
properties, such as modulus’of elasticity and permissible stress, which
may be extrapolated from the instantaneous properties and the creep behaviour.
The influence of humidity is considerable and leads to a rapid deterioration 
of .the mechanical properties of the paperboard when unprotected.
For comparison the general data available for standard papers and paperboards 
may give some indication of the extent of himidity influence (see 1.3).
The exact extent of the influence of humidity on resin treated material was 
not investigated,4 however results for sulphur impregnated chipboard are 
available (12). These results can not be directly compared with the resin 
^treated material as resin forms a more effective moisture barrier than 
sulphur, but they may, give an indication of the effect: _ [ _ t
It was found that sulphurised; chipboard when exposed to a hot-humid 
atmosphere (38°C, 90°R.H.) lost about 40% of its strength. For the delayed 
properties the values’were even worse. After 1000 hours the loss was 63% 
against the corresponding value under normal conditions and after one year
of 50% v : . ; . •/ •;
Protection against humidity is therefore an imperative prerogative when 
paperboard material is employed for structural use. ' ‘
S Comparative Properties of Chipboard with other Sheet Materials :
Properties of pasted ;chipboard 4700 urn are given in comparison with, other 
equivalent sheet materials'in table 25 and will be discussed briefly;- The 
values given are approximate ones.. " ,-y
Strength ■
In the machine direction of the pasted chipboard the strength'values of the 
untreated material are similar to those of hardboards and plywoods, both of 
which are more expensive than chipboard. The resin impregnated board 
reaches strength values comparable to those of rigid PVC and seems to be 
higher than those of the other wood or wood-based materials.
The specific strength, which may be obtained by dividing tensile: strength by.i 
the specific weight brings untreated chipboard into direct comparison with 
certain reinforced plastics, being higher than wood materials and rigid PVC, 
but only about a third of mild steel and between one half to one quarter 
the specific tensile strength of aluminium alloy.
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As can be observed from table 25,E of the untreated chipboard compares 
favourably with materials such as hardboards, unreihforced thermoplastics 
and even reinforced plastics (GRP) with low fibre volume fractions.
A relation between E-modulus per unit cost turns out in favour of the 
paperboard material.* * . , • ■ ,
The resin impregnated chipboard may be classified as possessing an almost 
equal E-modulus to some chopped strand mat reinforced polyesters and to 
certain plywoods.
Again the E-modulus/cost ratio is higher for the chipboard than for ’these 
materials.
Influence of Temperature
Being an organic (cellulose) composite the thermal linear expansion is.low 
and compatible with other.wood and wood-based materials.. According to the 
directions of the fibres the expansion is largest in the machine direction 
and practically negligible in the cross machine direction.
Table 25 gives values for coefficients of linear expansion for various 
sheet materials and it can be seen, that mild steel expands 2,5 times more than 
pasted chipboard, aluminium alloy 4,5 times, GRP 6 times-and unreinforced 
plastics from between 10 to 18 times more. >. , :
Modulus of Elasticity
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5,2 GRAVITY LOADTKSTS ON TIIE PROTOTYPE MODEL
■In general any structure is subjected to a variety of loads caused by 
different forces acting upon the building over different periods during its 
life. These loads, to be allowed for in design and which are in addition to 
the dead- or self-weight of the structure are the superimposed live loads, 
such as snow and concentrated loads, caused by men and equipment during 
maintenance worlc, wind loads, thermal loads due to expansion and contraction 
of the materials, settlement loads due to uneven settlement of the foundation 
supports, and dynamic loads due to impact, earthquake loads and resonant loads, 
which may be. caused by oscillations due to wind or earthquakes.
When considering an experimental investigation of a novel lightweight 
structure, static.load tests are invariably carried out and if it is thought 
necessary,dynamic load tests should be. undertaken.
Critical loading cases experienced are usually snow loads of different 
distribution, pressures and suctions due to wind, and most serious of all 
certain combinations of both.
By their very nature both these types of loading are distinctly different: 
not only do they differ in their line of action and direction, but also 
in their continuity.
While snow loads are commonly more continuous and may increase gradually 
in intensity, wind loads are usually short term, discontinuous loads, which
impose sudden stresses onto the structure.
On many lightweight structures, particularly when-they are of shallow 
curvature, oscillations due to persistent wind may occur, exerting 
considerable dynamic stresses, however,owing to the specific shape of the 
structure under consideration, this particular kind of loading is unlikely 
to occur.
An important loading case for the design are the forces exerted by sudden 
wind gusts, concentrated loads caused by persons and/or equix>ment or even 
snow on the part-completed structure during erection, before the full load
bearing potential of the complete system is in operation.
Temporary structures require different considerations and agreement must be 
found with existing design regulations. Thermal loads, an important factor
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to consider when designing with materials having high,coefficients of linear 
expansion as is the case with metals, are not very serious by themselves 
for a wood based material such as paperboard. But, as has been pointed out 
in the previous chapters, temperature combined with high humidity may affect 
the structure considerably.
Regrettably it was not possible to carry out the loading tests- under controlled 
temperature and humidity conditions, as the laboratory, where the prototype 
model was constructed, did not provide these facilities.
All testing on the'model-prototype was carried out during early.summer, ' 
where the temperatures were fairly consistant from approximately 15°C to 
22°C and the relative humidity was around 50%.,- . -
The lack of a controlled environment was not expected to influence the short 
term tests seripusly, which were carried out within the elastic range of the 
material. •
It is difficult to estimate the effect the change in temperature hact on the 
long term tests, which were undertaken to investigate, the creep behaviour 
of the structure. This is because the expansion and contraction under 
varying temperature conditions of the metal frame supporting the dial gauges 
were much greater than that associated with the chipboard material, consequently 
this change in the datum frame affected the displacement readings considerably.
5.21 TEST PROGRAMME AND LOADING
(a) Snow Load -
The British Standard Code of Practice, Chapter 5, requires a magnitude, of
2 . ,73,24kgf/m (15 lbs/sqft) snow load on plan area for roofs of limited
access. . . . .
The maximumlload considered during the tests was 100 kgf/m (20,5 lbs/sqft), 
and exceeded therefore the requirements by 25%. q. .
In order to determine the behaviour mode of the structure when under load, 
with regard to linearity and to observe the critical limits where certain 
panels start to buckle, the load was applied in five increments of 
20 kgf'/m each. , . *
The following loading cases were considered:
1. uniformly distributed load on full plan ! '
2. uniformly distributed load on half plan (lateral section)
3. uniformly distributed load on half plan (longitudinal section)
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By taking advantage of the symmetry of the structure, displacement recorders 
(dial gauges) were positioned over one quarter of the structure,:therefore 
two tests each had to be carried out for cases 2. and 3. for the loaded and 
unloaded halves. -
For each of the five loading cases five tests were carried out for a
' ?uniformly distributed load of 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 kgf/m . The total
load intensities for these increments were 388, 765, 1160, 1550 and 1931 kg
2 'respectively on a reduced plan area of 20m . The dead weight of the model 
structure is 517 kg.
The positioning of displacement gauges and the node numbering system is 
illustrated in figure 30.
Altogether readings for 44 dial gauges were recorded during the tests;
12 of them indicating horizontal displacements. Due to the geometrical 
arrangement of the dome section the readings for the resultant horizontal 
displacements can be resolved in their x,y components, while for the vault 
part of the structure only readings in the x-directions were available.
Loading .
The loading devices and the method of load application has already been 
discussed (4.3), so only a few words about the distribution of the load 
remain to be said.
In order to apply a.-.uniform load on plan a method of allocating the 
appropriate influence areas to the nodes had to be found. The solution is
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For practical reasons only nodes 1-2,4 could be loaded, because of the 
location of the remaining nodes 25-45 which lie in the same vertical plane, 
thus making it impossible to suspend weight platforms from the inside of 
the structure. The influence areas of these nodes had to be disregarded 
therefore and the loaded area on plan was reduced by one third of the full 
plan area (from 30 to 20 m“). However it was assumed that by neglecting 
these nodes, the actual influence on the overall vertical deflections 
of the structure would be very small indeed, as vertical displacements in 
the lower vertical part of the structure are small due to the geometric 
arrangement of the surfaces, which are in line with the prevailing acting 
forces, and are directly supported from the base.
(h) Concentrated Load
The BS CP3, Ch. 5 requires a concentrated load of 90,8 kg (200 lbs) on 
2any 32,25 cm (5 sqin)to be considered in design. Accordingly two tests 
were executed and nodes 2 and 9, which displayed the largest displacements 
during the previous tests, were loaded alternatively with a 90 kg point load.
(c) Creep
In order to investigate the behaviour of the structure under sustained 
loading creep tests lasting for five days were carried out.
The structure was tested under a uniformely distributed load in four '
2increments from 20 to 80 kgf/m and was allowed to recover for two days 
between each of the increments.
5.22 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
(a) Short Term Tests:
Before the test series was commenced, the structure was initially loaded
2with 40 kgf/m’ U.D.L. over full plan to take care of small gaps at the 
connections and to generally enable the structure to bed down.
After the construction of the prototype had been completed, local buckling 
due to lack of fit in the upper parts of the structure was observed near 
ridges 2* - 131 and 2’ - 1’ prior to loading (see Fig. 30).
Tills lack of fit was due to slackness in the taped connections of these
panels, which'was caused by repetitive folding and unfolding of the vault
sections of the antiprismatic layer and by leaving the vault sections erected
and unstiffened for long periods of time during trials in the early stages 
of manufacture. The light metal frame, which was erected in order to 
support the unstiffened layer during these trials, did not completely prevent 
gradual slipping in the adhesive of the tape connections as was expected 
initially.
Consequently the upper part of the vault sections were left with geometric 
imperfections before the stiffening elements were introduced.
When the first series of tests was commenced, these panels buckled further
2under the sustained load of 80 kgf/m .
Further buckling occured because it was originally intended to combine short 
and long term tests in one sequence by taking the first readings 5 minutes 
after loading, the second one hour after loading and the last reading 
21 hours after loading. ' The structure being then left to recover for three 
hours before the load intensity was increased again and the loading cycle 
was repeated for the next increment.
Before any further tests could be carried out, it was decided to repair all 
the joints of the ridge folds in the upper part of the vault section 
(fig. 30: 12-1-13-2-14 together with the corresponding laterally and 
longitudinally symmetric ridges).
This was performed by first ripping the outside tape off the joint, then
placing three square pieces of Sintilon (rigid PVC), which had been
vacuumformed to the correct angle, onto each ridge and finally fixing these 
pieces independently from each other by double-sided self-adhesive tape, 
which had been previously applied, and bolting them securely to both of the 
intersecting panels with the same spring toggles which had been used for the 
connections of the inner layer panels (plate 32>3). The gaps between the 
Sintilon pieces were taped over and levelled with the rise of the Sintilon 
pieces by sticking small chi.pboard pieces on top.
The repaired joint was then taped over.
The result of the operation is illustrated on plate 32>4.
Detailed illustrations of the buckling mode of the panels before repair 
and the repaired connections are shown on plates 32 and 33:
Plate 32>1 depicts the nearside half of the top part of the vault section 
shortly after the erection and assembly of the structure had been completed,j xIt can be clearly seen that the panel near ridge 2 * - 14 (compare with 
fig. 30) is buckled and that the outside tape has debonded in the area where 
buckling is greatest.
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Plate 32.
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Plate 33.
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The same situation, but after the first (preliminary) test series,is 
illustrated on plate 33>1, where it can be seen that buckling of the top
, Ipanel has increased in intensity and has extended to ridges 2-14, 14-2 and 
14I-1I.
I I>4 shows a closer view of ridges 14-2 -14 from above, while >2 is a close-up
of the same area when seen from the front. Here it is clearly shown that
I Iridge 2 -rl4 has been shortened due to compressive stresses, which caused 
the two adjacent panels to bulge alternatively outward and inward in the 
nearside and farside halves of this ridge fold.
The tape connection is under considerable shear stress and the adhesive has
partially debonded.
>5 shows the successful repair of this ridge, where nearly all thebulge 
could be eliminated. >6 is a close up.
After the repairs had been completed the test programme was started from 
the beginning.
The revised loading.cycles were much shorter. Before the load was applied 
initial readings were taken, the first readings were taken one. minute after 
loading and the last, one hour after loading. The structure was then allowed 
to recover for three hours whilst the load was changed-.
The next loading cycle started with initial readings being taken.
In this way it was possible to complete two tests within.one working day.
Due to the large number of dial gauges, which had to be read within a 
very short period, and the size of the structure a systematic routine had to 
b e e s t ab 1 i s h e d.
The quarter of the structure which was covered by dial gauges was divided 
into four sections, two upper ones and two lower ones. A team consisting 
of two persons each took readings for each one of the four sections. One 
person read the. dial gauges while the other wrote the figures down.
Thus it was possible to take readings of all the 44 gauges in less than two 
minutes,
During these tests slight buckling of panels near the base as well as in 
the middle panels near the lateral center line could be observed.
However the structure appeared to recover after the load was taken off.
(b) Long Term Tests
Initial readings were taken before the load was applied, one minute 
readings were taken after loading and the next reading was taken seven hours 
after loading. Two readings were taken during a x^orking day. The next days 
readings were taken after 24 hours of loading and then again after a seven 
hour interval.
The load was left for five days, so that altogether ten readings were 
obtained, then the structure x^ as unloaded and. left to recover for’two days, 
when the next cycle started with taking initial'readings.
During the second, third and fourth increments the temperature was recorded 
with a maximum-minimum txtfo-bulb thermometer.
2 * V' - .After the third increment tests (60 lcgf/m ) buckling of the inner layerI I .. . .
top panel betx-7een nodes 6 and 7 was observed and recorded (plate 32>2) .
In addition outx^ard buckling of the panels of the antiprismatic layer .
near the boundaries occured, increasing in intesity after the fourth
i -increment tests were completed.
Plate 32>5 stuws this phenomenon near nodes 54 and 52 ", >6 is a close up
Iof the area around node 52 .
The movements of the base in vertical directions were recorded for all tests 
as a part'of the testing routine in order to detect the influences of these 
movements on the deflection readings of the structure.
5.23 TEST RESULTS
The results of the displacement readings for the tests described, in the 
• last paragraph are illustrated in graphs (figures 32 \to;. 42) , .
(a) Movement of the Base:
On average the base deflected under maximum load by 0,13 mm. The maximum 
deflection occurred under half plan loading (loaded half) and was 0,38 mm. 
Considering that, the maximum deflections on the structure .x*7ere in the order 
of about a hundred times, higher than the maximum deflection of the base it 
x^ as not attempted to superimpose these, deflections on the displacements of 
the structure. . . . . . . .
The loading cycle for the creep tests was 7 days.
Load/displacement diagrams were drawn for nodes situated along significant 
arch-sections of the structure.
•These arch-sections which were considered are illustrated in fig. 30 (p.186) 
and incorporate two arches in the vault section of the structure (no. 1 and 2) 
where 1 is the lateral cross section, two arches in the dome section (10 and
12), where 12-121 is the longitudinal cross section of the structure.
Vertical and horizontal displacements are given in the load/displacement 
diagrams.
For rapid perception of the displacement behaviour of the structure the 
deflected shapes of these arches were drawn. In addition the horizontal 
displacements were illustrated separately on plan drawings for tiro horizontal 
rings A and B.
For loading cases 2 and 3 (half plan load) the corresponding unloaded 
symmetrical arch-sections were illustrated too.
Thus a sufficiently complete picture of the deflection behaviour can be 
obtained.
Load/displacement diagrams and deflected shapes for the three loading cases 
are given in figures 32-37.
These will be now briefly discussed:
Case I-, Uniformly distributed load on full span (fig. 32 and 33) :
The overall deflection pattern is very much as might be expected. Maximum 
displacements are the vertical ones and occur at nodes 8 and 9. For 
maximum load these are 12,5 mm correspondingly, or 1/360 of the lateral and 
1/585 of the longitudinal span.
The maximum horizontal displacements were recorded at node 30 and are in 
the order of 6,25 mm for maximum load.
Displacements in both directions are much smaller in the dome section of the 
structure than in the vault section, node 1 being the apex of the dome and 
the. outermost one of the nodes along the top ridge of the vault part 
experiences the largest deflections with 7,3 mm for maximum load.
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DEFLECTED SHAPES AND 'LOAD DISPLACEMENT DIAGRAMSL„ U O l I I i ^  i i _ o  w i_  i ~ ~
ARCHSECTI0M5 © a ®  AND HORIZONTAL' RINGS @ & ( B )  UDL FULL SPAN
Deflected shapes arc shown for 40, 80, 100 krj/in load only ; Dotted line imjicalcs.lOOk«j/m‘readinijs after i hour ( 
Displacement scales am shown on the dellectcd shape-dii!cjrams;For dimensional scale of the prototype structure:Sides of squares there represent 0.45m
Siqn convention for displacements v6 h :
HORIZONTAL (h) + —b- outwards the longitudinal centre line of the vault part (nodet l-11 )
 .J.- inwards the longitudinal ecuti.n line pi the vault par t (node 1-1 )
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DEFLECTED SHAPES .AND LOAD DISPLACEMENT DIAGRAMS
* F iO :3 3  ■' ARCH SECTIONS AND (10) UDL ON FULL SPAN
Deflected shapes arc shown for 40, 00, 100 l«j/m7loaci only ; Dotted line indicates lOOkg/nfreatlinys after 1 hour (creep) 
Displacement scales ate shown on the delloctut! shape-diayrams; For dimensional scale of the prototype structure:
Sides of s; pistes thoie represent O.dlim
Siyn convention for displacement* v6i, :
VtHTICAL(v) • , {••■HOfU20NTAL (h) + *-{■-*• outwards the longitudinal centre lino ol the vault part (node 1-1 )
„  ...j... inwards the longitudinal centie line of the vault pm t (node 1-1* )
DEFLECTED SHAPES_a\ND LOAD DISPLACEMENT ^ DIAGRAMS
FIG. 34
Disnlaccment scales are shown on the ticliccted shape-diagrams; r-or oimcnsionai some wi uiu1 Sides of squares there represent 0.4bm.
Sign convention for displacements v6h •
HOnlzOhlTAL (Ii) '  ^ -*+*• outwards the longitudinal centre line of the vault part (node 1-1' )_  inwards the longitudinal centre line of the vault par t (notiu 1-1’ )
DEFLECTED SHAPES AND LOAD DISPLACEMENT DIAGRAMS
F I G .  35 ■ ■ A R C H S E C T I O N S © - ®  A ®  AND ARCHSECTIONS a (iO) IJDL HALF SPAN LT.
Dot looted shapes arc shown for 40, 30, 100 kcj/mTood only ; Dotted line indicates.lOOkg/m3 readings after '( hour (creep) 
Displacement scales aie shown.on the deflected shapedliagrams; For dimensional scale of the prototype structure:
Sides of squares there represent 0.40m
Sign convention for displacements v5h :VERTICAL (v) { + , ..HORIZONTAL (h) + --I-- outwaids the longitudinal centre line or the vault part (node 1-1 )
-- -„L- inwards the lorigUudinal centie line of the vault part (node 1-1* }
DEFLECTED SHAPES . AND LOAD DISPLACEMENT lDI'AGRAMIS L i O
FIG.36 ARCHSF.CTIONS © & ©  A N D  HORIZONTAL RINGS i / ) & ©  UDL 1/2 SPAN LG.
Deflected shapes are shown for 40 , 30, 100 kg/n/load.only ; Dotted line indicates 10QI<tj/m‘ readings after 1 hour (creep) 
Displacement scales are shown on the deflected shape-diu'grams; For dimensional scale of the prototype structure:
Sidus of squares them repiescnt 0.45m  
Sign convention for displacements v6 h : . . .  ‘ '•
VERTICAL (v). t + , . . . .  , , , . ' . - . i - ,  -H O R IZ O N T A L  (h) + -rh " outwards the longitudinal centre line of the vault part (node 1-1 )
 inwards the lonyitucliiKit centre lino of the vault part (node M  )
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DEFLECTED SHAPES AND LOAD DISPLACEMENT DIAGRAMS
■ FIG . 37 A R C H S EC T IO N S  @ - ( 1 ? )  AND iflO) & @ . UOL ON HALF SPAN LG.
Deflected siinpes are shown for 40, 80, 100 l«j/m3lond only ; Dotted line indicates 100kg/mJrendings after 1 hour (creep) 
Displacement scales are shown on the deflected shapc-diagrams; For.dimensional scale of the prototype structure:
Sides of squares there represent 0.4'om
Sign convention for displacomeuts v6|, :
VERTICAL (v) l + , t -  • • i ,HORIZONTAL (h) + -*-1-*- outwards the longitudinal centre line of the vault part (node 1-1 )
— inwards the longitudinal centre line of the vault part (node 1-11)
The negative vertical displacement of node 30 is obviously caused by its 
large horizontal displacement, which forces the panels near the boundary 
to rotate around the outermost horizontal edge and therefore cause .the.; 
nodes on the same level as node 30 to lift up.
As can be seen from the graphs, the assumptions for loading the reduced area
from 5. 21 proved to be valid.
Case 2, U.D.L. on half span (fig. 34 and 35):
Again the overall displacement pattern is conventional. Maximum deflections 
occur at node 8 and are generally about one third less in magnitude than 
for case 1. The maximum horizontal displacements at node 30 are in the order 
of 3mm and aboiit half of the ones for case 1. I
Case 3, U.D.L. on half span (longitudinal) (fig. 36 and 37):
The maximum deflections occur again at node 8 and. have values of 10,5.mm which
are only marginally smaller than for case 1; , -
For sustained loading (1 hour readings indicated by dotted line) the 
readings inrease by about 25%.
. On the unloaded,half. of the structure the vertical displacements are ' .
II 1 II . > • >; tt ’ h inegative for nodes 14 • and 24 m  arch 1. and for nodes 30 and 23
in arch 2. (fig. 36).
The maximum negative vertical displacements occur on the level of nodes 
23XXX and 24XX and are of the order of 1,5-2,0 ram. The maximum deflections 
along the longitudinal centre line are only about 45% of the deflections 
for case 1 at these positions.
(c) Creep Tests ■ .
The results of the creep tests are given in the form of time/displacement
2graphs for four loading. increments of., 20, 40, 60 and. 80 kgf/m These
graphs are accompanied by the corresponding time/temperature graphs for the
■ - - - 2 • ■ load increments 40, 60 and 80 kgf/m . - ' - •“ ; • - . .
Typical graphs are shown for nodes 1,2,9 and .30 (vertical and horizontal 
displacements) and are illustrated in figures 38’ and 41. *' r
As can be observed from fig. 32 and 33, the displacements for these nodes 
had the largest values. ' ‘ 5 •
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The creep diagrams will now be briefly discussed:
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Node 1 (fig. 38):
The curves rise steeply to an average value of 220% of the initial 
deflections for a time span of 31 hours, from there on the rate of creep 
is still high, but a linear relationship, between time and displacements 
appears to exist.
The displacement values for the 103 hours readings are for the first 
increment 200%, for the second 280%, for.the third 230% and for the fourth 
216% of their initial displacements.
The deflections ofthe first increment occur in a somewhat unpredictable 
manner between 48 and 103 hours.
The explanation to be offered is the behaviour of the datum frame due to 
considerable temperature changes which distorted the readings.
Consequently the readings for the displacements are a function ol: the 
deformation of the. structure as well as of the expansion and contraction
of the frame.
However, no temperature readings are available for the first load increment, 
so that only the evidence from the other readings can serve as a guide.
When observing the temperature graphs the relationship can be studied.
For an increase in temperature, the frame will expand and the displacement 
readings will decrease, because the gauges, which were suspended from the 
frame, will move upwards, The opposite can be observed, when the 
temperature decreases.
Node 2 (fig.39):
The deflection patterns are in agreement with those for node X, but the 
overall magnitudes of the deflections are about one third larger.
The influence of temperature on the frame is even more exaggerated for the 
lower two increments.
For maximum load intensity the rate of creep is high and the percentage 
values with regard to the initial readings are as follows:
after 7 hours 156%, after 31 hours 193% and after 103 hours 223%.
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TEMPERATURE °C --------- M A X .-----------  MIN.----------
FIG.38 NODAL DISPLACEMENT /  TIME
FOR UDL. 20,40/60,80 kg/m2
TEMPERATURE /  TIME 
FOR UDL. 40,60,80 kg/rn2
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TEMPERATURE °C — ----  M A X .----------- M IN.—
FIG.40 NODAL DISPLACEMENT /  TIME I TEMPERATURE /  TIME
FOR UDL. 20,40,60,80 kg/m2 \ FOR' UDL. 40,60.80 kg/m2
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Node 9 (fig. 40):
The creep behaviour of node 9 is similar in magnitude and pattern to node 2. 
Node 30 (fig. 41):
For vertical displacements, the values are very small and so is the rate 
of creep.
For horizontal displacements the values are considerably smaller than that 
for the other nodes described here and the reduction in displacement values 
between 48h and 103h as was observed in the other graphs, does not appear.
Permanent plastic deformation:
In order to demonstrate the recovery potential of the structure no-load 
readings were taken after the creep tests were completed. .
These readings were recorded over an identical period of time as the one 
for the creep tests. • - : •
Figure 42 shows typical initial readings for the test and the post-test 
period. As temperature readings were taken at the same time the 
influence on the displacement readings, can again be .seen. ‘ .
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As could be expected, the rate of plastic deformation rises non-1ineararily 
with the increase in loading intensity during the test period. For node 9, 
which is illustrated, the plastic extension, after the structure had 
recovered from the first increment loading, is limn, after the end of the 
second increment it is 4mm and after the third 4,2 nun, rising eventually 
to 10 mm after the tests were completed.
The last value represents a tenfold increase over the first increment.
At the end ofthe recovery period of 28 days, making a total of 56 days 
for the completed test the. node recovers about 25% of the maximum set, 
leaving a permanent deformation of 7,3 mm.
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5.3 WIND TUNNEL TESTS
5.31 THE EXPERIMENTAL WIND TUNNEL METHOD
The use of models in order to determine the pressures acting on the 
structure exerted by wind forces is a convenient approach, when the '.analysis 
is difficult and the. number of variables involved overwhelming.
In order that a model should behave in a similar fashion to the prototype 
the following similarities should exist:
i) geometric similarity
ii) kinematic similarity: in hydraulic flow problems it will be
essential to create kinematic similarity even if the boundaries 
of the model are created on the basis of geometric similarity by 
making flow patterns in the model similar to those in the 
prototype,
iii) dynamic similarity: in order that the velocities should bear 
correct ratio in the model test and in reality, it would be 
necessary for forces which cause acceleration to be similar.
In general for forces to be similar, dynamical similarity must 
be established.
However wind tunnel investigations on civil engineering structures are 
subjected to certain limitations with regard to fulfilling the similarity
requirements. These have to be realised and taken into account when such
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investigations are being attempted. Geometric similarity may be readily 
established with a model linearily scaled to be as large as possible without 
interfering with the airflow in the vicinity of the tunnel walls. But as 
the prototype is rarely positioned on an elevated and exposed site, where 
the airstream is free from interference by other buildings or ground 
features, the assumptions for the windtunnel model are essentially 
idealised ones. In order to simulate all the possible interferences it would 
be necessary to construct an exact replica of the surroundings to the 
prototype, which require not only an elaborate model but also a large and 
expensive windtunnel. Moreover all these efforts would still not satisfy 
the scale effects completely.
Dynamic similarity can not be completely achieved either because the rafio 
between inertia and viscous forces, expressed by Reynolds number, can not 
be satisfied. . “
Reynolds number is given by the relationship
R = pV.1 or by substituting with u = ]£
6 U p
R = V.1 ' .
e u
Reynolds number
velocity of flow of fluid - ■
a linear dimension
density of fluid (air) .
viscosity ‘ * .. • - -
kine matic viscosity
As Hollaway and Bell (7) expressed it in their paper, it can be seen from 
the relationship, that, 11 if dynamical similarity exists between model and 
prototype in a windtunnel analysis the product of velocity and linear- 
dimension for the two structures will be equal; this assumes the fluid flowing 
over the structure is the same. If, as is the case with the present 
experimental test, the windtunnel is capable of producing a wind speed of 
100 m.p.h. and the geometric scale factor between the two structures is. 10, 
then the windspeed over the prototype would be 10 m.p.h. This would 
indicate a windspeed within the uniform flow region. Uniform flow is 
characterised by low velocities and viscous sluggish fluids (such as water) 
whereas the windtunnel model is certainly in a turbulent flow region which is 
associated with high velocities and low viscosities,1'
1.
where:
Re
V
1
P
y
u
-  2 1 0  ~
It is obvious that the Reynolds number attainable in the. windtunnel is much 
lower than that of the full size structure, so that laminar separation may 
occur on the model but not at full scale.
Thus a windtunnel analysis on a civil engineering structure will have to be 
carried out with the restrictions in mind, that neither complete geometrical 
similarity, nor complete dynamical similarity, viz. equal Reynold numbers 
for the model and the prototype, can be achieved.
However it has been shown by other workers, that, when attempting to 
determine the pressures on the structure only, for sharp edged bodies 
Reynolds number and consequently the wind speed as well as the size of the 
model are unimportant. This is only valid for sharp edged bodies, where 
flow separation is likely to occur at certain windspeeds, and does not 
generally apply to structures with smooth curvatures!
When testing models it must be ascertained that the model is tested at a 
speed higher than the one where flow separation will occur which,for 
practical cases, is given by Gauld (5) as being greater than 7 iu/s otherwise 
the results will be false.
On structures with smooth curvatures flox* separation may be. introduced on 
the model by roughening the surface of the model.
Due to the very nature of the shape of the. folded surface of the. structure 
investigated in this research it could be safely assumed that flow 
separation will occur even at lower windspeeds and that readings obtained 
for pressures would be meaningful as they would be independant from Reynolds 
number.
In general a loading, system derived from.the windtunnel analysis can be 
applied to the geometrically similar model which is used for gravity load 
tests; the model analysis will then yield stresses and deflections which will 
be related to the prototype structure.
Because of the nature of the reaction frame required for a test arrangement 
enabling the application of wind loads on the nodal points of the large 
scale test model, these tests were not attempted.
Therefore, the windtunnel tests were arrived at determining the distribution 
and the magnitude of the windforces on the model, which could then be 
applied in an analytical analysis of the structure.
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For the design of structures for wind loading the following procedures 
are recommended in the British Standard Code of Practice (CP 3/Chapter 
V/Part 2, 1972) (3) by subsequent determination of:
i) basic windspeed for the loaction at which the structure is to be 
erected. The basic windspeed can be found from tables in CP3/V/2 
or in special cases from local meteorological offices. For Britain 
and the Channel Islands it lies between 40 and 52 m/s.
ii) the design wind speed from:
2. V =  V. S..S0.SQS 1 2  3
where:
V Design wind speed s
V basic wind speed 
factor of topography
S£ factor for building height and size as well 
as ground roughness 
Sg factor of statistical degree of security based
on the life of the structure
Values for can be obtained from the above source (3).
iii) the dynamic (stagnation) pressure from:
' .  -  *• i
where:
q stagnation pressure
k a constant of 0,0625, when metric units are
2used (kgf/m and m/s) •
iv) the pressure on any point of the surface of the structure 
exposed to wind from:
4. p = Cp . q
where:
p pressure at any point
0^ pressure coefficient as found from the wind tunnel
test
A negative value for C indicates suction, a positive value 
indicates pressure.
Finally the total windload on a structure may be obtained by vectorial 
summation of all the loads on the surfaces.
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Plate 31.
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5.32 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND TESTING PROCEDURE
The wind tunnel used for the experiments was a low-speed, open-circuit 
type tunnel with a working section of 60 x 60 cm and a maximum speed of 
100 m.p.h. (fig. 43afrom Bradshaw (2) p. 43)
The tunnel is composed offour main sections, which are
A) effuser, where the intake of the air is guided though a large
honeycomb screen in order to achieve unidirectional flow
B) the working section, where the model is positioned and the experiments' 
ar'e operated from
C) the diffuser, the largest section of,the tunnel, which guides the 
airstream to the outlet at its end, where it is discharged and
D) the driving unit, which is a fan powered by a regulated imput electric
motor and producing the airflow.
The wind tunnel is shown in plate 3Q>1 from the intake (effuser) end.
The model, which was required to represent the main features of the
prototype and be sufficiently strong to remain rigid, when subjected to an
100 m.p.h. airsteam from all directions, was constructed from 1,6 mm 
"Perspex" (PMMA).to a scale of 1:30 (plate 31>2).
It was mounted onto a circular base of 5mm hardboard, 52 cm in diameter, and
a 35 mm steel tube, threaded at one end and flanged at the other was fitted 
through the centre of the base plate and fixed to it by bolting.
The model was then positioned in the working section of the windtunnel 
(plate 31>1), by placing the base plate on a ground board mounted above 
the tunnel floor and clear of the natural boundary layer. The circular
base plate was fitted into a circular recess in the ground board, where the
model could be rotated on its plate into any desired direction.
Pressure measurement arrangement
In order to allow surface pressures to be measured 83 taping points made from
1,5 mm hyperdermic tubes, which were cemented into holes drilled through
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nodal points of the model, were fitted. Lengths of flexible plastic tubing 
were then connected to the steel hyperdermic tubes and lead through the 
tube in the base plate to a manifold, which was attached to the outside 
of the tunnel wall (plate 31>1). . . .  .
From there they were connected to a multitube manometer by thicker plastic 
tubes. The manometer which consisted of 48 individual tubes, was tilted 
to 40° to increase its sensitivity.
The arrangement- is shown in plate 30>2.
Surface Pressure Measurements
Because the static pressure is constant across a'thin layer of small
curvature, surface pressure measurements combined with total pressure  ...
traverses are adequate for measurements of velocity in boundary layers, and 
surface pressure measurements can be integrated over the surface to give 
the overall lift, pressure drag and’pitching moment on a structure.
The pressures on the model were taken from taping points on one half of 
the model.
The values taken from the manometer were directly related to the pressure , 
at that point. The actual pressure at a point is a combination of static 
and dynamic pressures.
A pitot tube was placed in the free air flow in front of the model and was 
used to measure static and dynamic pressures withih the tunnel. The pitot 
tube consists of two coaxial tubes, the inner tube faces the flow and 
measures the total pressure head or stagnation pressure, the other is open - 
to the stream only through small holes a distance back from the mouth and . 
gives the static head.
The pressure coefficient for a particular point on the structure is then 
obtained from the following formula . . .
1. CP
,h h N ,h h . ( m - a)-( s - a)
h “ h •
ht pressure at dynamic side of pitot static tube..
(manometer reading) 
hg pressure at static side of pitot static tube (manometer 
reading)
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h pressure at taping point (manometer reading)
h atmospheric pressure (manometer reading). a
When a sufficient number of pressure coefficients is known lines of equal 
pressure can be plotted on plan and elevation of the structure, thus 
showing the distribution of wind pressure.over it (figures 43 and 44).
.!~esLkyi Procedure:
Tests were carried*out for three different wind directions.
(1) wind blowing from the South
(2) wind blowing from the West
(3) wind blowing from the South-West
Cases (2) and (3) required two tests, one with .Westerly wind and one. with
Easterly wind the other with South-Westerly wind and with North-Easterly 
wind in order to produce full sets of results due to there being measuring 
points on only one half of 'the roof surface. The results from the two 
tests were superimposed to give a full set of results.
In order to verify the initial assumption that the readings obtained were 
independent of Reynolds number all tests were, carried out at wind speeds of 
80 m.p.b. and 40 m.p.h.» As the manometer had only 48 tubes and the total 
number required for simultaneous reading was 86 (83 taping points, 1 
atmospheric pressure, 1 pitot static pressure,’ 1 pitot. dynamic pressure) 
two tests had to be carried out for-each of the wind directions.
Velocity profile, and wind velocity - ' •
To verify that uniform flow existed in the. working section of the tunnel,
.a traverse in the horizontal and vertical directions of the wind tunnel 
working section in front of the ground plane and immediately above the 
model was made.using the pitot static tube. A uniform flow of air was 
within the working section. At the sides of the. tunnel, however, the 
boundary layer reduces the velocity to zero over a finite width. This width, 
however, is unimportant when undertaking the experimental work on the model.
The value of the uniform reading was taken as the velocity pressure and 
used to calculate the wind velocity from:
2. pv = puvf - .... ...
2 • •
where: - ■ ! • ‘
velocity pressure • - : ' • ’ . . .
* p >" density of fluid (air) \ ’•  ' - - ....v F ’ 1 -* *. -V wind velocity " ....... . . .  -
The. sequence of testing was as follows: . . .. .
1) The ground board was fitted in the tunnel and carefully levelled 
in all directions.
2) The model was placed on the ground board, rotated until the-' ' 
desired wind direction was achieved and then firmly clamped/in 
position. ■ . . . . .
3) Air flow through the tunnel was gradually increased up.to .. .
 maximum velocity. .
4) Upstream velocity profiles and mean wind velocity were . ■ -
deter mired by traversing the pitot-static tube'. ' '
, ’• 5) Pressure readings from all manometer tubes were recorded., ,
■5.33- TEST RESULTS . ■ *.. *,-V ‘ . ’ ■ ' . “ V /
The horizontal and vertical traverse measurements indicated that the 
airflow was uniform in the middle of the tunnel whereby>near the boundaries,: 
as was expected, the boundary layers were disturbed. ■ ;
The pressure coefficients, which were obtained for windspeeds of 4p and 
80 m.p.h. and for the three wind directions, appeared to be in an/, 
approximately, linear relationship with the velocity. This observation 
is in agreement with those of other workers (7), (4) and verified the • 
assumptions. ' .
Cp values for the different nodal points are listed■in table 26, it is thus - 
possible to determine the resultant forces by first finding the pressures . 
from (5.31.4) and then multiplying them with the influence area forteach 
node, which must be worked out in a similar way to figure 31 (p. 187) but- • > 
in space rather than in plan. Hence x,y,z components of the node force' - 
due to wind can be. obtained. - ; ,
Lines of equal pressure were plotted for wind'blowing from South. Two. 
methods were used (figures 43 and 44): " "' • . ■ • - >
The first (fig. 43),termed the"accurate solution, was obtained by carefully/ 
determining the pressure gradients on each of the lines which interconnect 
the taping points. '
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NODE WEST S0UT1I-WEST SOUTH NODE WEST SOUTH-WEST SOUTH
o° • 180° • r°. n5 135° .90° 0° 180° / r°45 135° . 90°
2 -0,664 -0,679 -1,15 -1,35 -1,06 22 -0,78 -0,496 -0,95 +0,011 -0,910
2 -0,741 -0,571 "1,37 -1,15 -1 ,11 23 -0,471 -0,496 -0,0934 -0,166 -0,92
1 -1,14 -0,745 -1,54 -1,13 -1,19 2 4 ' -0,824 -0,546 -0.884 +0,069 -0,92
8 -0,51 -0,596 -1,00 -1,1.7 -1,65 23 -0,475 -0,588 -0,86 -0,097 -0,925
9 -0,666 -0,510 -0,937 -1,08 -1,64 30 ■ -0,872 -0,727 -0,892 -1,09 +0,0185
8 -0,624 -0,534 -1,05 -0,98 -1,62 30 -0,830 -0,627 -0,420 -0,786 +0,074
7 -0.78 -0,506 +0,028 -0,94 -1,68 2.9 -1,16 -0,760 -0,525 -0,766 +0,0924
6 -1,0 -0,510 - 1,22 -0,871 -1,54 28 -1,34 -0,579 • +0,164 -0,731 -0,443
5 -1,02 -0,706 -1,24 -1,15 -0,95 27 -1,15 -0,534 +0,242 -0,720 -1,58
4 -1,43 -0,572 -1,36 -0,86 -1,15 26 -0,242 -0,530 +0,200 -0,725 -1,95
5 -1,16 -0,786 -1,30 ‘ -1,12 -0,977 25 -0,404 -0,467 -1,75 -0,75 -1,03
6 -1,12 -0,452 -0,648 -0,884 -1,33 26 +0,262 -0,504 -1,43 -0,739 -1-50
3 -0,765- -0,562 -1,06 -0,981 -0,96 . .27 -1,2 1 -6,457 -1,49 cl, 32 -0,938
8 . -0,688 -0,498 -1,20 -1,00 -0,94 28 -1,62 -0,57 -1,03 -1,76 -C',950
9 -0,644 -0,530 ~1,0S -0,95 . -0,95 29 -1,28 -0,72 -0,833 -1,02 -0,950
8 -0,641 ‘-0,632 -1,04 cl, 13 -0,95 30 -0,765 -0,655 -0,892 -0,726 -0,901
14 -0,633 -0,742 -1,56 - 1,21 -1,78 30 -0,731 -0,722 -0,858 -0,43 -0,964
U -0,840 -0,636 -1,81 -0,75 -1,98 41 -0,57 -0,58 +0,45 -0,83 +0,53
12 -1,39 -0,736 -0,92 -0,696 -1,90 42 -0,505 -0,557 +0,248 ' -0,795 +0,58
11 -0,667 -0,532 -1,70 -0,688 -1,41 41 -0,49 -0,482 -0,248 -0,749 +0,59
11 -1,58 -0,533 -1,79 -0,636 - 1,10 40 -0,669 -0,518 +0,28 -0,74-. +0,58
12 . -1,45 -0,679 -1 ,1 1 -0,750 -0,945 39 -0,830 -0,584 +0,318 -0,697 +0,56^
13 -0,83 -0,66 -1,00 -1,17 -0,93 38 -1,41 -0,580 +0,46 -0,716 +0,555
14 -0,614 -0,616 -0,95 -1,07 -1,00 37 -6,13 -0,485 +0,79 -0,740 +0,066
. 23 -0,535 -0,622 -0,187 -0,76 +0,304 36 -0,886 -0,580 +0,552 -0,70 +0,012
24 -0,443 -0,55 +0,107 -0,68 • +0,40 35 -0,049 -0,456 +0,86 -0,694 -0,446
23 -0,570 -0,50 +0,17 -0,662 +0,486 34 +0,228 -0,456 +0,94 -0,694 -0,25
22 -0,680 -0,527 +0,266 -0,645 +0,44 33 +0,715 -0,450 +0,4 -0,661 -1.20
21 -1,10 -0,465 +0,055 -0,645 +0,44 32 +0,79 -0,436 -0,49 -0,694 -1,43
20 -1,36 > -0,666 +0,291 -0,63 +0,323 31 +0,885 -0,393 -0,46 -0,650 -1,26
19 -0,985 -0,514 +0,392 -0,60 -1,54 32 +0,832 -0,393 -0,343 -0,680 -1,08
18 -0,134 -0,588 +0,516 -0,609 -0,184 33 +0,471 -0,380 -1,36 -0,755 -0,935
17 -0,069 -0,48 +0,392 -0,596 -0,674 34 -0,098 -0,410 -1,51 -0,8/4. -0,84
16 -1-0,50 -0,45 +0,0865 -0,587 -1,88 35 -0,452 -0,39 -J.,45 -1,25 -0,832
15 +0,44 -0,465 -1,32 -0,612 -1,44 36 +0,303 -0,594 -1,15 -1,47 -0,806
16 +0,44 -0,45 -0,561 -0,64 -1 ,1 1 37 -1,155 -0,571 -1,05 -1,39 -0,830
17 +0,164 -0,45 -2,03 -0,716 -1,00 38 -1*45 -0,56 -0,96 -0,252 -0,835
18 -1,13 -0,535 -1,51 -1,10 -0,56 39 -0,847 -0,545 -0,91 -0,466 -0,800
19 -0,013 -0,605 -1 ,1 1 -1,46 -0,935 .40 -0,756„,v.-0,45 -0,91 +0,123 -0,777
2.0 -1,47 -0,580 -1,03 +0 ,111 -0,900 41 -0,605 -0,485 -0,86 -0,133 -0,755
01 -1,14 -0,540 -0,97 -0,581 -0,92 42 -0,57 -0,535 -0,963 +0,253 -0,734
41 -0,586 -0,519 -0,63 +0,025 -0,755
Tabic 2.6 Values of Pressure Coefficients (C ) Obtained 
<it 80 m.p.li, Wind Speed
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The second one (fig.44), termed "approximate" solution, was obtained by 
considering only the values of the main nodes, which represent peaks 
and are situated on the lateral area of a corresponding cylinder.
It is shown, however, that the patterns of pressure distribution are 
quite distinctly different for the folded surface and for a shell, the 
former follows essentially the folds of the surface and is therefore 
much more complex.
The contour lines in figure 43 indicate that beside a small area which is 
essentially perpendicular to the wind, the whole structure is under 
suction. Suctionincreases rapidly in the higher parts of the structure 
facing the wind until it reaches its peak value on the second:.ridge 
(elevation, when counting from the base). Towards the central ridge 
(plan), suction then decreases gradually over the leeward part of the 
structure.
It can further be seen that suction is stronger for the peak nodes 
(the surfaces projecting outwards) than for the valley nodes (surfaces 
...projecting inwards).
5.4 ANALYTICAL APPROACH
. At the present time most of the design methods available for the analysis 
of folded surface structures do not yield solutions that are sufficiently 
accurate even for the simpler forms of folded surface structures.
It is therefore necessary to find a method of analysis that is capable of 
dealing with complex folded surface structures such as described in this 
work.
Parallel to the experimental investigations which were carried out by the 
author an attempt was made by Price (9) and Young (14) to find an.analytical 
solution for the mathematical analysis of the structure employing the finite 
element method.
The finite element method of analysis is not a rigorously exact method,
m
but by employing sufficient elements it is possible to obtain results to 
a high degree of accuracy.
A generalised computer program was developed for the analysis of folded 
surface structures incorporating triangular elements subjected to plane 
stress only, which may be used for both isotropic and orthotropic 
materials. The program is particularly suited to such folded surface 
structures where the connections between the plates may be considered as a
~  2 2 2
friction free hinge. The program was then used to analyse the V2D structure 
for loading cases where experimental results were available.
With the analysis it was intended to verify the hypothesis that for tliis 
structure bending stiffness is negligible and to predict the deformations 
and stresses induced by various loading patterns.
A brief description of the method, the assumptions and the limitations of 
this approach will be given in the following, for further reading (9) and 
(14) are referred to. ‘
5.41 THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
In recent years great advances, .have been made in structural analysis due to 
the increased use of digital computers.
One of the most.significant steps in this development has been the matrix 
formulation of structural problems where a structure is considered -to be 
made up of elementary components and the relationship between loads and 
displacements of each component are derived from the stress/strain propertie 
of the material.
At each common joint, equilibrium and compatibility conditions have to be 
satisfied; this results in a set of simultaneous equations leading to the 
solution of the. problem.
Since skeletal structures, such as pin-jointed and rigidly jointed trusses, 
are made up of a number of distinct components, they can be readily solved 
by matrix methods.
However, for a continuous system, such as a surface structure, the actual 
continuum must be approximated by- an assemblage of elements before this 
method can be applied.
In the finite element method the continuum is divided into a number of 
plate elements which are interconnected at their nodes only.
This subdivision means that continuity requirements between adjacent 
elements are relaxed except at the nodal points. However, the. individual 
elements are constrained to deform in specific, patterns, depending upon 
the choice'of displacement function for the element, so that, although 
continuity is only specified at the nodal points, the displacements of the 
edges of the elements are also influenced.
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Once the initial subdivision of the continuum has been made and the 
stiffness matrices of the individual elements have been established, the 
steps in the finite element solution are identical with those of the 
conventional matrix analysis of structures.
A considerable amount of research work has been conducted into this 
method of analysis and the studies have shown, that solutions to a high 
degree of accuracy can be obtained.
Application of the Finite Element Method to Folded Surface Structures
Continuum structures, whether they are of the folded type or of the 
continuously curved type, normally’exhibit both, in-plane and flexural 
action.
The folded surface configuration can be simply divided into a number of flat . 
plane elements, since it consists of a series of plane components.
The continuously curved surface of a shell can also be approximated by a 
series -of flat plate elements provided these are sufficiently small.
In this investigation triangular elements were considered having a node 
at each corner. Each element was assumed to be only subjected to in-plane 
stresses, thus, in order to preserve continuity between elements, two 
components of displacements are considered at each node.
These displacements consists of the two linear movements in x and y, where 
the x-axis was defined as being parallel to the major principal axis of the 
material. . ' ■
5.42 IDEALISATION OF MATERIAL AND STRUCTURE AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE:
ANALYSIS .
The pasted chipboard material, as.has been shown from the experimental work 
in 5.1, is an anisotropic material, possessing .two principal directions along 
which the maximum and minimum values of strength and modulus of. elasticity 
occur. ; - • 5.
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The structure had been designed and manufactured with these considerations 
in mind, hence all panels had been cut so that the major principal E-value
predominantly circumferential, (circumferential refers to plan area of 
structure). As the material was also found to possess viscoelastic properties 
it was necessary,for the purpose of linear analysis, for value of E to be 
chosen representative of the stresses and strains at the particular loading.
The following idealised concepts were assumed and are compared with the 
actual strueture:
Actual Structure . Finite Element Idealization
plates plates are sub-divided into
was aligned with a meridian, and the minor principal E-value was
triangular elements •
joints are either true folds 
in the material or flexible 
tape hinges which are both 
continuous 
stress distribution 
within a plate is unknown 
but will certainly vary
does not distinguish between 
■ folds and tape but replaces both 
with a discreet number of nodes
manufacturing tolerances 
will cause ’internal lack
only.one average value of stress 
is obtainable per element, a 
displacement function has been 
chosen which leads to a tendency 
to underestimate the stress, 
difficult to incorporate 
realistically
of fit hence produce initial 
stresses within the structure
live loads applied to locally 
reinforced platforms 
changeable constraints are 
not on true axes of symmetry due 
to structural/loading 
imperfections
has dead loading due to 
self weight
dead load not considered, the 
analysis uses undeformed 
co-ordinates
loads applied at nodes only O
assumed mathematically perfect
The broad assumptions on which the analysis was founded are: 
1} Bending and torsional stiffness are negligible
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2) In-plane stiffness predominates •
3) The structure is'both linear and conservative and all
constraints are conformable
4) The material is orthotropic and linearly elastic - ‘ -
5) The folds of the structure transmit zero bending
moment between adjacent plates * / '
6) The structure is free from buckling .
5.43 LOADING CASES ANALYSED , .. . . .
The following loading cases were considered in the analysis: * :
a) Dead Load • .
Dead'loads were chosen to correspond to the values used during the
2experimental work and were representative of a snow load of 20 kg/m , 
where it was assumed that the stresses and deflections were within .the
elastic range, so that comparison with the xperimental results could be
made.' ■'
The structure was analysed for U.D.L. over full plan (case 1) and for 
U.D.L. over alternative halves of the plan (cases 2 & 3) ‘ .
' 9  * ,
b) Wind Load
The data obtained for the pressure coefficients from the wind tunnel 
tests were used to determine the acting forces for each node. The structure 
was then analysed for a wind speed corresponding to 20 m/s (46 m.p.h.) 
blowing for two directions, from west and from south.
5.44 THEORETICAL RESULTS
Results for stresses and displacements were obtained for the above loading 
cases.
-However, the investigation revealed a discrepancy between experimental and
2finite element displacements; at a loading increment of 20 kg/m , which is 
20% of the maximum load, a factor of about 30 was seen to exist between the 
experimental and theoretical results.- ‘
Further reference to this phenomenon appears in the next chapter.
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Figure 45 compares, the experimental and analytical displacements of the 
first load increment for arch sections 1, 2 and 12. For the sake of 
comparison the scale for the analytical displacements was chosen 30 times 
larger than the experimental values.
It can be seen that the patterns of the deflected shapes are in good 
agreement.
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
INTRODUCTION
When concluding the investigations described and illustrated in the 
previous chapters it appears sensible to return to the initial phases 
of the research project and to recapture the. aims,    j
A comparison of the results of the work 'j with'
the aims will permit a judgement to be made as to the success 
after investigation.
In brief the aims of the research project were the following:
1. Investigate paperboard materials in view of their potential 
use as self-supporting materials for lightweight engineering structures.
2. Investigate suitable structural forms which paperboard 
material could be applied to.
3. Synthesise 1. and 2. by selecting a particular paperboard 
and deciding on the most suitable structural concept for this material.
On this basis develop an elemental building system suitable for mass- 
manufacture and self-help construction.
4. Check the structural and architectural qualities of the 
outcome by designing and constructing a large scale prototype. Deter­
mine its structural behaviour under load experimentally and check 
against results obtained by analytical techniques.
With references to these aims the following achievements are listed:
Chapter Six
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1. The material paper and paperboard was outlined and its 
origin, manufacture and physical and other properties were described.
The commonly, produced paperboard grades were surveyed.and methods of 
improving their properties with regard to their proposed use as a 
building material exposed to external influences given.
2. A concise survey of structures and buildings constructed 
from paperboard was established, organised and classified, and finally 
critically reviewed.
3. As a direct result of 1. and 2. pasted chipboard was chosen 
as the material and folded surface structures further investigated for the 
structural form.
A survey of folded surface structures was commenced and a general' outline 
of a taxonomy of these structures with regard to their positions in the 
field of surface structures and an outline of a morphology with regard to 
the geometrical and structural parameters determining the structural form 
was established. A brief outline of their historical background and 
development was given.
Antiprismatic folded surface structures were further investigated and a 
familiarisation with their geometric principles took place. Based on their 
geometry a versatile building system was developed and the potential 
application in architecture was highlighted, A' specific design was 
developed for a nursery and later another one for a temporary theatre (not 
shown here). ■
4. From the large number of possible "Instafold" forms a 
design was selected and further developed for construction from 4.7 mm 
thick pasted chipboard. A 75% full size prototype was manufactured and 
erected in the laboratory. Material tests were carried out and the 
elastic constants, moduli of elasticity in tension and bending and 
Poisson's ratio, as well as ultimate tensile strength were determined and 
compared with traditional engineering materials. Gravity load tests were
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performed on the prototype and its short term and creep behaviour under 
load was established. Windtunnel investigations were carried out on a 
small scale model of the prototype and the wind pressure and its 
distribution over the structure determined.
In conjunction with the experimental analysis an attempt was made by - 
two of the author’s colleagues to develop a method of analysis for 
"Instafold” - structures and a computer program based on the finite element 
method was written. - •
Under three separate headings (material-structure-analysis) these 
achievements will be critically analysed in more depth and suggestions 
for future research and. development work in these directions will be 
given in the following.
6.1 THE MATERIAL - / •
6.11 Mechanical Properties:
The mechanical properties of pasted chipboard are roughly similar to 
those of other wood-based materials like hardboard or plywood and some 
plastics, particularly unreinforced thermoplastics.
This means, that for a given weight, paperboard possesses strength values 
comparable to other, more traditional engineering materials excluding 
metals, while its modulus of elasticity is generally loxvrer.
These values, hox?ever, can be substantially increased by impregnating 
the material with resins or other suitable chemicals.
Owing to the particular method of its manufacture on continuous machines, 
paperboard is a highly anisotropic material.
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In a sheet of paperboard the fibres are predominantly orientated in the 
’machine' direction where strength and stiffness of a board are greatest.
■Strength and stiffness decrease gradually at increasing angles to the 
machine direction until the lowest values are reached at 90°, the cross­
direction.
The largest steps in the decrease of mechanical properties were noticed 
between 0° and 30° to the. machine direction.
Impregnating paperboard with resin not only leads to a marked increase of 
dimensional stability and the protection from humidity, but also the 
strength and stiffness of the material roughly doubles and the anisotropy - 
the relation of the'strongest to the weakest direction - decreases by 
approximately 300%.
As in any sandwich-construction the stiffness-values of a multiply paper­
board can be improved by using higher grade material for the outer plies 
(layers), a method commonly employed in the production of packaging and 
other paperboards.
For the overall strength of the laminate the bocnd between the individual 
plies is of utmost importance and great care has to be taken during 
manufacture to secure, a uniformally high standard of lamitations. 
Alternative lamitation-techniques for larger sheet sizes and calipers 
must be further investigated as well as other adhesives in order to secure 
the lasting properties of a paperboard subjected to external exposure.
Creep:
Similar to plastics materials sustained•loading causes noticable changes 
in the mechanical properties of paperboard.
The creep behaviour of the material is typical for engineering materials, 
e.g. the rate of creep is high initially and decreases gradually with time. 
When designing for materials like paperboard and plastics it is necessary 
to employ a new approach based on the estimated life of the structure to 
be built.
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Ideally, like their counterparts in nature, structures and subsequently 
buildings, would ’die" by gradually losing their stiffness and strength. 
The termination of their life would be indicated by gradual and - nearer 
to the end - accelerating deformation.
The 'delayed' properties of modulus of elasticity and permissible stress 
must be employed rather than the instantaneous values as is customary 
with traditional engineering materials.
Further research should be conducted into the long-term behaviour'of 
paperboards and the delayed properties should be determined.
6.12 HUMIDITY
The sensitivity of the mechanical properties of paperboard t6 moisture is 
one of its most serious disadvantages. Strength values decrease rapidly 
when the "moisture content exceeds 5-7%. Under varying humidity conditions 
dimensional changes of the board may occur resulting in warping.
However, a high degree of dimensional stability arid moisture’resistance 
can be achieved by additional treatments, the most popular ones being 
sheeting or coating the board with plastics materials;
By varying the degree of treatment the life of the material can be 
programmed from a short duration of a few months to a normal life-span 
of 20 years or more.
The programmed life-span of a paperboard will naturally be reflected in 
its cost.
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Paperboard can be made to conform to the existing standards (B.S. 476, 
part 1.).
Fire tests have to be carried out on pasted chipboard and other paper­
boards.
The fire-resistance can be considerably increased by either impregnating 
the board during the manufacturing process or by application of -flame- 
retardant coatings to the completed structure.
The practicability and economy of the various treatments must be 
verified by experiment.
Considerable additional fire-resistance can be obtained through -the use 
of sandwich-panels with a fire-resistant plastics foam core or, when 
applied to the prototype structure in this investigation, by foaming of 
the cavities enclosed by the different layers. By foaming .an approx­
imately seven-fold increase in the thermal insulation would occur as 
well as a remarkable increase in overall stiffness.
Further investigation in this direction should yield interesting results.
6.13 FIRE RESISTANCE
6.14 SUMMARY
In summary, the following can he stated:
1. Paperboard is a suitable engineering material and perfectly 
compatible with a stable and safe structure, provided the influences which 
cause the rapid decrease of its mechanical properties are known and 
precautions are taken against: them.
2. The crucial property for the design of structures in paper-
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3. When designing with paperboard the values of the delayed 
mechanical properties must be determined and used in the calculation.
4. More .than for any other material the correct geometric 
design of a structure is of fundamental importance for safety and 
performance of this structure.
5. Further research must be. undertaken into manufacturing 
methods of larger sheet sizes and stronger calipers, their cutting and 
creasing characteristics and the various on-line and off-line treatment 
processes for improving certain properties, the mechanical properties . 
and in particular the creep behaviour of paperboards must be studied 
further, the fire resistance of paperboards and appropriate methods 
for their improvement.investigated and an economical and ecological 
analysis must be made.
board is the stiffness expressed by the modulus of .elasticity.
6.2 FOLDED SURFACE CONSTRUCTION AND THE 'INSTAFOLD1 BUILDING SYSTEM
6.21 Folded Surface Structures in General
Folded surface construction is an ideal medium to employ low-moduius 
materials for self-supporting structures and as such particularly 
suitable for paperboard. Such structures lend themselves readily to 
prefabrication from a few simple components. From a design-orientated 
viewpoint, folded surface construction is extremely resourceful, because 
of the versatility inherent in its geometries; which allows optimum 
solutions to be found for a wide range of applications, and its 
structural stiffness, which can be varied within a considerable, range 
by choice of design and can be increased even at the stage where the 
construction has been completed by incorporating additional stiffness 
members. .
Thus single skin construction even from thin sheet material may be 
used with low-modulus, low-cost materials.
Geometrically, advantage can be taken of the properties of develop- 
ability and foldability, which are inherent in this combination 
exclusively in certain folded surface -forms, to great benefit of 
storage and transport as well as speed of erection.
To the knowledge of the author a generally accepted classification, 
structuring the entire range of folded surface structures, has so far 
not been established.
In this research an attempt for such a classification was made and 
workable guidelines were'worked out.
This work will be followed up, the system of classification will be 
extensively tested by applying it to a. number of different folded 
surface structures and modifies according to the result of these tests.
The results of this future work will ultimately allow the designer, who 
intends to use these types of structures, to rapidly review the geometric 
and the structural possibilities of different systems and. enable him to. 
make his choice by means of a selection process from a set of chosen 
requirements (parameters) and by subsequent optimisation.
With the. help of a formal, catalogue it is thus hoped that folded'surface 
structures will gain much wider acceptance. .
6.22 Antiprismatic Geometry
Antiprismatic geometry provides an excellent basis for the generation 
of a variety of structures having different shape from a basic triangular 
element.
Structurally antiprismatic forms possess sufficient inherent stiffness 
to allow for construction in low-modulus materials.
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(a) Regular antiprismatic geometry: . ■ - ■
The most serious limitation of the geometry when adhering to the ..... 
semicircular cross-section is the limited span due to the decrease 
in structural,depths for geometries of higher order. . V
Based on an element length of 3m spans of up to 13,5m have to be 
accepted as the maximum obtainable.
For higher .order's. of geometry ..another disadvantage o£ the geometry
becomes- apparent:’ ,< . . . . .    . ......
the number of the ’odd1 elements for the dome and the vault intersection 
increases progressively.
However,, increases in span can be obtained by introducing straight 
elements to the curvature. Investigations to explore these and other 
possibilities for modifying antiprismatic geometry have to be undertaken.
Mathematically, the relationship between the dome and the intersecting 
vault configuration have to be established and the dependance of the 
n-number of the horizontal polygon for the dome configuration on the 
.n-number <of the basic polygon of the antiprisms for the vault configuration 
is to be further investigated. .
(b) Irregular antiprismatic geometry:
A large scope for new and innovative work exists in this field. It has 
been shown that a number of structural forms can be derived from this 
geometry and further;investigations in this direction will yield many 
new and interesting possibilities.
The entire mathematical.background of irregular antiprismatic geometry 
remains* to be determined and fundamental research in this direction is 
required. . ■ •  . ..
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(a) Architectural considerations:
Due to the large number of possible combinations of the three basic 
forms which constitute the building system, the system is sufficiently 
adaptable to cover a multitude of building applications.
The permissible spans are sufficient to cover most applications, apart 
from larger industrial buildings or building for housing larger social 
events, such as indoor-sports or festivals, where larger spaces are 
required.
The system is essentially geared to lightweight component building and 
conceived with self-help construction by the potential users in mind.
In terms of the market situation the system is extremely versatile and 
a considerable number of economical outlets should be found.
The market situation, however, has to be investigated.
So far the system covers only bungalow-type building, A single-storey 
version is being investigated and once this is available, an even broader 
application will be possible. .
(b) Structural consideration:
As with plastics, conventional design concepts governing structural 
life and allowable displacements need to be modified and static fatigue 
of the material, buckling and large creep deformations, which are 
dependant on temperature and humidity conditions, have to be included.
Buckling and large deflections are perfectly compatible with a safe 
structure and should be freely permitted except in cases where they are 
architecturally undesirable or where they are likely to cause overall 
instability of the structure.
6.23 The 'INSTAFOLD1 Building System
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With regard to the form of the structure it must be stated that the 
perfect semicylindrical shape is less stiff overall than a parabolical 
form or a cylindrical section with the boundary walls meeting the base 
at angles smaller than 90° as they are then more in the line with the 
resultant support reaction.
Viewing this problem from an architectural point the parabolical form 
is disadvantageous as the amount of usable space - caused by lack of 
height in the lower regions of the shell - increases.
(c) Constructional considerations •
The method of manufacture and. assembly of the elements and the method of 
erection employed for the prototype was satisfactory.
The assembly of the individual elements to larger sections on the laboratory 
floor by using self adhesive tape did not provide any problems and, as 
.long as a certain procedure was followed, the folding of the sections to 
transportable packs was easily performed by three persons.
Equally, the,erection of the structure by unfolding on the base worked 
according to plan.
There is, however, a limit to the maximum size of sections that can be 
handled without using mechanical equipment and it is believed that not 
only problems of handling these units will arise when size and material 
thickness are increased, but also that the folding and unfolding processes 
will impose considerable stresses on the connections. ;
This matter-requires further investigation.
When concluding the constructional details of the prototype it must be 
kept in mind that, mainly due to lack of finance, the prototype had. to 
be conceived essentially as a test structure for the loading experiments 
to be carried out in the laboratory and was not intended to be erected 
outside.
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The taped joints were an interesting and challenging attempt for a 
simple and economical solution to the larger number of connections 
and - considering their relative weakness and disadvantageous prop­
erties as when described before - stood up surprisingly well to the 
sustained loading and to time.
But as experience showed, unless greatly improved backing materials and 
adhesives are available and produced in tape-form their application 
cannot be recommended for anything than very short time application.
Further development work must first start at alternative solutions for 
economic, jointing methods.
Possible solutions incorporate bonding and riveting resin-saturated 
felt strips to the edges of two adjacent panels with unsaturated line- 
hinge for folding which can.be resin saturated after erection or, 
alternatively, extruded plastics sections which are locally flexible 
along the hinge-line. :
The use of alternative building materials for ’Instafold’ structures is 
to be studies and feasibility and cost-benefit studies are to be carried 
out.
Most promising alternatives are sheet metals with foam hacking, plywoods 
and various plastics materials.
Other important areas requiring further research are thermal and sound 
insulations of the buildings and investigations into their fire- 
performance.
Furthermore details for the opening, like doors, windows and rooflights, 
should be further developed.
The agreement of ’Instafold' structures with the respective building laws 
and regulations must also be studied.
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6.3 EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE PROTOTYPE 
6.31 Experiments
(a) Load tests
It could be clearly observed from the deflected shape graphs, that the 
barrel vault section of the structure is considerably less stiff than 
the dome sections and it.is in the former, where the largest deflections 
and subsequently buckling occurs.
The dome section appear to exert an overall stiffening effect on to the 
vault section, particularly with regard to the overall longitudinal 
stiffness on the structure.
The maximum deflections do not occur at the centre of the vault, as 
would be expected, but near the centre at nodes 8 and 9, where the 
corners of the stiffening elements meet the valley-folds of the 
antiprismatic layer.; This phenomenon is explainable through the 
geometric and loading arrangements: the valley nodes like 8 and 9, are 
point where all the three layers, namely antiprismatic layer, outside 
stiffening elements and prismatic inner layer meet in one point. Because 
of this - fact least stiffness is available geometrically in the influence 
areas of these nodes. • •
As the uniformly distributed load, the structure was subjected to during 
the tests, was approximated by nodal loads, these areas were heavily 
loaded. Consequently, these nodes deflected considerably.
In reality, when the load is a snow load, the deflections are expected 
to be much more uniform over this part of the structure. These 
differences between point loads and uniformly distributed load have to 
be subject to further investigation.
The most critical loading case, viz the one producing the largest dis­
placements, is case 1, an uniformly distributed load over full plan. *
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With respect to the creep tests on the prototype structure it is not 
possible to evaluate the true values because of the lack of conditioned 
environment for these tests and the uncontrollable displacements of the 
metal datum-frame, due to temperature changes, resulting from it.
Although obviously desirable, strain measurements on the prototype could 
not be undertaken at the present stage. The reason for this decision 
lies mainly in the low flexural stiffness of the single skin material, 
which allowed large local deformations and buckling of the surfaces, so 
that strain-readings obtained from electrical strain gauges affixed-to 
these surfaces would be very doubtful indeed.
A further investigation must include methods of talcing strain readings 
from these materials as complete experimental analysis- of a structure 
is not possible without these values.
(b) Windtunnel tests:
For realistic assessment of the influence of wind forces on structures 
of unconventional shape it is necessary to undertake windtunnel tests.
Generally, for the majority of lightweight structures possessing an over­
all shell-like smooth curvature, the critical forces created by the wind 
loads are suction forces, viz upward lift in certain areas of the 
structure.
For the correct design of the anchoring of the structure to the ground 
the knowledge of the magnitude of these forces is essential.
Further windtunnel tests on the type of structures described here should 
be undertaken and the number of taping points on the model should be 
increased by adding points in the centres of the ridge-folds and in the 
centre of the triangular surfaces.
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The deflected.shapes as obtained from the theoretical and experimental
analyses are in good agreement, but the magnitude of the theoretical
values are only about 3% of the experimental values. :
Possible reasons for this discrepancy are the following:
a) The analysis assumes a linear and conservative structure, but the 
experimental results show that the structure behaves neither linear 
nor conservative. = ‘ - ’ ' -
b) The hypothesis that for this structure bending stiffness is-negligible 
. has not been proven although the findings of other researchers appear
to support the hypothesis. ’
c) The theoretical analysis is based on the higher, values of the elastic 
constants (modulus of elasticity, poisson's ratio) as.given in 5,1, 
but. the material tests indicated noticeable variations in values 
influenced by the method of manufacture, the bond between the plies, 
time and humidity conditions, so that perhaps lower values for the 
elastic constants might be more appropriate.
d) The analysis assumes that the elements are perfectly hinged along 
their common edges. The adhesive tape used for most element,connections 
tends to slip under continuous loading, thus, increasing the distances 
between two adjacent plates. The influence of this geometrical change- 
on the displacement readings cannot be accurately determined, but is 
believed to be substantial. Other workers in the field have proven 
that in finite element analysis when applied to folded surface 
structures, the results obtainable are particularly sensitive to the 
type of connection employed in the structure.
e) The program is based on a linear analysis and does not consider the 
effect of post-buckling behaviour. Any tendency of plate buckling 
will result in deformations far in excess of those predicted by the 
analysis.
6.32 Analysis:
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f) The element grid used in the theoretical analysis is fairly coarse.
It has been verified by other workers, that the accuracy of the 
results obtained by the finite element method is dependent on the 
choice of the element size, and the coarseness of the grid; the finer 
the grid the more accurate the results.
It has also been shown that, when.chosing a finer grid, variation 
occurs in adjacent element stresses, in some cases changing from 
tension in one element to compression in the next, both elements 
being in the same panel.
Further, theories for the analytical analysis of these structures 
should be further developed. Research into the application of the 
finite element method to folded surface structures has to be under­
taken and a workable basis must be found, as at the present the 
accuracy of the results, when analysing a complex folded surface 
structure bears no relation to the. effort involved. A partial 
solution for an economical analysis might be based on space grid 
structure analogy, where the plates are substituted by linear members 
of a certain crossectional area lying in the lines of intersection of 
two plates. Work carried out by other researchers showed that: good 
agreement with experimental results can be obtained, but much depends 
of the correct choice of the crossectional area of the linear members 
according to the allocation of influence areas from.the adjacent 
surfaces of the folded surface system.
At the present moment even small folded surface structures analysed by 
the finite element approach require a considerable amount of computer 
time and storage. Additional procedures must be found to reduce both 
to an acceptable standard.
At the present stage a successful and economic analytical analysis of a 
complex folded surface structure in paperboard appears not to be possible 
and an experimental investigation is necessary in order to obtain data 
required for the design of these structures.
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GLOSSARY OF PAPER MAKING TERMS (reproduced from (1))
ACCEPTED STOCK That part of the stock which is not rejected by cleaning 
and/or screening.
BAGASSE The crushed stalks of the sugar cane after the sugar has been 
extracted. . _
BASIS WEIGHT, see Grammage. . :
BEATING OR REFINING The mechanical treatment of fibrous materials in a 
beater or refiner.,
(a) Beating. A treatment which consists in submitting the stock'to the 
action of.a beater.
(b) Refining. A treatment which consists in submitting the stock to the 
action of a refiner.
BINDER A material used in the paper industry to cause fibres to bond, 
coatings to adhere or as a laminant.
BLEACHING Removal or modification, to a greater or lessor extent, of the 
colour of the components of pulp with a view to improving its brightness.
BREAKER Machine (engine) with or without a bedplate and with a roll fitted 
with blunt bars. It is used to break down sheets of pulp, waste paper, 
rag pulp, rags- or’ other textile scraps into, a suspension.
BREAKING LENGTH The calculated limiting length of a strip of paper or 
board of any uniform width, beyond which, if-such a strip were suspended by 
one end, it would break by its own weight.
BROKE Paper or board which is discarded at any stage during its 
manufacture; it is usually repulped. There are two kinds - wet broke and 
dry broke.
BURSTING STRENGTH The maximum uniformly distributed pressure applied at 
right angles to its surface that a test piece will stand before it breaks 
under the conditions defined in the standard.method of test..; . , •
CALENDERING Operation carried out by means of a calender on the at least 
partially dried paper or board, with the aim of improving the finish, the 
process permitting some control of the thickness of the paper.
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CHEMICAL PULP Pulp obtained by removal from the raw material of a 
considerable, part of those non~cellulosic components that can be removed 
by a chemical treatment,e,g. cooking; to resolve the fibres, subsequent 
.mechanical treatment is not necessary.
CHIPBOARD Board made on a continuous machine from waste paper mainly of 
a..low grade.
CHIP REFINING The mechanical treatment of wood chips by processing through 
a refiner to produce refiner mechanical pulp.
COATING The process of covering the surface of a paper or board with one 
or more layers of coating slip or other materials in fluid form.
COOKING Treatment of fibrous raw.material by heat in the presence of water, 
usually with added chemicals, "
CONIFEROUS PULP, SOFTWOOD PULP Pulp obtained from wood of coniferous trees 
by various processes.
CONSISTENCY The percentage, by weight, of air-dry (or oven-dry) fibrous 
materials in a stock or stock suspension.
COUCH That section of teh wet end of the paper of board machine at which 
the wet web leaves the vat: machine cylinders or the fourdrinier wire part.
CREPING Operation of crinkling paper from a roll or cylinder in order to 
increase its stretch and softness.
CROSS DIRECTION That direction in the plane of a web or sheet of paper or 
board at right angles to the machine direction.
CURL Deformation of a sheet of paper or board over all its surface which 
therefore tends to roll up into the form.of a cylinder.
DECKLE (Machine Deckle) The overall width of the wet web as it leaves the 
forming zone.
DEFIBERIZING The operation of reducing fibre .aggregates to individual 
fibres from such sources as wood chips, pulp sheets, dry broke, reclaimed 
paper stock and the like.
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DEFLECTOR A blade, element, which bears against the fourdrinier wire, 
and promotes water removal from the stock at the forming zone.
DIRT Foreign matter embedded in a sheet, which has marked contrasting 
colour to the rest of the sheet when viewed by reflected or transmitted light.
DRAINABILITY The ease with which stock, when drained under gravity, parts 
with the water of the suspension. -
DRY END Drying section of the paper machine, consisting mainly of driers, 
calenders, reels and slitters.
FELT A continuous belt generally made of wood whose function.is. to convey 
the paper web, to provide a cushion between the press rolls and .serve as a 
medium for removal of water from the wet. sheet. ...
FELT MARK-'Imprint left on the paper or board by the paper-machine, felt, due 
to the pressure exerted. ., .. . - - ;
FIBRE COMPOSITION The fibrous constituency of a paper and their various 
proportions in it or board. The fibre composition is usually expressed in 
percentage figures by mass, taking the total fibrous material of the paper 
01* board as 100 parts.
FIBRILLATION Freeing of the fibrils .by partial rupture of the fibres 
submitted to an appropriate treatment e.g. beating.
FILLER Fine pigment, generally white and of mineral. origin, incorporated 
in the stock.
FINISH The surface characteristics imparted to paper or board by mechanical 
means e.g. calendering.
FLOW BOX see HEADBOX
FOILS Drainage elements under the fourdrinier wire in the form of a blade 
contacting the wire at an apgle.
FORMATION The manner in which the fibres are distributed, disposed and 
intermixed to constitute the paper.
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FOURDRINIER MACHINE A machine for the production of a web of paper or 
board which is formed by draining of the stock on a unit known as the 
’Fourdrinier wire part’. The wet web is then pi'essed and. dried. The 
wire part and the presses together are known as the ’wet end’ of the 
machine.
FREENESS VALUE A measure of the drainability of an aqueous suspension 
of pulp determined and expressed as specialised in a standard method of 
test. 4
FREE STOCK Stock that, when drained under gravity, parts easily with the 
water of the suspension. The condition of any given stock may be measured 
and expressed numerically as the drainability or the freeness value. The 
opposite of ’free’ is ’wet’ (often termed ’slow’).
FURNISH Nature and proportions of the fibrous and non-.fibrous component
constituents of the stock other than water.
GRAMMAGE (BASIS WEIGHT) The mass of a unit area of paper or board 
determined by the standard method of test; it is expressed in grammes per 
square meter.
•HARDWOOD PULP Pulp obtained from the wood of hardwood trees by various 
processes. The fibres are generally shorter than those of softwood-pulp.
HEADBOX A large flow control chamber which provides delivery of stock to 
the fourdrinier wire uniformly across its full width.
HECTARE 1 Hectare = 2.47 acres.
HIGH YIELD PULPING A pulping process in which the degree of delignification
of the pulp is less than that normally prevailing.
IMPREGNATING The process of treating a sheet or web of paper or board with 
a liquid. This may be a hot asphalt or wax or a solution of a volatile 
solvent.,
INVERFORM A multi-ply board machine, comprising a multiple wire fourdrinier 
with two or more headbox forming units for application of further plies to 
the main web.
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KRAFT PULP A variety of sulphate pulp of high mechanical strength used, 
especially for the manufacture of kraft paper.
LAMINATING The.operation of combining two or more layers with an adhesive 
so as to form a multi-ply paper product.
LINER A general term for. any paper or board intended for covering another
paper or board material, for example, by adhesion to become a part of the
finished product. ' -
LOADING see FILLER.
MACHINE DIRECTION That direction in a paper or board corresponding to the 
direction of the flow of the stock on the paper machine.
MOISTURE CONTENT The amount of water in a material. In practice, it is
regarded as the ratio of the loss of mass of a test piece when dried 
according to the standard method of test to its mass at the time of sampling, 
normally expressed as a percentage.
NEUTRAL SULPHITE PULP Pulp obtained by cooking the raw material with a 
liquor essentially containing a monosulphite.
PERMANGANATE NUMBER An indication of the degree of delignation of a pulp.
(cf Kappa number).
PICKING The rupture of the surface of a paper or board during manufacture 
or during printing, which occurs when an external tensile force .applied to 
the surface is greater than the cohesion of teh paper or board.
PULP Fibrous material, generally of natural vegetable origin, made ready 
for use in further manufacturing processes.
QUIRE The twentieth part of a ream; i.e. 25 sheets.
REAM A pack of 500 identical sheets of paper.
REELING The operation of winding a web of paper or board with or without
the use of a core. •
REFINER A machine, usually fitted with discs or a cone and plug, intended
for the treatment of fibrous materials in an aqueous medium to give them 
some of the properties needed for the manufacture of pulp or paper with the- 
necessary characteristics. •
Note: In a refiner the treatment is usually a continuous operation
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SCREEN A device, provided with orifices intended for grading materials 
according to size.
SCREENING Operation intended to separate any material into graded sizes 
by the. use of a screen, or screens.
SEMI-CHEMICAL PULP Pulp obtained by partial removal from the raw material 
of those non-cellulosic components that can be removed by a chemical 
treatment, e.g. cooking to resolve the fibres, some subsequent mechanical 
treatment is necessary.
SHIVES Coarse fragments of fibrous materials present in pulp or paper, 
resulting from incomplete resolution during pulping.
SIZING The addition of materials either to the stock (internal sizing) or 
to the surface of a paper or board (surface sizing), generally in order to 
increase its surface strength and its resistance to penetration and spread­
ing of aqueous liquids, e.g. writing ink. •
SIZE-PRESS Two rolls running in contact with each other between which the 
web is passed in order to apply an even layer of size, coating slip or other 
surface application. It is situated between two banks of dryers on the 
papermachine. , . ’•
SLICE That part of a fourdrinier machine which regulates the flow of stock 
from the. headbox onto the fourdrinier wire in a .sheet of liquid of even 
thickness or volume.
SLIP Liquid suspension containing pigments.
SLITTING Dividing a web of paper or board in the lengthwise direction into 
two or more narrower webs.
SLUSHING Operation of making a suspension of fibres in a liquid by 
disintegration from dry or wet papermaking pulp or paper.
SORTING The classification of rags or waste paper into groups according 
to quality for use in the manufacture of paper or board.. Also, the 
examination of sheets of paper or board individually in order that the 
defective ones may be rejected.
STACK A type of calender generally situated at the end of the making 
machine, of which the rolls are of metal only.
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STOCK (Stuff) An aqueous suspension of one or more papermaking pulps 
and other material from the stage of disintegration of the pulp to the 
formation of the web or sheet of paper or board.
Note. Also known in English as ’stuff’.
STOCK PREPARATION A collective term for all treatment necessary for the 
preparation of the stock before it reaches the paper machine.
SUCTION BOX A device for removal of water from the sheet being formed .on the
fourdrinier wire of the paper machine. Water is removed by induced suction 
within the box. ' -
SULPHITE PULP Pulp obtained by cooking the raw material with a. mixture 
consisting of caustic soda, sodium sulphides and possibly other compounds, 
such as black liquor. - '
STRETCH AT BREAK The measured elongation at the moment of rupture of a 
test piece of paper or board when extended under the conditions defined in
the standard method of test; it is usually expressed as a percentage of
the initial length. - ~ -
SUPERCALENDERING Accentuated calendering, usually off-machine, which 
produces a super calendered paper. It is carried out by means of a 
supercalender.
TABLE ROLLS Drainage element used in the forming area* Drainage is caused 
by the vacuum’created by the pumping action of the water in the diverging 
angle of the wire, and the table roll.
TENSILE STRENGTH The maximum tensile force that a test piece will stand 
before it breaks under the conditions defined in the standard method of test.
THICKNESS (CALIPER) A generic term for single sheet thickness and bulking 
thickness.
TOP SIDE The face of a web or sheet of paper or board opposite to the wire 
side. ,
TRIMMINGS Pieces of paper or board (other than offcuts) removed during 
processing and. usually repulped if practicable.
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TWO-SIDEDNESS An unintended difference of varying degree in surface 
texture or shade existing between the two faces of a paper or board, which 
is inherent in the method of manufacture.
VAT MACHINE A board machine comprising one open-ended cylinder, or more 
than one open-ended cylinders in series, covered with fine mesh wire which 
revolves in a trough or vat of stock. Water draining through the wire 
leaves a mat of fibres, the ultimate thickness of which is determined by 
the number of cylinders used. The resultant web is removed from the last 
trough and then passes through conventional pressing and drying sections.
WASTE PAPER CONTRARIES Any material in waste paper or board that might he 
detrimental to the. paper or hoard being manufactured from the waste paper 
or board or which might damage papermalcing equipment or render re-pulping 
difficult. When such materials are difficult to see or detect, they are 
known as ’pernicious1 contraries.
WATER MARK A deliberately produced design or pattern in paper, caused by 
localised displacement of fibres, and visible when viewed against a eontrastin 
background,
WEB The continuous length of paper or board during manufacture or conversion.
WET PRESS A combination of two or .more rolls having surfaces of, for 
example, polished granite, rubber, fabric or felt, used for pressing water 
from the wet web and for compacting the web. The wet presses are situated 
at the wet end immediately before the drying section of the paper or board 
machine.
WET STOCK Stock that, when drained either under gravity or suction parts 
with the water of the suspension with difficulty. The condition of any 
given stock may be. measured and expressed numerically as the drainability or 
as the freeness value. The opposite of ’wet’ (often termed ’slow5) is ’free’,
WET STRENGTH PAPER Paper so treated as to decrease its loss in wet strength 
upon wetting.
WxRE .(Fourdrinier Wire) An endless belt of woven wire suitable for use on 
the fourdrinier machine on which the fibres are felted into pulp, paper'or 
board.
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WIRE PART (Fourdrinier Wire Part) A component part of a Fourdrinier machine 
consisting of an endless belt of mesh fabric, the upper part of which forms 
a flat surface on which the web is formed and the water is partly removed.
WIRE SIDE The face of a web or sheet of paper or board which was in contact
with the forming wire during manufacture.
WOODFREE PAPER OR BOARD Paper or board having in principle only chemical 
pulp in it3 fibre composition; in practice it may, however, contain a 
small fortuitous amount of ether fibres or pulps.
WOOD P(JLP Pulp obtained from wood by various processes.
YIELD The amount of a substance usually expressed as a percentage of 
starting material which remains after a processing action e.g. the pulp 
obtained from pulp wood.
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Reading key for the project tables
Column 1 refers to the number of the figure on the respective page of 
illustrations indicated, e.g. >1.
Column 2 refers to the number the project had been listed under in the 
project archives.
Column 3 denotes the title of the project (underlined), if appropriate, 
remarks on geometry, material or structure are given.
Column 4 lists the authors name, the year the project was published or 
completed and the country of origin.
Columns 5 and 6 indicate whether the project was executed as a building 
or prototype structure or merely the design or a model thereof was 
published.
Column 7: l i t e r a t u r e  references and references of illustrations are given.
Periodicals are being denoted by their abbreviations (-> see list), the 
year of publication, the number or volume and the numbers of the relevant 
pages.
Books and Reports are listed according to their title, the author, the 
publisher, year of publication and reference page . Where the names 
of authors are omitted they are identical with column 4.
Indices 'Rp' or 'Cfs* behind a citation refer to a report or proceedings 
of a conference.
Illustrations A large number of illustrations shown were obtained by 
photographic reproduction from various sources. Appropriate credit is 
given to the references from which the illustrations have been copied. 
Attempts to obtain permission from owners of copyrights on illustrations 
are still in progress, although the large number of these, and extreme 
difficulties in tracing certain owners are causing considerable delay.
The publication‘of these illustrations is being undertaken in good 
faith. Any owner who feels his copyright has been infringed is kindly 
requested to contact the author.
'>fig' in column 7 always refers to the origin of the illustrations 
denoted in column 1.
'>fig 2 p.3f indicates that the illustrations xvere obtained from a figure 
of the reference cited in the line above bearing this number
'>fig* followed by a name refers to the owner of the copyright of an 
original photograph.
Column 8 identifies photographic reproductions related to column 7.
Column 9 denotes the code indicating classification of the project according 
to the 'Classification of Paperboard Structures' in table 9 (p.53).
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List of abbreviations for periodicals used for reference 
AA 1’architecture d’aujourd’hui, France.
AB Architecture and Building, G.B.
AD Architectural Design, G.B.
AF Architectural Forum, U.S.A.
AI Architekt und Ingenieur, W. Germany.
AW Architektur und Wohnfor m, W. Germany.
BK Bauen mit Kunststoffen, W. Germany.
BM Der Baumeister, W. Germany.
BMT Building Materials, G.B.
BP Building Practice, India.
BW Bauen + Wohnen, Switzerland.
BZK Bauzentrum-Kontakt, W. Germany.
CA The Canadian-Architect, Canada.
D Domus, Italy.
ENR Engineering News Record, U.S.A.
H Das Haus, W. Germany.
JID Japan Interior Design, Japan.
MID Moebel Interior Design, W. Germany.
PIPW The Paper Industry and Paper World, U.S.A.
PC Plasticonstruction, W. Germany.
W Das Werlc, Switzerland.
WWM The Wide World Magazine, G.B.
Z Die Zeit, W. Germany.
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A PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION INTO VARIOUS SANDWICH 
PANELS FROM PAPERBOARD COMPONENTS
Bending tests of various sandwich constructions were undertaken to 
estimate the stiffness and the elastic modulus and to observe the 
bending characteristics.
Principally three types of sandwich construction were considered:
a) Corrugated boards (plate 34>2)
b) Panels with chipboard layers and honeycomb core (>4)
c) Panels with chipboard layers and cellular plastics 
core (>6)
The types of sandwich panels investigated and a description of their , 
construction is given in table27
The test set-up was similar to the one in 5.1 for the pasted chipboard. 
The Instron TT-CM-L-M4 testing machine was used for these tests 
(plate 34>1).
The net deflection of the beams was utilised to determine the stiffness 
of the beams from the relationship:
Appendix Three
where M = moment applied to the beam
I - span of the beam
6 = net deflection of the beamn
due to bending.
If the value of the second moment of area is able to be computed from 
the physical properties of the beam, a value of elastic modulus in 
bending can be determined.
As Triwall Pak utilises various laminates of corrugated board to form 
packing cases and other semi-structural units, it was decided as a first 
trial to investigate the load deflection characteristics Of this product 
under a four point load system.
*
r
Types of sandwich panels
1. Corrugated board panels
S
t.otn
m
Description of construction
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A 3.8
3 . 1
=5.1
14.0 TRIWALL PAK (single) triple rows of C-A-A fluting 
corrugations perpendicular to line load 
Manufacturer: TRIWALL CONTAINERS LTD., LONDON.
h.
14.0 TRIWALL PAK (single) corrugation parallel to line load 
specifications as above
5.11
29.0
3 0 . 0
TRIWALL PAK (double)
two single TRIWALL PAK glued together with 
polyester resin uncoated (Bj) and brush coated (M) 
corrugations perpendicular to line load
29.0 TRIWALL PAK - (double), incoated 
specification as above
corrugations parallel and perpendicular to 
line load
■Cl J3-73-0
22.7
S3KSS3SSS53S33BSI
C2 teass' 5-0
l3 . 7
Composite panel made from 'Chambers' corrugated 
board. Top layers K400/K400/B parallel to 
line load. Core 3 layers K300/K300/A 
corrugations perpendicular and parallel to 
line load
Manufacturer: 'Chambers' Packaging Ltd., Kirkby, Lanes.
1.1 Corrugated board layer panel's with chipboard honeycomb core
D S3EESZSZ 5 . 0
1.0
3 2 . 4 Composite panel made from 'Chambers' K300/K300/A 
top layers and 'Dufalyte' chipboard expanded 
honeycomb E-mesh cell size ll", height 1" core glued 
together with polyester resin. Corrugations parallel and perpen­
dicular to line load. Manf: Dufalyte Developments Ltd, St. Neot:
3 . 6 3 0 . 1
5.0
' j-0
siH? .
Composite panel made from 'Chambers' K400/K400/B and K3OO/K3OO/A 
layers bonded to a 'Dufalyte' expanded honeycomb E-mesh core 
(cell size la", height 1")
corrugation parallel and perpendicular to line load.
3 2 . 0 Composite panel made from TRIWALL PAK layers and 'Dufia.lyte' 
expanded honeycomb E-mesh core (cell size la", height 1") 
bonded together.
1.2 Corrugated board layer panels with polyurethane foam core
G ?*7
1.7
3 2 . 0
Composite panel made from 'Chambers' K40O/K400/B layers, 
corrugations parallel and perpendicular to line load 
bonded to Rigid Polyurethane foam core 8.02 kg/m3 core.
2. Pasted chipboard layer panels with chipboard honeycomb core
H,
H2
K
3.a-41lf\Ol
3.5
32.5 
32..5
32.5
Composite patiel made from Pasted Chipboard caliper 3500 jirn 
layers bonded to 'Dufalyte' expanded honeycomb E-mesh core 
(cell size ll", height 1") uncoated into MG. Paster-kraft 
155 g/ni“-liners. H2 soaked in diluted polyester resin.
K surface-brush-coated with PE rosin (outside only)
3. Pasted chipboard layer panels with rigid Polyurethane foam core
3.?
3.5
3 1 . 8
3 2 . 8
Composite panel made from Pasted Chipboard Cal 3500 
bended to rigid Polyurethane foam 8.02 kg/m-* core, 
ditto but brush coated with Polyester resin.
pm layers
Table 27 Types of Sandwich Panels Tested and Their Construction
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During the testing of these units it was realised that the conventional 
engineering method of beam testing in pure bending was not applicable to 
this material. The points of application of the loads tended to embed., 
themselves into the beam material and to collapse the corrugations due to 
direct compression (This was relieved to a small extent by placing thin 
strips of aluminium under the roller load.) Consequently it was impossible 
to determine accurately the central deflection of the beam, but in later 
tests, attempts were made to assess this quantity by measuring the amount 
of identation of the loads. This was achieved by placing dial gauges 
vertically in line with each other on the top and bottom of the beam at 
each of the loading points; it was not entirely successful and still did 
not enable the beam deflection to be measured accurately. It must be 
concluded that the engineers four point loading technique on these beams 
is not satisfactory and it appears therefore that it is impossible to 
determine the stiffness of these beams in bending.
Various points, however were observed and are listed below:
(a) the top and bottom fibres of the beams did not deflect to the same 
curvature. Both fixed and free rolling supports were used but the same 
result was observed in each case. It is possible that an inplane tensile 
stress was developed on the top surface of the beam due to the friction of 
the rollers when they embedded themselves into the beam material. •
(b) The top fibres of the beams had a very small curvature Compared with 
the bottom fibres and so the maximum deflection of the beam at failure 
was taken as that for the bottom fibres (>2);
(c) The load deflection characteristics of these beams are not linear.
(d) The values of maximum deflection at ultimate load and stiffness of 
the beam at 10 Kgm. load are given in Table 28 (This is equivalent 
to obtaining a secant elastic modulus of the beam material between zero 
and 10 Kgm. load).
It must be pointed out that this latter quantity, in these tables may be 
considered as approximate only and so comparison of the various, values 
can be made.
(e) The failure load is defined as the maximum load the beam is able to 
carry before the load begins to decrease with increase in deflection.
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Panol typo teat
data
S
(tnm)
weight
(g)
Baals 
Wei ght 
g/m2
fnilure 
load kg.
max. 
deflect ion 
mm.
(at failure 
lond Kifn. )
El value 
Kg /mm**
1,0 Corrugated Board Panels
Triwoll Pak (single) lino lond 
corrugations parallel to line load \ 20-7-71 l4.0 95
| 
c-\ 
1 Ci
1 
' - 34 0.12J 4.89k106
Triwall Pnk (single) corrugations 
parallel to line load A2 20-7-71 l4.0 95 2230 19-35 0.1505
z
4.91*10
Trivall Palt (double) corrugations 
perpendicular to line lond Bi 21-7-71 29.0 192 4510 100 0.150 7 .8lxl06
Trivall Pak(double)corrugations 
perpendicular and parallel to line load Ba 21-7-71 29.0 195 4580 61 •0.150 7 .81k106
Triwall Pak (double) resin coated corrugations 
perpendicular to lino load M 25-8-71 30.0 222 4970 112.5 ■ ~ ■ -
Composite panel from chambers 
2 It K4.00 + 3 k K300 C1 18-7-71 22.7 209 4910 . 42 0.1650 3.91*106
1,1 Corrugated board layers 
Honeycomb chipboard core
layers perpendicular, K40O 
honeycomb E-mesh 25.4 mm D 20-7^71 32.4 116 2720 11.75 0,105 6.51*10^
layers perpendicular,k40O and K300 
honeycomb E-mesh 12.7 mm E 20-7-71 30 .1 180 4230 34.5 0.190 3.91X106
layers Triwall Pak/honeycomb E-mesh 12.7 F 22-7-71 4l.O 210 4930 57.5 . - * -
1.2 Corrugated board with
■ polyurethane foam core . . . . . .
layers perpendicular K400ypolyurethane 
foam density 8.02 kg/m2 . G 20-7-71 32.0 167 3920 93.5 0.145 9.77*106
2.0 Pasted chipboard layers 
honeycomb chipboard core - .
Pasted chipboard caliper 3500 1^1-m 
honeycomb E-mesh H1 19-7-71 32.5 230 5400 17.5 0.155 1.95K106
.Pasted chipboard caliper 3500j6m 
honeycomb;; E-mesh resin soaked H2 22-7-71 32.5 265 6230 65 0.140 (
ll.t5*106
Pasted chipboard caliper 3500JJ-m 
honeycomb E-raesh resin coated K 25-8-71 35-2 322 7560 59.75
Beam
horizontal 
between loads
19.5*106
3.0 Pasted chipboard layers 
polyurethane foam core
Pasted chipboard caliper 35CO/bm 
polyurethane/density 8.02 kg/m3 1 25-8-71 31.8 280 6510 194
Beamhorizontal 
between loads -
Pasted chipboard caliper 3500^111 
polyurethane/density 8.02 kg/m3 resin coated J 24-8-71 32.8 328 7200 240 0.120 -
Beam J had been damaged 
before testing
Table 28 Physical Properties Including Failure Load,
Maximum Deflection at Failure Load and •
Stiffness of the Sandwich Panels Tested
(Overall Dimensions of Specimen : 304,8 x 139,7 mm,
Length over Supports (Span) : 228,6 mm
Length between Loading Bars : 127,0 mm )
Testconditions : 20°C (+ 2%), 50% R.H.
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The sandwich beams composed of chipboard facing and honeycomb core (>4) 
and chipboard facings and cellular plastics core (>6) were also tested 
under four point loading. The roller reactions of this system do tend to 
indent into the facing material at the higher loads, but by correcting 
for the deformations of the facing material under the point loads as 
explained above, the stiffness of the beam may be determined at 10 Kgm 
load and the maximum deflection may be determined at the centre of the 
beam at the failure load. The failure of the composite beam, whether 
untreated or resin impregnated, generally results in a collapse of the 
core material; the honeycomb core failing as a result of crushing of the 
core material and the cellular plastics as a result of shearing at the 
supports (>5 and >7).
By observing the deflection patterns of these composite beams in the 
higher load range it is clearly seen that they do not deform into an 
arc of a circle and therefore it might appear that they do not behave 
elastically. If, however, cellular plastics or chipboard are tested 
separately under a four point load system both components will deform 
into an arc of a circle for loads up to failure and until..further 
investigations have been made it must be assumed that in the .lower load 
range the composite will also be bent into a circular arc.
The results are sufficient to show that:
(a) The most suitable material to use for a structural or semi-structural 
unit is the sandwich construction consisting of an outside skin of 
chipboard and a core of foam or honeycomb. This unit may be untreated or 
treated with polyester resin.
(b) As the stiffness of a beam is a fundamental property it is necessary 
to undertake a more detailed analysis in the low stress range to estimate 
this value for the beams in (a). Loading arrangements must be investigated 
to take account of the indentations into the material under load.
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As a direct result of these conclusions a more detailed investigation
into the bending characteristics and the properties of sandwich beams
consisting of layers of a 3290 urn caliper pasted chipboard and a
3polyurethane foam core of 56 kg/m density was conducted by Stewart ('2).
Two types of specimen were tested, untreated and resin-impregnated ones, 
and a reasonably comprehensive picture of the influence of the anisotropy 
of the chipboard facings was obtained by investigating samples cut at 
0°, 30°, 60° and 90° to the machine direction.
The following results were obtained for the modulus ofNilasticity 
in bending for untreated and for treated sandwich beams ;
Test , 
Direction
Untreated 
E Kgf/mm2
Resin Impregn. 
E K.gf/mm2
0° 373,5 508,0
u> o 0 307,0 -
O' O o .191,7 • -
ooO' 147,1 173,3
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